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FOREWORD

In recent years the World Meteorological Organization has been giving
increased attention to studies of the economic benefits of meteorology.These studies
serve several very useful purposes. They can provide powerful arguments for supporting requests for additional expenditure on meteorology in implementation of the
World Weather Watch plan. They can indicate to Directors of Meteorological Services
which branches of the national economy stand to benefit most from improved meteorological advice. Finally, they can bring to the attention of the economist and
national planner the ways in which Meteorological Services can best contribute to
economic development.
Such studies clearly call for close collaboration between meteorologists
and economists and it was therefore with great enthusiasm that WMO responded to a
suggestion that itshould co-sponsor a seminar, to be organized by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa, on the role of Meteorological Services in economic
development in Africa. The seminar was held at the University of Ibadan, Nigeria,
from 23 to 28 September 1968, and there can be no doubt that the participants including meteorologists, economists, geographers, agriculturists and civilengineeIS
- found it to be a most stimulating experience. This was in fact the first international seminar ever to be held on this topic. In view of this and of the exp:ressed
desire of the participants, it seems most appropriate that the proceedings of the
seminar should now be published.
This publication will of course be of particular interest to countries
in Africa. It is hoped that it will also prove to be of value in other parts of
the world by stimulating discussion, both at the national and international levels,
on ways in which Meteorological Services can play their full role in economic development.
In view of the great interest of the World Meteorological Organization
in the subject, it has been agreed with the United Nations Economic Commission for
Africa that the proceedings of the seminar should be issued as a technical publication of WMO.
It gives me great pleasure, on behalf of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa and the World Meteorological Organization, to place on record
the gratitude of these two Organizations to all who contributed to the success of
the seminar.

(D. A. Davies)
Secretary-General

MESSAGE TO THE SEMINAR

It is only since the latter part of the 1950s that the continent of
Africa became covered with a network of synoptic stations adequate for a general
description of its weather and climate. The fact that the present network of stations in many countries is still, basically, designed to serve the needs of aviation reflects to a large extent an insufficient understanding of the contribution
the various branches of meteorology can make to the development of the economy of
the continent. There is perhaps not yet sufficient dialogue between those responsible for development planning and preparation of the budgets and those scientists
who practise in the various fields of meteorology.
The Economic Commission for Africa is fully aware of the necessity of
taking full advantage of modern science and technology in undertaking development
programmes and planning. The science of meteorology, which encompasses inter alia
the forecast of weather, the study of agroclimatology and hydrometeorology should
contribute significantly to the understanding of the natural environment, and the
rational application of its findings is an essential element of natural resources
development.
Now that there is a growing understanding of the weather and climatic
resources of Africa, the time has arrived for planners and meteorologists to come
together and examine carefully the ways in which these resources can best be used
to advance economic and social development. I hope that the seminar will be able
to explain in clear terms, understandable to planners, the contributions the science
of meteorology can make to Africa's further economic development.
At the present seminar there are many members from African Meteorological
Services. Each of these Services participates actively in the work of the World
Meteorological Organization. I believe it therefore to be a suitable opportunity
to express my appreciation of the readiness of WMO we have experienced in the last
few years to co-operate with ECA in matters of common African interest. I recall
here in particular the study of African hydrometeorological networks jointly undertaken with WMO, and also the seminar on the design of netwoFks held jointly last
year. I am looking forward to a continuation of this fruitful collaboration.

R. K. A. Gardiner,
Executive Secretary
of the
Economic Commission for Africa
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OPENING SPEECH AT THE SEMINAR

It gives me great pleasure to address such a gathering of distinguished
scientists and other personalities assembled here today for the Seminar on the Role
of Meteorological Services in Economic Development in Africa. I understand that
this seminar is organized by the Economic Commission for Africa and co-sponsored by
the World Meteorological Organization, and that representatives of the Food and
Agriculture Organization, the World Health Organization, the International Civil
Aviation Organization and other international organizations are also taking part
in the seminar. This is clear evidence of the interest and concern that all these
organizations have in the economic development of Africa which is a vast continent,
rich in natural resources.
Africa is one of the developing regions of the world and the term "economic development" conjures up in the minds of planners all sorts of economic theories, but never before have the parts played by the Meteorological Services in the
economic development of Africa been systematically studied by planners, even though
it is quite clear, even to a layman like myself, that a detailed knowledge of the
weather and climate is necessary for sound short-term and long-term planning in the
fields of agricultural development, aviation and shipping development, and building
construction, including roads, and railways, to mention only a few.
The time has therefore come when economic development should be seen in
its right perspective as a wide subject to which every discipline can make a significant contribution. Equally, the meteorologist must review his approach and see
himself as a vital factor of economic development. It is in this context that I
consider that the papers which are due to be presented at this seminar will be most
instructive, judging at least from their topics, and, if this seminar can lead to an
awakening and a rediscovery of the potentialities of meteorology as a factor of
economic development, the purpose will have been fulfilled. Meteorology is a scientific discipline which has suffered in the past from a lack of publicity, and in
this connexion I hope that the papers read at this seminar will be published in due
course, so that many more people will appreciate the relevance of your work to the
everyday needs of mankind.
The benefits of Meteorological Services to the community being partly
social, a complete evaluation of these benefits in purely financial terms must be
difficult. There is no doubt, however, that short- and medium-range weather forecasts and meteorological guidance would be invaluable, not only in forward planning,
· but also in making investment decisions on specific development projects which are
likely to be affected by weather and climatic conditions in the areas in which they
are to be sited. Specific expansion in the services which meteorology offers to
agriculture is an indispensable part of the solution of the problem of world food
production, in which field the Food and Agriculture Organization and the World
Meteorological Organization spend large sums of money and play a major and useful
role in Africa.

VIII

OPENING SPEECH AT THE SEMINAR

I would make one suggestion, although this may not be the platform for
it; and that is, that it would be desirable that the Meteorological Services in
Africa give long- or medium-range forecasts, including probability forecasts, for
the use of the economic activities of African nations. I realize that meteorology
is a very expensive and difficult science, but money invested in meteorology would
be offset by reduced wastage and correct forward planning, which would result in
great and more rapid economic growth within this continent. It is my conviction
that well-developed weather services will give the tax-payer excellent value for
money spent. To this end, I would like to take this opportunity therefore to appeal to all African countries to endeavour to give maximum assistance to development and operation of their national Meteorological Services, so that they will be
able to make their contribution more than at present to the economic future of
Africa. We in Nigeria intend to establish a Meteorological Institute which can
take advantage of and make proper use of modern developments in all aspects of meteorology.
The World Weather Watch plan, it is hoped by all of us in Africa, will
open the way for greatly increased application of meteorology in the planning of
various development activities, especially in Africa, with considerable resultant
economic benefits.
Once again, I wish to express my pleasure for being with you this morning
and, on behalf of the Federal Military Government, I wish to assure you that this
country will co-operate to the fullest measure in giving full consideration to your
recommendations at the close of this seminar.
I note that this seminar is the first of its kind in Africa,and I am
sure tha~ by the end of the seminar, it will have been made more abundantly clear
that the tie between the economic development of Africa and benefits derivable from
the science of meteorology is not a slack tie. It is my desire and hope that everything will be done to accelerate the systematic exploitation 'of weather and climatic
potentialities for the economic benefit of Africa.

Alhaji Yahaya Gusau
Federal Commissioner for Economic Development,
Agriculture and Natural Resources (Nigeria)
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REPORT OF THE SEMINAR

Origin and purpose
The seminar originated from discussions between the Secretariats of the
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) as a means for furtherance and strengthening of collaboration
between the two organizations in fields of common interest. The seminar was convened by ECA with the sponsorship of WMO.
The purpose of the seminar was to highlight the ways in which meteorology
can contribute to economic development in Africa. This was achieved by a series of
lectures on the major applications of meteorology and on the requirements for meteorological information of the various branches of the national economy. Ample time
was allowed for discussion. As the seminar was attended both by meteorologists and
by economic planners, it provided an excellent forum for examining the ways in which
they could collaborate more closely in plans for economic development.
Organization and attendance
ECA assumed the major responsibility for the administrative arrangements,
while WMO contributed mainly to the planning of the technical programme. Invitations
were sent to all ECA Member countries, to the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) and to those specialized agencies of the United Nations most directly concerned with the subject matter of the seminar.
Professor E. A. Bernard, Adviser to the Administrator of UNDP, served as
director of the seminar, and Professor A. Ogunsheye (Department of Adult Education,
University of Ibadan) as co-director. The Steering Committee was composed of the
director, the co-director, the lecturers and the representatives of ECA and WMO. The
seminar was held in the Conference Centre at the University of Ibadan.
The seminar was attended by 19 participants from the followigg countries
and organizations: Democratic Republic of the Congo, Dahomey, East African Community, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malagasy Republic, Malawi, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Tunisia and United Arab Republic. The seminar was
also attended by representatives of ECA, FAO, !CAO, WHO and WMO. For a complete list
of the participants, see Annex II.

~e:~!~~-~=:=~~~~
The
over by Mr. N.
Vice-President
the Unitetsity

opening ceremony, held at 9 a.m. on 23 September 1968, was presided
A. Akingbehin, Director of the Nigerian Meteorological Service and
of WMO. Participants were welcomed by the Acting Vice-Chancellor of
of Ibadan, Professor G. M. Eddington. Following the addresses by
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the representatives of the Executive Secretary of ECA and by the Secretary-General
of WMO and by the director of the seminar, messages were given by the representatives
of the United Notions Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO). The
seminar was then declared officially open by the Nigerian Federal Commissioner for
Economic Development, Agriculture and Natural Resources, Alhaji Yahaya Gusau. The
ceremony closed with a vote of thanks by Mr. N. A. Akingbehin.

~!~~!~~-~:~~!~~
The closing session was held on 27 September 1968, when a number of recommendations were unanimously adopted. The closing ceremony, under the chairmanship of Mr. N. A. Akingbehin, included votes of thanks to all those who worked to
make the seminar a success and an address by Professor T. A. Lambo, Vice-Chancellor
of the University of Ibadan.
On 28 September, participants visited the forecasting office at Ikejia
airport and the experimental agrometeorological station at Oshodi, both places being
managed by the Nigerian Meteorological Service. After the visits, the participants
were entertained at a luncheon given by Mr. N. A. Akingbehin.
Recommendations
It was una~imously agreed that the semi nar hod been most useful and that
its objectives hod been fully achieved. Participants considered that it was most
important that the recommendations of the seminar s ho uld be followed up by appropriate action both by the ECA Member governments and by the international organizations concerned. To this end, the following recommendations were adopted unanimously
by the seminar.

~:!:~:~!~~~-~~~-:=~~~~!:_~:~:!~e~:~!_!~-~!:!:~
The participants at the seminar recognized that natural resources including human resources, plant and animal resources, agriculture, animal husbandry
and hydro-electric resources are closely related to meteorological processes. It
was stressed that, as climate is one of the basic causes of other natural resources,
it must be taken into account in the rational exploitation of these other resources.
In particular, the intensive exploitation of the climate by agriculture would open
the way to substantial socio-economic growth in Africa.
It was unanimously agreed that economic development in African countries
depends on the proper use of their natural resources with the help of modern science
and technology. Furthermore, it was realized that all human activities are dependent
on weather and climate. As the population in Africa will at least double in the next
30 years, the seminar stressed the need for accelerating the exploitation of natural
resources on the basis of sound scientific knowledge, especially in the field of
meteorology.
The seminar accordingly recommended that ECA should draw attention to
the contribution meteorology can bring to economic development in Africa, at an
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appropriate meeting of African development planners as well as at the next ECA session, It would, in particular, be very useful if ECA could urge its member countries
to strengthen the implementation of the World Weather Watch in their respective
countries, since this system will in turn assist in the improvement of Meteorological
Services in Africa and hence in their contribution to economic development in Africa.
An appropriate conference at governmental level for a further exchange of views between development planners and the meteorologists in Africa should also be organized
in future.
The seminar discussions led to the concept of "economic meteorology", the
branch of meteorology dealing with the study, from the point of view of economics,
of the problems of meteorological applications to development. The seminar recommended that meteorological training syllabi for all categories of meteorological
personnel should include the subject of "economic meteorology".

~:!:~:~!~~~~~~~-~~:!~~!!~::
The seminar recognized that, besides other advantages, great economic
benefits can be derived by increasing the agricultural production through the proper
consideration of weather and climate. These factors should in particular be taken
into account when expansion and change are being planned.
The seminar discussed the application of agricultural meteorology to
such matters as the water, heat and light requirements of plants and the control of
diseases and pests. It stressed the need for agrometeorological services to be
established or strengthened within the national Meteorological Services. It also
stressed the importance of providing adequate training and agricultural extension
in the efficient application of agricultural meteorology.
Considering that the best agrometeorological advice is to be derived
from collaboration between specialists in the agricultural and meteorological sciences, the seminar recommended that governments in Africa should;

(a)

Set up, where these do not already exist, national co-ordinating committees composed of representatives of meteorological, agricultural, animal
husbandry, forestry, hydrological and soil sciences agencies;

(b)

Arrange for an exchange of personnel between meteorological and agricultural services;

(c)

Ensure that the study of weather and climate is included in agricultural
training courses, including those of extension workers.

Noting the great difficulties in some countries in obtaining simple data
such as dates of sowing, flowering and harvesting, the seminar recommended that
governments in Africa should take steps to ensure that such data are collected centrally and published in order to foster the expansion of studies on the interaction
of climate and microclimate and plant growth and development. Meteorological Services should give guidance on data to be collected.

\'
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~=~=~=~!~~~-~~~-~~!::_::~~~:::~
The seminar, recognizing the fact that the continent of Africa has immense water wealth in numerous great rivers and lakes, the development of which is
vital to the economic development of the countries of Africa, was also of the conviction that meteorology can be of great service in the appraisal and development
of the available resources of rivers and lakes in various stages of planning, design,
construction and operation of water projects for multipurpose development, including
irrigation, hydro-power generation, navigation, flood control, recreation and
tourism. The seminar therefore recommended that:

(a)

Systematic hydrometeorological surveys of river basins and lakes be conducted to yield an over-all appraisal of the extent of available water
resources in the countries of Africa to facilitate long-term planning;

(b)

Relevant studies be carried out to ensure the optimum regulation and cooperation of completed projects, based on scientific considerations;

(c)

Hydrometeorological sections be established in existing national Meteorological Services; and

(d)

Greater co-operation and institutional liaison be established between
the meteorologists and authorities concerned with the development of
water resources of rivers and lakes.

The seminar noted that many large water resources development projects
are being contemplated or studied. Some of these are of national interest only,
but a number of them are situated in river basins which are shared by two or more
,countries. It was felt and stressed that Meteorological Services should be so
geared as to be able to contribute significantly to a better understanding of certain problems, in order to obtain optimum economic efficiency of these water resources schemes. Some of these problems are: the correct estimation of rainfall
on catchment areas; the evaporation to be expected from planned reservoirs; the
relationship between land use practices and runoff characteristics; long-range
forecasts of length and intensity of wet and dry seasons; forecasts of the probability distribution of rainfall and riverflow.

~:!:~:~!~~~-~~~-~~:!~::_!:~~~£~:!
After considering the role of meteorology in the various forms of land
and water transport, including road, rail, ocean and coastal transport, as well as
road, rail, harbour and airfield design, the seminar recommended that the governments in Africa should note:

(a)

That the use of climatological data and advice in the planning phases
of transportation assist in the selection of the correct design or most
economic course;

(b)

That the use of accurate forecasts and warnings in the day-to-day use of
transportation facilities permits more efficient, economic and safe operation;
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That the full benefits of (a) and (b) cannot be realized unless:
(i)

There are adequate climatolog1cal networks and consultative services;

(ii)

There are adequate synoptic networks and efficient forecast services wi th the necessary communications support to enable expeditious service to the users;

(iii)

There is an arrangement for the inclusion of meteorologists and
meteorological advice in the national and regional planning structure.

The seminar further emphasized the importance of team-work amongst the
various scientific disciplines involved in transport problems, and called for closer
co-operation and co-ordination amongst meteorologists, hydrologists, engineers,
planners and financing agencies concerned with the development of methods of surface
transportation in the countries of Africa.

~:!:~:~!~~~-~~~-~!~!!_~~!~!!~~
The seminar noted with great satisfaction that, during the past few years,
considerable progress had been achieved in Africa in the provision of meteorological
assistance to civil aviation. It recognized in particular that aeronautical meteorology had developed much faster than other applications of meteorology, largely because aeronautical requirements are better known and procedures to meet them have
been established internationally. It noted nevertheless that, even in aeronautical
meteorology, further efforts are still needed if air transport is to continue to
contribute to the economic development of Africa in a safe, efficient and economical
manner, especially with the forthcoming introduction of supersonic transport aircraft.
Several participants were of the opinion that the part of the budget of
their national Meteorological Services devoted to meteorological assistance to civil
aviation was disproportionate, and that this situation had hindered the parallel
development of other applications of meteorology essential to the economic development of their country. It was considered that this situation resulted mainly from
inadequate recognition of the usefulness of meteorological services and, consequently, from the inadequacy of their overall budget. It was further considered
that it would be a step backwards to attempt to reduce the cost ~ and effectiveness ~ of aeronautical meteorology in an endeavour to promote progress in other
branches of meteorology. It was therefore agreed that the only valid solution was
to advocate an increase in the resources of the Meteorological Services so that
they can develop in an orderly manner the branches of meteorology which can contribute most directly to economic development and, at the same time, pursue their efforts in aeronautical meteorology to avoid any detrimental effect on the safety and
economy of air transport, paying attention to the need for achieving a better
balance between the efforts devoted to natural resources and those devoted to aeronautical meteorology. The seminar recommended that governments in Africa, while
developing the various applications of meteorology which can most directly contribute to the~r economic development, should not slacken their efforts to meet aeronautical requirements and, on the contrary, should intensify these efforts where

'•
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necessary, so that air transport may continue to contribute to economic development
in a safe, efficient and economical manner, but without inhibiting the necessary expansion of the services of meteorology to natural resources.

~:!:~:~!~~~-~~~-~!~::_~:!!~!!!:~
The seminar felt that insufficient attention had b®en devoted to the sun
and to wind as sources of energy, particularly in areas wher ~ natural fuels and
hydro-electric energy are not available. The seminar recommende·d that governments
in Africa be made aware of the desirability of continuing research on wind and solar
energy and of making the results known to other governments.
The seminar noted that atmospheric pollution is becoming more and more
harmful with the growth of urbanization and industrialization in Africa. It therefore recommended that the Meteorological Services in Africa should embark on programmes for observing this phenomenon.

~=~=!~e~:~!-~!-~:!:~:~!~~!:~!-~::~!==~-!~-~!:!:~
The participants (economists, meteorologists, geographers, agriculturists
and civil engineers) were unanimous in recognizing the important role which Meteorological Services in Africa can play in the development of the continent, provided
that they are supplied with the manpower, equipment and financial means necessary
to enable them to realize their full potential and that they have a status in the
government hierarchy which is compatible with their responsibilities.
The seminar, however, noted that in many African countries the status,
structure and resources of the Meteorological Services are, for historical reasons,
inadequate to enable them to play their full role in economic development now that
these countrie s have attained their political independence. The seminar therefore
recommended that the responsible ministers request the directors of the Meteorological Services in these countries to conduct a critical review of their Services in
relation to the needs for national development and to propose a plan for the shortand long-term reorganization of their Services, taking into consideration the type
of organization presented at the seminar.
Furthermore, the seminar considered that the following measures would
help to ensure that Meteorological Services can play their full role in economic
development:

(a)

The Meteorological Services in Africa should assess the assistance that
can be given to the various branches of the national economy to which
meteorology can be applied and point out to all concerned the nature and
scope of this assistance. They should endeavour to establish an exchange
of views between themselves and other government departments;

(b)

The Meteorological Services in Africa should study the problem of costing
the services they render to various users and subsequently consider the
question of charging some of the users for these services, in particular
those in the private sector;

REPORT OF THE SEMINAR
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To ensure that the meteorological advice is given at the pre-investment
survey stage in the planning of various human activities, all governments
in Africa should be invited to make arrangements for:
(i)

The inclusion of meteorological advisers in the early planning
stages of State-sponsored projects;

(ii)

Meteorological Services to set up consultative services for users
of meteorological information.

The seminar, convinced that the availability of meteorological personnel,
adequate in number and in level of scientific and technical training, is a prerequisite for any national Meteorological Service in Africa to play its full role in the
economic development of its country, recommended:
(a)

That WMO should make a new survey of the requirements for meteorol ogical
personnel in Africa for the next ten years, including the requirements
for the personnel required for different specialized fields, especially
in agrometeorology and hydrometeorology;

(b)

That governments in Africa should continue to make every possible effort
to encourage qualified personnel to join the Meteorological Services.
For this purpose, it is suggested that measures be taken:
(i)

To publicize meteorology, particularly among students at different
levels of education;

(ii)

To include meteorology in the courses at secondary and technical
schools and at universities, particularly in the faculties which
are most directly related to meteorology, as well as in the faculties of economics;

(iii)

To encourage research work in meteorology, both at universities
and in the national Meteorological Services;

(iv)

To ensure that, where this is not already the case, the salaries
of the staff of the Meteorological Services are commensurate with
their training and take into account the conditions of service.

The seminar felt that the shortage of information on the heat-balance of
Africa and of other climatic information seriously hampers the provision of the best
service to planners and invites WMO to take the necessary measures to ensure the
availability of this information.
The seminar recognized the value of adequate climatological data for the
planning stage of development projects and recommended that the attention of all
governments in Africa be invited to:

(a)

The importance of the early installation or completion of adequate networks of climatological stations so that the necessary information will

CHAPTER I
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be available for future development;

(b)

The importance of maintaining archives for the safe-keeping of past and
present climatological data;

(c)

The importance of publishing these data, or at least details of the location, extent and accessibility of the data;

(d)

The assistance which may be provided by WMO and ECA in their efforts to
increase the amount of data and their availability.

Follow-up action
The seminar was firmly convinced of the importance of increasing the
understanding of the role of Meteorological Services in the economic development
in Africa and therefore recommended:

(a)

That ECA and WMO should sponsor a joint project for the preparation of
a Techni_cal Note on "Problems of economic meteorology in Africa". This
publication should be prepared jointly by economists and meteorologists;

(b)

That the attention of the faculties of economics in universities in
Africa be invited to the importance of the subject of "economic meteorology" and to the desirability of devoting some of their research work
to this subject;

(c)

That the attention of the countries of Africa be invited to the vital
importance of implementing WMO Resolution 14 (Cg-V) regarding the inclusion of a representative of the national Meteorological Service in
the national planning body for technical co-operation;

(d)

That the proceedings of this seminar be published.

The seminar commended the joint efforts by ECA and WMO for economic development in Africa and warmly supports the continuation of this fruitful collaboration.
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PROGRAMME OF THE SEMINAR

The programme of the seminar

was as follows:

23 September
11. 00-12. 30

Chairman:

Professor E. A. Bernard

Remarks by the director of the seminar
Presentation of participants

15.00-17.00

Chairman:

Professor Ayo Ogunsheye

Meteorology and mankind

0. M. Ashford

WMO technical activities in Africa

A. M. Elamly

24 September
09.00-12.30
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METEOROLOGY AND MANKIND
by 0. M. Ashford

All living creatures ore dependent on their environment. Some species
ore more tolerant than others but for each there is a fairly well-defined limit to
the conditions under which it can thrive. Man's natural environment is the atmosphere and his whole life and activities ore therefore sensitive to changes in the
atmosphere, changes that are usually referred to as weather. From earliest times
man has accordingly been vitally affected by the weather not only in such violent
manifestations as hurricanes and thunderstorms but also in the long-period averages
and extremes which we call the climate. In different parts of the world, man's
traditional way of life, his food, his customs, his housing and his clothes depend
on the local climate. In early times, man adapted his life according to the climate by empirical methods, but nowadays a more scientific approach is possible.
During the course of this seminar many practical examples will be given to demonstrate how meteorology~ the science of the Earth's atmosphere~ con be applied
to improve man's well-being. The purpose of this lecture is to introduce the subject, to outline some of the main areas of impact of meteorology on human activities,
to describe the type of services which meteorologists can provide and to review recent international developments in meteorology aimed at providing improved services
to the various branches of the national economy.
Main areas of impact of meteorology
In reply to the question "Of what importance is meteorology to mankind?"
most people would, I suppose, refer to the doily weather forecasts which ore disseminated by the press by radio and by television. If the person has ever hod occasion to travel by air, he might mention the importance of weather forecasts to
aviation. But very few people who are not directly engaged in activities which ore
highly weather-sensitive, such as farming, would think about the many other important applications of meteorology. Why is it that so many people recognize the need
for specialized meteorological services to aviation rather than to other fields?
The answer to this question is not difficult to find. To the farmer,
the water engineer, the architect, weather information is useful; to the pilot of
an aircraft, it is vital. The history of the growth of Meteorological Services over
the past fifty years is very much the history of the growth of aviation. The pilots
did not have to be convinced of the help which a meteorologist could provide; to
them it was obviously essential that they should obtain information about the weather
they could expect to encounter. Furthermore, they were prepared to pay for this information. Hence it is not surprising that as civil aviation started its rapid
growth in the 1920s steps were taken to meet the increasing demands from aviation
for meteorological advice. In some countries this extra work was given to the
existing national Meteorological Service, in others new services responsible exclusively for aeronautical meteorology were established. In many countries we
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now find that the national Meteorological Service is in the same government as that
responsible for civil aviation. By and large, meteorologists are trained to serve
aviation; they speak the same language as the pilot. Other meteorological applications have tended to be neglected.
I do not wish to imply that there is anything wrong with what has happened. Nor would I deny that the above picture is over-simplified. The point I
am trying to make is that civil aviation realized from the outset that it needed
help from the meteorologists; it was willing to pay, and it received help. With
every advance in aviation, meteorologists have responded very rapidly to the call
for increased information or new types of information.
In most countries the story is very different when we look at other applications of meteorology. On the one hand, the Meteorological Services have not
often provided a tailor-made product as they have almost invariably done for civil
aviation. On the other hand, the customer has not always realized that the Meteorological Service can provide him with something better suited to his purposes than
the forecasts issued for the man-in-the-street or the information routinely published in climatological yearbooks. From the point of view of the national economy,
however, the potential economic benefits of meteorology to agriculture, water resource development, industry, etc. may be far greater than the direct economic bentfi ts
of meteorology to aviation. This aspect of the question will be examined in
more detail later in the seminar. For the present, the conclusion I wish to draw
is that meteorologists have a responsibility to examine ways of improving their
services to the various branches of the national economy, while those responsible
for the planning of operation of weather-sensitive projects must make sure that
they are deriving the maximum benefit from Meteorological Services. Meteorologists
and economists must get together -- just as we are doing during this seminar.

Available Meteorological Services
What in fact has the meteorologist to offer? Basically he can offer
two types of service, the first for long-term national · planning and the second for
short-term planning and operations.
Any long-term national planning must be based on the national resources
of the country, including its climate. Precipitation in the form of rain and snow
is the source of the world's supply of fresh water. The depletion of water reserves
through evaporation and transpiration is also largely governed by meteorological
conditions. The role of the meteorologist in water management is therefore one of
great importance. As the population grows and the per capita use of fresh water increases, it becomes more and more important to ensure that the water resources of
the world are properly managed; this in turn calls for refined interpretation of
existing meteorological data and for additional observations.
Almost every aspect of agricultural planning -- land use, selection of
crop or animal varieties, improved husbandry methods -- calls for meteorological
knowledge. Much can be done, and is being done, on the basis of existing climatological records and of well-established methods of analysing these records. But
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the pressure for increased agricultural output is such that efforts to obtain more
meteorological data and to develop improved methods of applying these data to agricultural problems are of vital importance in many countries. There is every reason
to believe that such efforts could in many cases result in very substantial increases
in production; in most countries an overall increase of only one per cent or even
less in agricultural production will more than oover the cost of the entire national
Meteorological Service.
Meteorology also has important applications to industrial planning, especially in the provision of environmental climatological advice. Such advice is
needed, for example, in deciding on the location of an industrial plant, on the
design and orientation of factories and other buildings, and on measures to reduce
the risk of serious atmospheric pollution. Here again, any improvement in the climatological services will be of economic importance.
Many other examples of the key role of meteorology in economic development could be given. Transport, whether by land, sea or air, is weather-sensitive
and its development therefore calls for careful analysis of climatological data.
The same applies to many problems related to public health, recreation and tourism.
The information needed to provide advice for long-term national planning
consists mainly of the climatological data in the archives of the national Meteorological Service. On~ of the most important tasks for a young Meteorological Service
in a developing country is to make sure that its climatological archives are as
complete as possible and that the observational programme is such as to ensure that
these archives can b• built up as required to meet the needs of long-term national
· planning.
Turning now to the second type of service offered by meteorologists, that
needed for short-term planning and operations, many examples can be given to illustrate what can be done. For aviation and shipping, weather forecasts are of vital
importance for safe and economic operation. In the day-to-day operation of major
dams and other hydraulic installations, major decisions have to be taken about the
quantity of water to be released for hydro-electric power generation, irrigation
and flood control. Forecasts of the precipitation over the catchment area are of
crucial importance for such operations. Specialized weather forecasts are equally
important for practically all farming operations, from sowing the seed to bringing
in the harvest. In the construction of buildings and of new roads and railways,
forecasts of conditions adverse to outdoor operations are clearly of great economic
benefit.
These then are the services that can be provided. But how well can they
be provided? For the applications to long-term national planning, which mainly consist of climatological services, the answer will vary greatly from country to country, depending on the adequacy of the climatological archives and the level of the
climatological section. There is of course always room for improvement in the ways
in which scientific knowledge is applied, but broadly speaking, with one important
exception that I will discuss later, one can say that we know how to apply climatological data and procedures in long-term national planning. But a great deal remains to be done in the actual application of such knowledge. In countries where
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the necessary data are available ana there is a good climatological service, we need
to conduct campaigns to convince the planners that they can benefit from closer contact with meteorologists. In countries where these conditions do not apply, we need
also to improve the climatological data, to develop the networks of climatological
stations and to raise the level of the climatological service.

Accuracy of weather forecasts
In the case of short-term applications, we come up against more difficult
scientific limitations. These applications depend largely on forecasts of periods
from a few hours to a few days, and as is well known the accuracy with which these
forecasts can be made leaves something to be desired. It is by no means easy to
give a quantitative estimate of the accuracy of a weather forecast which is in general terms, such as a forecast of scattered showers or occasional rain. Within the
area covered by such a forecast, there may well be one locality which has no rain
at all while in another neighbouring locality there may be several heavy showers.
From the point of view of somebody in the first locality the forecast may seem to
have been very poor, whereas to his neighbour it may have been very good. However,
there are some forecasts to which a system of marking can more readily be applied,
as for example a forecast of a maximum temperature of say 30°C. It is possible to
assess such a forecast on a scale from 0 to 100, where 100 would be correct and 50
would be the average mark if one simply forecast the climatological mean for the
day in question. Any mark above 50 therefore represents a positive forecasting
skill. On such a scale, the present-day forecast for a period of 24 hours ahead
achieves an average score of about 80, but the score decreases rapidly as the period
of the the forecast is extended. The best that can be achieved nowadays for a fiveday forecast is something of the order of 60. For a period of a month, the presentday forecasts are only in very general terms and the results are only slightly
better than a purely climatological forecast.
The exception which I mentioned in connexion with our ability to provide
advice needed for long-term planning also relates to forecasting. If we could provide reasonable forecasts for a whole season or for year-to-year changes in climate,
there can be no doubt that they would be of very great economic benefit. In marginal
areas, for example, where it is only just economical to grow a certain type of crop,
a very small adverse climatic change may make it essential to switch to a hardier
crop. Unfortunately, in spite of the multiplicity of theories of climatic change,
we are as yet unable to provide such long-term forecasts.
The present limitations in the accuracy attainable in weather forecasts,
both short- and long-period, are being studied by research groups all over the
world. As yet, we do not know to what extent these limitations reflect lack of
scientific knowledge or inadequate observations, or to what extent they are inherent
in the behaviour of the atmosphere. An important step is clearly to find the answer
to the question of how far ahead the behaviour of the atmosphere is theoretically
predictable. To what extent does the atmosphere itself "know" what it is going to
do? How subject is the atmosphere to such unpredictable things as the flutter of
a butterfly's wing?
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Need for more observations
In recent years there have been many important advances in theoretical
meteorology which give good grounds for believing that it should be possible to improve significantly the accuracy of weather forecasts and to extend their range;
there is reason to hope that some day it will be possible to forecast two or even
three weeks ahead with the accuracy at present achieved in forecasts for two or
three days. However, there is a serious difficulty in adequately testing these new
theories, let alone putting them into practice, namely the very large gaps in the
existing networks of observing stations. Most of the scientists conducting research
in theoretical meteorology consider that what we need is a network of stations some
500 km apart, each making one or more daily observations of the temperature, humidity
and wind at a number of levels between the Earth's surface and a height of 20 km or
more. For forecasts up to 24 hours ahead the area over which such observations are
required is a circle with a radius of a few thousand kilometres centred on the locality for which the forecast has to be made. Owing to the rapid movement of the
systems which determine the weather, the area increases rapidly as the period of
validity of the forecast is extended. For forecasts of the weather five or more
days ahead, observations are required from a whole hemisphere, if not the whole
globe. Here I would stress that these observations are required not only for actual
weather forecasting, but also for testing theories and improving them, enabling us
to improve the accuracy of the forecasts and ex~end their period of validity up to
the theoretical limit ~ and finally, they are required for determining what is the
theoretical limit.

I

Communications and data-processing
Even with a network of observing stations of the kind just described, we
would not be able to use the observations for useful forecasts unless they can be
collected sufficiently rapidly and unless the necessary calculations can be made
with sufficient speed. The existing international system of meteorological telecommunications, good though it is, would not be able to cope with the problem of
getting all the required observations into the forecaster's hands within a couple
of hours of the time of the observation. Furthermore, a forecaster would be quite
unable to handle the observations sufficiently rapidly by the conventional manual
methods ~ the use of a powerful electronic computer would be indispensable.

The World Weather Watch
These facts have long been recognized, but until recently it seemed unlikely that forecasters would ever have the tools they needed to do their job as
well as it could be done ~world-wide observations, rapid telecommunications and
powerful computers. The main reasons for this were the practical difficulties and
enormous cost of making the observations over the vast ocean areas and other inaccessible regions. With the launching of the first artificial satellite in 1957,
meteorologists for the first time saw some hope of their dreams coming true. Here
at last was an observing platform capable of surveying the whole atmosphere in a
short space of time at a non-prohibitive cost. At the same time, electronic corn-
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puters had proved their value in conducting both theoretical studies and day-to-day
weather forecasting.
The concomitance of these technolo~ical developments together with a
rapid growth in theoretical meteorology led to the concept of the World Weather
Watch, the primary purpose of which is to ensure that all countries obtain the meteorological information they require both for operational work and for research.
To achieve this goal it will be necessary (i) to improve the observing system,
(ii) to ensure that the resulting observations are processed in a convenient form,
and (iii) to arrange for the observational and processed data to be exchanged sufficiently rapidly. The WWW plan adopted by the Fifth World Meteorological Congress
in 1967 sets out in some detail what new facilities should be installed in each of
these three fields during the period 1968-1971.
In brief, the plan for the Global Observing System calls for the establishment of about 270 new surface stations, 180 new radiosonde stations and 275 new
radiowind stations. Special importance is attached to the upper-air stations and
the plan lists a selection of new facilities within what is called the minimum implementation programme, consisting of 40 new radiosonde stations and expanded programmes at about 90 existing upper-air stations. Over the oceans, the plan envisages
doubling the number of selected ships taking surface observations and equipping at
least 100 merchant ships for taking upper-air observations. Meteorological satellites will continue to provide data on cloud distribution during both day and night.
The observations will be processed within the Global Data-Processing
System by National, Regional and World Meteorological Centres. Each country should
have its own national centre, and there will be about 20 regional centres and three
world centres. The analyses and forecast charts prepared by world and regional
centres will be made available to those national centres which wish to receive them.
The Global Telecommunication System is to be developed on a three-level
basis, namely the Main Trunk Circuit connecting the world centres and certain other
centres, the Regional Telecommunication Networks, which will collect the observations
in a given part of the world and pass them on to the Main Trunk Circuit, and the
National Telecommunication Networks, which will collect the observations and pass
them on to the regional networks. These various components of the Global Telecommunication System will also disseminate as required the output products of World and
Regional Meteorological Centres to satisfy the needs of National Meteorological
Centres.
But all these new facilities will only be the first step towards reaching
the objectives of WWW. In parallel with the implementation work, attention is being
given to further planning. Studies are being made of new techniques of observation,
telecommunication and data-processing which should be introduced as soon as they
have been proved to be sufficiently reliable and economical.
There are also two other very important aspects of WWW, namely the research programme and the programme in education and training. The research programme
of the WWW is a vital part of the whole concept for it is recognized that major improvements in the accuracy and range of operational forecasting and serious investi-
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gation of the feasibility of large-scale weather modification and control can come
only from a greatly increased understanding of the behaviour of the atmosphere. With
this in mind, the World Meteorological Organization and the International Council of
Scientific Unions are jointly planning the Global Atmospheric Research Programme
(GARP) for studying those physical processes in the troposphere and stratosphere
that are essential for an understanding of weather and climate.
The WMO programme in education and training has of course been in progress
for several years. Most of the countries represented at the seminar have in fact
received assistance from WMO, within the framework of the United Nations Development
Programme, in the form of experts to establish programmes in meteorological t raining
and to carry out such training, in the form of fellowships to enable their meteorologists to receive training in some other country, and in other ways. It is r ecognized that the implementation of the 1968-1971 plan will require many meteorologists
of all grades, from the observer to the forecaster and
research worker, in the
national Meteorological Services of the world. For example, they will be needed
for establishing and operating the new observing stations on land and at sea, for
carrying out the tasks of the National, Regional and World Meteorological Centres,
and for conducting the expanded research programme. The existing WMO activities in
education and training will accordingly have to be stepped up and, in parallel with
this, national training programmes will have to be increased.
It should be stressed that the success of this programme will not depend
solely on the training facilities provided; it will depend no less on the availability of sufficient numbers of persons seeking a career in meteorology. The interest and support of Member countries will therefore be needed in order to stimulate interest in meteorology as a career and to ensure that the conditions of service of trained personnel are sufficiently attractive.

Implementation
The implementation of the WWW for 1968-1971 is largely in the hands of
Member countries. Most countries have responded to a request from the SecretaryGeneral of WMO for information about their implementation plans and the replies have
clearly demonstrated the continued enthusiasm and support of Members for the WWW.
Most of the required new facilities will be provided from national resources, but
when this is not possible help can be obtained from the United Nations Development
Programme, from bilateral aid and from the Voluntary Assistance Programme being
operated by WMO.
It is expected that by 1971 most of the new stations and other facilities
proposed for the Global Observing System will be in operation. The World Meteorological Centres at Melbourne, Moscow and Washington are already starting their work
and have announced details of their plans for the next few years. Progress is also
reported from many of the Regional Meteorological Centres. The implementation of
the Global Telecommunication System required considerable detailed planning on the
technical details and, here again, good progress has been made. The main effort in
the research programme is in preparing for the Global Atmospheric Research Programme,
for which a Joint Organizing Committee has been established by WMO and !CSU. An
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assessment has been made of the number of additional staff to be trained to meet
the total needed is of the order of 7,000. The WMO programme in
education and training is being stepped up to provide further assistance in this
field to the developing countries.

WWW requirements;

Planning studies are being conducted on further applications of meteorological satellites, with special attention to the measurement of vertical temperature profiles by radiation measurements. Development work is proceeding on constantlevel balloons, radiowind equipment for use on board ship and on improved automatic
weather stations. Experiments have already been carried out on the use of satellites for meteorological telecommunications, and in the near future tests will be
made of satellites for interrogating and locating meteorological sensors on balloons,
ships and floating buoys. Developments of electronic computers are being followed
with great interest. On the basis of the results of all these studies a revised
WWW Plan for the period 1972 to 1975 will be submitted to the Sixth World Meteorological Congress to be held in 1971. During that period it is expected that the
first of the major GARP experiments will be undertaken.
It can thus be seen that WWW is a dynamic system; it will be developed
and improved as new techniques become available. But ultimately its success will
depend on the continued support of all the Members of WMO. Although no reputable
meteorologist would be so rash as to make definite promises about the improvements
in medium, long-range and seasonal forecasting which will be possible in ten years'
time, there can be no doubt that the improved economic benefits will greatly outweigh the increased expenditures in meteorology. Investment in a good Meteorological Service is not only financially sound; it is absolutely essential to wellplanned economic development.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES REQUIRING METEOROLOGICAL DATA
by M. B. Gornung

Introduction
The fact that the gap between the developed and developing countrieswidens
each year at an unprecedented rate, in spite of many efforts to break this tendency,
calls for some urgent solutions. One of these solutions is a more careful attitude
towards the natural resources potential in view of their rational use, based not on
traditional schemes or some sort of empirical approach, but on the grounds of modern
science and technology and their application to development.
From early time, the general well-being of human societies has depended on
natural resources. It is now generally admitted that natural resources ( and one
should add natural conditions) are a permanent factor directly influencing the development of economic activities. Weather and climate are among the most fundamental
natural prerequisites for the development of the economy.
The subject of relationship between meteorology and human activities has
been so extensively reviewed, especially recently by the outstanding efforts of WMO,
that it is not easy to tread the same path without expressing again some ideas which
might be considered as widely known. There are important publications on the general
aspects of the role of meteorological data for economic activities, among them being
the well-known booklet describing the manifold ways in which meteorology can and doos
contribute to economic development, published in 1964 by WMO.*
The enormous deficiencies in the exploration of weather and climate in
Africa are also well known by the African countries themselves. Meanwhile, theattention in Africa should be centred on specifying the ways in which these deficiencies
are to be eliminated, possibly in shorter time, so as to obtain the maximum amount
of scientific data for the most rational utilization of African climatic resourcesto
accelerate the development of the national economies of African States. Thus the
main aim of this paper is to attract again the attention in Africa to some important
lines of economic development activities directly requiring meteorological and climatological data.
General background
The role of meteorology in economic development is often associated only
with weather forecasts. "Although there can be no doubt that these forecasts are of
immense economic value, there are many other aspects of the work of the national
Meteorological Services which are not so well known, but whose impact may often be
more far-reaching. This applies especially to the correct assessment of climate in

*

See bibliography, page 35.
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all branches of national economic development, whether it be agriculture, town planning, the construction of roads, the establishment of new industries, or the development of water resources. The importance of meteorological advice at all stages of
economic development, from pre-investment studies to the final operations, cannot be
overstressed."(8)
From the earliest days of civilization, man has felt his dependence on the
weather and has been forced to adapt his life and activities to weather. And at the
present stage of economic development most of the basic fields of human endeavour
are influenced and some of them controlled by weather and climate. Detailed knowledge of natural resources and conditions is an important part of any pre-investment
work. Although all natural resources must undergo relatively equal development for
increasing productivity, world experience has shown that 1ndustrial progress cannot
be adequately achieved without appropriate development of plant and animal resources
and these are, in particular, dependent on climate, water and land resources. Therefore, in the order of priorities, climatic resources are among those coming first.
The contribution of meteorology, as the science of the Earth's atmosphere, to the
progress of human well-being might be greater, especially in developing countries, if
the possibilities of meteorology were better known to those responsible for different
fields of planning of economic development, and if the needs of the development process were better taken into account by those responsible for meteorological research
and application.
Research on weather and climatic resources
Research on weather and climate is probably one of the most specific research fields where international collaboration, as well as close co-operation of
neighbouring countries, is a corner-stone of successful application of investigations
to development, as the air-masses move without any respect to national boundaries.
The largest form of such co-operation in the field of meteorology is the new world
weather system established by WMO and to which the name of WWW -- World Weather Watch
~ was given.
The WWW bases its programme, among other means, on the national Services for meteorological research. The benefits of this programme will enable improved
meteorological advice for many practical purposes related to economic development and
are briefly reviewed in this paper.
It is well known that the meteorological data which are the basis of all
knowledge of climate do not adequately cover the African region. A prerequisite for
the good knowledge of climatic resources is the existence of well-developed Meteorological Services with adequate networks of meteorological observing stations providing a good coverage over the region, a network of telecommunication facilities, and
an adequate number of well-trained personnel capable of undertaking not only the
operational duties, but also research work in meteorology and climate. Climatological
research needs even more the availability of long records of meteorological observations, which is its primary requirement. Up to now the long records of meteorolo~ical
observations in Africa have often been irregular or unreliable. In this connexion,
good orientation of meteorological research towards concrete practical needs may also
help to overcome some specific African difficulties in this field.
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Climatic and meteorological studies in Africa, as well as hydrological research, are now largely oriented to meet the agricultural needs, serving also many
other forms of human activities. The state of these studies, in particular of agrometeorology, agroclimatology and hydrological research, depends mainly on the general
state of research in the field of natural resources which is usually carried out by
specialized agencies or institutions of national and international character. Research in meteorology in African countries is almost everywhere a function of government meteorological services. But climatological research appears mainly on the list
of studies of geographical departments and institutions of higher learning. But these
are scarce enough, and by their character are not so well related to economic application and known by those who are planning economic development. Some of the agrometeorological studies are carried out on the local scale by a country's agricultural
institutions and as yet few Meteorological Services in Africa possess separate research divisions for agricultural meteorology or other kinds of economic applications.
The limited attention which meteorologists in Africa have been able to devote to study
of practical problems, agrometeorological problems for example, explains that the
present-day knowledge of the effect of changes in atmospheric conditio~s influencing
economic promotion is rather poor. The short-period weather forecasts which now prevail in African countries are of relatively little value for planning serious changes
in agricultural and other economic needs. Even necessary techniques for seasonal
forecasting in specific conditions of tropical Africa are not duly elaborated. Thus
there is also a great need to pay more attention to the general development of tropical
meteorology on a continental scale. The great variety of natural conditions in Africa
makes the solution of different meteorological problems very complicated and needs
a diversification of research often within the limits even of one country. In the
sphere of meteorological research and its applications, Africa's development and growth
should benefit by the advances made in science and technology in more developed
countries. As an example we can cite the presentation of climatic data in relation
to weather systems, known as synoptic climatology, which has proved a useful tool for
economic development throughout the world, and which may present a brief general
account of the climate of the various parts of Africa, enabling the technicians who
require a broad knowledge of the country's climate to acquire this information.
Without broadly organized aerological studies in Africa (studies of physics and dynamics of the atmosphere) it is difficult even to envisage the eventuality of modifying
climatic conditions. Up to now, regarding the problem of heat balance over Africa,
almost all observations have been confined to measurements of incoming solar radiation,
very few measurements of long-wave radiation have been made and no detailed work on
the heat balance of the continent is available. The nature and scale of the large
convective systems of the tropics is the question that gives a real basis for sound
progress in forecasting. These are some examples of main research problems of African
meteorology, the solution of which might eventually be very profitable for the economic development.
Agrometeorology and agroclimatology
The major commodities of Africa are agricultural and forestry produce and
these are largely dependent on climatic conditions. This is one of the reasons why
meteorology has extreme importance for economic development in Africa. The knowledge
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of present weather, the weather forecast, and general climatic data can help to solve
among other things the following important problems of planning in agricultural development:

(a)

Choice of crops and animal husbandry methods;

(b)

Determination of favourable periods for sowing, making hay and
harvesting;

(c)

Protection of crops from heat (or frost), wind, drifting sand, etc.;

(d)

Control of crop hazards (wheat rust, blight, etc.) by chemical spraying
or other methods when damaging weather is expected;

(e)

Control of Desert Locusts and meteorological forecast of locust-stimulating
weather conditions;

(f)

Planning of afforestation and irrigation to supplement inadequate
rainfall or to increase crop output and profitability.

Without any doubt, all the agricultural services in Africa, as anywhere
else, are aware of the importance of meteorology and its application to agriculture,
and these services have undertaken meteorological observations for their own, usually
limited, purposes. Such activities cannot, however, satisfy the requirements of
modern agricultural development, based on the best achievements of science and technology. But there is still a marked tendency in Africa for agrometeorology to be
handled by men of other professions.
For every part of Africa there is a need for thorough examination of the
weather factors applicable to particular crops, including not only the effects of
rainfall, temperature and soil moisture, but also mechanical damage resulting from
tropical winds, etc. The meteorologist has to study, in collaboration with agronomists, the correlation between weather factors and crop yields. Non-meteorologists
cannot reasonably be expected to have an adequate knowledge of full-scale meteorological observations, they lose time for collecting meteorological records accumulated
elsewhere, etc. The late H. O. Walker, a well-known meteorologist in Africa, expressed a true idea, that "it would be unrealistic to propose thdt each major agricultural research station should have a full-time meteorologist on its staff, but there is
clearly a need for greater professional meteorological assistance" to agricul ture.(7)
Suitable presentation of meteorological data, either for a single crop
or for a variety of crops, is a problem which only some countries in Africa, up to
now, have been able to solve satisfactorily, except in the case of isolated crops
in areas of which the meteorological conditions are particularly well known.
It is now quite clear everywhere that monthly values of temperature, rainfall, evapotranspiration, soil moisture determinations, etc. cannot duly satisfy the
agricultural needs, as the length of the growth period of an annual crop, especially
of a tropical crop, is to be measured in units of time shorter than a month (up to
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ten days or a week). The practice of agriculture is well aware of the importance of
timing and distribution of the annual rainfall in their concrete relation to crops.
Crude rainfall totals, or the use of an arbitrary level of an amount of rain, ignore
the effectiveness of a given amount of rainfall in relation to:

(a)

The rate of fall;

(b)

The amount of water already held in the soil;

(c)

The varying water needs of the crop at different stages of its growth.
l

Modern agrometeorological studies have shown that some important crops for
Africa, such as cocoa and tea, long regarded as shade-loving, can tolerate and benefit
from high intensities of sunlight (when water and nutrients are not limited). By deshading, and usually with the application of fertilizers, the yield of mature cocoa,
for example, can be increased many times. More knowledge of such techniques may open
new possibilities in different types of agriculture, but the development of special
meteorological measurements is of basic importance in this case.

·~

It is clear that no one can successfully plan agricultural
development
unless it is known how much water is at present available, how much will be needed
in future and to what extent the water supply can be increased. And no one who has
lived for long in sub-tropical or tropical Africa needs to be told that water is one
of its biggest problems. By temperate-latitude standards the rainfall received over
many parts of the continent seems to be abundant enough not to provoke great anxiety
about water. Yet losses by evaporation are often so enormous that the water balance
is usually precarious and it has a great impact on the agricultural development in
Africa. The role of meteorology in the development of water supplies for agriculture
is briefly discussed below in connexion with other needs of water in present-day
Africa.
Very important in Africa is the study of the climatic effects of deforest a- '
tion and reafforestation and of their influence on the agricultural economy. It is
partly a problem of weather and climate modifications connected directly with the
economic development.
Comparisons of yield with climatic factors (first of all rainfall and
availability of water, but also the heat balance, direct solar radiation, etc~ showed
that where there was a marked relation, the regression tended to be curvilinear with
yield dropping off whenever values of the climatic variables exceeded an optimum range
as well
as when they fell short of it. Information on yields and the timing of
biological events, needed for comparison of agronomic variables, is sometimes scarcer
than the necessary meteorological information. But often this is a result of insufficient co-operation in research between the meteorologists and the agronomists.
A great part of Africa is covered by natural vegetation mostly composed of
grass and grass-like species, often mixed with scrub and trees, classified by ecologists and phytogeographers into different types of savannah and woodland. These
areas are also known as rangelands. A large future in crop production and food supply
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in Africa belongs to the scientifically based utilization of these rangelands. Range
development, whichhas been largely applied in North America, Australia and some other
regions, is still mainly on an experimental basis in the African region. As it is
a relatively ne~ field in the economic development of Africa, the help of meteorologists in providing the detailed climatological data for such areas might accelerate
the agricultural investigations in their field.
Storage of agricultural products is a large economic problem in Africa. Besides the
difficulties connected with the underdevelopment of the necessary infrastructure,
there are specific aspects of this problem directly connected with weather conditions
and meteorological research. In tropical Africa, high humidity and temperatures
combine to make such large losses in storage of agricultural products that this might
be considered as an important factor affecting the national economies. The meteorological aspects of this problem are often neither reasonably well understood nor
explored. Crop and other agricultural products deterioration in storage presents
less difficulty in the dry climates, although it is arguable whether this advantage
is not more than offset by the difficulty of growing crops under these climates. Thus
the solution of the problem of storage in tropical Africa is a prerequisite for profits from the more favourable conditions for agricultural development in this area.
The economy of most of Africa, in so far as its external trade is concerned,
depends very largely on the export of agricultural products to the temperate latit~es.
Theeffectsof changes in atmospheric conditions during transit from
tropical to
temperate latitudes is well known. To avoid the losses due to the change of climatic
conditions it is also necessary to supply the exporting companies in Africa with
sufficient data of meteorological character.
Pest and disease
Weather is important not only to the crop itself a~d to the storage of
agricultural products but also in relation to the pests and diseases which affect
agriculture. Apart from the usual method of forecasting the weather favourable to a
disease or pest, either in general terms or in the form of
nomerical values of
specific elements, it is also possible to make use of approximate phenological or
physico-geographical equivalents. An example of such equivalents is given in one of
the WMO Technical Notes:(2)

(a)

Long-range warnings, based on long-term climatological data (averages
and ranges of rainfall, temperature, wind, etc.) and mainly concerned with
the probable development, extension or modification of a disease or pest
over a period of years;

(b)

Medium-range warnings, based on recent climatological data (average and
cumulative data for a month or a season) and intended to give ample advance
notice of over-all seasonal impact of a disease or pest;

(c)

Short-range warnings, based on current weather data and/or short- or
medium-range forecasts and designed to give advance notice of important
development in the disease and pest situation from time to time during
the season.
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Locust control
The best results in Africa in the field of pest and disease control were
probably achieved in the examination, still in progress, of the effect of weather
conditions on the behaviour of the Desert Locust -- a serious scourge in northern
and eastern Africa.
The Desert Locust problem may be described as one of the most important
fields of applied meteorology, and this was recently well shown in the Seminar on
the Desert Locust in Relation to its Meteorological Environmen~5) Since invasion of
areas previously far from locusts can occur only by airborne populations, it is the
air which must be searched to ascertain the presence of flying locusts. Desert Locust
populations are not sufficiently likely to become of actual economic importance to
warrant the expense of destruction, except when they occur in adequate density. Moreover, only under such conditions of density is it economical to consider killing them.
Such densities can be formed only under conditions of low-level wind convergence.
Identification of these convergence zones by meteorologists in many parts of Africa
is handicapped by lack of all necessary data from most important desert areas. Detailed
knowledge is also required on the local factors affecting the movements of convergence
zones. Because those planning local locust surveys need the local characteristics
of the type of convergence, the whole problem cannot be settled without meteorologists.
Their help can considerably reduce the cost and increase the reliability of locust
surveys (estimation of swarm production in the area, forecast by
meteorologists,
based on climatological data of probable swarm displacement over the whole period of
swarm production, etc.).
Meteorology and needs in water for economic development
Meteorology and water resources development is an especially large topic
and therefore particular attention is given to it in this seminar. We want to stress
here only some major ideas of this problem. With a few minor exceptions, the only
water which can now be considered as potential resources for man is that portion of
the total atmospheric precipitation which falls on land. Admittedly, there is a
great amount of such water in any continent, even in Africa, where only 36 per cent
of the land has a so-called moist climate and the remaining 64 per, cent is to a
great extent dry (16 per cent is desert, 26 per cent arid, and 22 per cent semi-arid).
The main task of water development is the economical and efficient use of available
water through good storage, elimination of waste,prevention and reduction of natural
losses. The role of meteorological research and data in this development is enormous.
With the dispersion of water resources due to non-rational uses, the growth
of economic development and of population in general, as well as because of the
widening of water pollution with the progress of industrialization, many scientists
do not even now consider water resources as inexhaustible. Of course there are different approaches to the water problem in the African countries with sufficient water
resources at present in comparison with those countries short of water where the lack
of available water is, or is soon going to beJa bottleneck to any further economic
and social development. But at least half of the independent African States, partly
or as a whole, belong now to the category of water-short countries. An effective ·
management of water resources in these countries, as elsewhere, must begin with an
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inventory of all water available for direct use. The collection of such data is a
combined function of both notional Hydrological and Meteorological Services.
Only
well-organized modern surveys may clarify the country's potential capacity of supplyirg
water for different water users. The results of these investigations ore of the
greatest i~portonce for planning economic development. It is evident that a great
deal of water-conservation and storage plans hove to be mode together with any plans
of urbanization, industrial, agricultural and other development.
Without adequate meteorological data of rainfall, runoff, evaporation, etc.,
the costly projects may easily not produce the anticipated benefits, or, on the other
hand, may be inadequate to utilize to the full the natural water resources. Basic
tools used in planning projects which concern water resources ore mops of annual and
seasonal precipitation and also the evaporation maps, as the evaporation in Africa
is a pertinent factor in the design and operation of any water reservoir.Thus without
such accurate data, presented in a suitable form, one cannot expect realistic planning of use of the water in streams and lakes (navigation, fisheries, hydro-electric
power, pollution problems, etc.) or of consumption of water (municipal and rural supply, industrial use, irrigation). The some might be said about another common African
problem of excess of water (flood control, agricultural drainage, water erosion and
sedimentation problems, in particular in water reservoirs). In many coses a homogeneity in meteorological measurements mode in different countries is essential in
order to ensure the compatibility of the data necessary for the planning of water
resources development.
In present-day Africa, whether a country is ill-or well-endowed with water,
the major users of water are still agriculture and livestock. The main forms
of
water resources used for agricultural purposes are irrigation and drainage, as the
greatest disadvantage for most of Africa is the frequent irregularity and unfavourable
(for agriculture) distribution of rainfall. Even when rainfall is more abundant it
occurs often over too short a period of time and allows only one harvest per year
where the high temperature would theoretically make two or more harvests possible if
an adequate water supply could be provided all the year round. Irrigation is thus
an essential factor for economic development, not only in semi-arid and arid zones
of Africa, but also in the more humid areas, having the long dry seasons. However,
the high cost of the irrigation schemes (due to the necessity of various technical
installations: dams, flood-control systems, pumping stations, etc.) increases the
necessity of attention to highly qualified pre-investment hydrometeorological studies.
The neglect of such research has given the worst examples of loss of lands through
noxious solinotion, silting of water reservoirs, etc. in different parts of the world
and on a small scale in African countries, e.g. northern Algeria.
In spite of the flow of the great rivers and the tremendous plans for their
use for the notional economies, Africa needs to use, for the purpose of irrigation,
other different flows in the areas located far from the big rivers. Again, the detailed studies of possible use of all surface waters for agricultural purposes should
be based on the general data of meteorology and hydrology.
As to the rural population and livestock, their minimum daily water
requirements, besides the ogrotechnical needs, con be illustrated by the calculations
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made some years ago for West Africa by the United States Department of International
Development:
1 person (domestic requirements) - about 56 litres
38 litres
1 horse
45 litres
1 cow
8 litres
1 sheep
15
litres
100 chickens
II
II
II

II

Thus for a small rural community of 100 people and 50 head of mixed livestock there is a need of at least 1,400 gallons of water (nearly 5,500 litres) per
day, and for the whole year more than 2,000,000 litres. If we take the dry season
as being six months, it is necessary to provide for supply, and store,
nearly
1,000,000 litres. But, allowing for 50 per cent loss due to seepage and evaporation,
the requirements for a really very small community as mentioned above come tomill.i:>ns
of litres of water.
For the above-mentioned agricultural development, the quantity of water
needed is often higher than the calculations based on some techniques originated in
the temperate latitudes and which do not give full consideration to the tropical
evapotranspiration losses of vegetation,which are much higher than those in temperate
parts of the world.
Since water-use for non-agricultural purposes is still relatively restricted
in Africa, we must nevertheless take into consideration two powerful factors which
are causing a strain on the water supply in thii continent: the increase of human
population and the rising rate of consumption per person with the general economic
progress. The latter is rising especially quickly in most African countries, where
it often leaves the development of water resources behind. The coming.industrialization, coupled with the doubling or even trebling of the present population in many
African States and with the necessary corresponding agricultural development, will
undoubtedly produce water shortage almost everywhere on the continent unless the
available supplies can be correspondingly increased.
The meteorologists, in co-operation with hydrologists, should be well
informed on the needs of this planned and non-planned development in order to be
ready to satisfy the requirements not only of present-day planning, but also of the
development in each country in the coming decades.
Some industrial applications
The most obvious industries which we have to consider are those concerned
with the provision of power and light. The availability of energy is one of the
major prerequisites for any economic development. Water power is among the most
important primary sources of energy. The hydropower industry is in almost all cases
directly influenced by weather, in Africa chiefly so by rainfall. Thus many industrial
applications of meteorology are again directly connected with water resources; but
some sources of energy are essentially meteorological, namely wind and solar energy.
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The first stage of a country's planning of economic development calls for
a full survey and assessment of all available energy resources. The study of hydroelectric potential necessitates the full complex of general meteorological and hydrological studies in accordance with anhual, seasonal and daily local changes of power
production, which depends on variations in weather and climate.
The use of solar energy, especially in Africa, where in large territories
there are exceptional conditions for this use, can in future easily make an appreciable contribution to national energy systems, in particular in those areas where
water power is absent and the cost of transport of fuel by land is very high, e.g.
in the land-locked countries of West and Central Africa, some regions of North Africa
etc. Solar energy is still usually considered as a non-conventional natural source
of power, the use of which has not left the experimental stage. Wind is not exactly
an unconventional source of energy, for man has been making it do occasional work at
least a thousand years. But its contribution to power production is at present very
small although no one can reject the idea of its possible widespread use in future.
Besides many technical obstacles in the development of power production from solar
radiation and wind in Africa, this needs special meteorological and climatological
surveys.
The use of wind in Africa has a good example in the large number of small
installations for pumping groundwater in the semi-arid areas of extensive animal
husbandry in North-west Africa. But t he output of these installations, with presentday techniques, is relatively small in comparison with their fairly expensive
equipment -- plus the fact that they are not al wa ys installed in the best place from
the point of view of constant and sufficie nt ly strong winds. Only continued meteorological research in this field can help the technicians.
Solar space-heating , which is experimentally more advanced, · has not so
much meaning for Africa, but other forms of use of solar radiation (cooling installations, power production) might be more pr omi sing. Some research in this field in
Africa (Senegal, Niger, etc.) is of note, but meteorologists could do more in these
important research fields, from which economic development would probably profit
considerably.
Meteorological information is very important in various other industrial
fields depending directly or indirectly on certain weather conditions. The following
are just a few examples: fluctuations of electricity requirements in different seasons; climatic indices for air-conditioning installations; advice for transportation
(as was described above for storage) of perishable goods, for the piping of different
products over long distances, for the timing of some open mining and other public
works; problems of industrial pollution of the atmosphere, etc. In any of these
cases a perfect preliminary knowledge of the appropriate meteorological data can
significantly reduce the cost of industrial projects. We have also to emphasize
here that the effects of air pollution will become more apparent in Africa in coming
years. As we accept the idea of continued industrialization and urbanization of
Africa, rind of the growth of air pollution in this connexion, it is none too soon to
begin detailed scientific estimation of its consequences, e.g. of urban fuel combustion, etc. Building and construction are also permanently subject to weather stresses
which must be accurately estimated at the stage of planning (the maximum possible
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wind pressure, conditions for open storage of some building materials, etc.).
Special weather forecasts can prevent some works from being done and then rendered
useless by
bad weather. Many other similar cases of a desirable contact between
meteorology and industry could be cited.
Some links between meteorology and transport
The importance of meteorology to aviation and shipping is too evident to
need stressing. Improved weather forecasts in both cases will enable improved transport services, which will directly help the important needs of economic development.
There are also serious links between weather conditions and land transport.
Aeronautical meteorology is at present one of the most developed branches of meteor~l~gy-thr;~gh~~t-th;-~~rld. This is a natural consequence of continuously increasing aircraft operation, not to speak of the direct relationship between weather and
aviation. The introduction of high-level jet aircraft has not decreased the dependency of aviation on meteorology. Even the future introduction of commercial supersonic aircraft again makes it essential for improved meteorological services to be
provided. It is clear that all international airports in Africa have meteorological
offices providing services for international air navigation; but aviation development
also needs the development of aeronautical climatology, which hos received
less
attention than simple aeronautical forecasting and observations. The recommendations
of aeronautical climatology are extremely important for the planning of transport
development, both inside the countries and for international lines. As for the
descriptive climatology of airfields, although some good examples have been produced
in Africa on the continental scale, the subject seems to have received rather less
attention.
~~ri!~~~-~!~~~lo~~

should be considered not only in connexion with sea navigation,
but also as an important part of general meteorological research in Africa, for in
many parts of this continent the land is affected by air of oceanic origin the stability of which is considerably affected by the surface conditions of the oceans. The
majority of ships taking meteorological observations in African waters belong to
countries operating from outside Africa, but the role of forecasts issued by coastal
meteorological stations is also very large. There is a definite need for an increase
in observations connected with maritime transport, the development of which is pJanned
for the near future by many African States in North, West and East Africa.

Trans2ort by land,besides the inland water transport system directly connected with

hydr~~t~~~l~gical observations, also needs the assistance of Meteorological Ser-

vices. The rapidly growing road and railway development in almost every African
independent country is one of the most costly parts of development projects.
Any
error connected with meteorological conditions in land transport, and found when the
new road or railway is already in use, imposes a heavy burden on the national economy.
Thus the close co-operation of meteorologists with planners is of the highest value
in this field also.
Importance of meteorological data for tourism.
Tourism in the modern world
has--6ecome--a--very--Important--source--of--Income in many
countries. In 1966
the international
tourist receipts in the world came to US $ 13 billion,
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but African tourism did not represent
more than 1.75 per cent of this
volume. Except for some traditional places of permanent international tourism, this
form of socio-economic activity is relatively new for many African countries.Accurate
information on climatic conditions regarding the long tourist season is of prime
~~portance for the organization of tourism in every African country, as well as for
investors in hotel and other costly tourist projects. Most of the overseas tourists
come from moderately cold regions and have often quite mistaken ideas about climatic
conditions in different parts of Africa. In most of the African countries weather
conditions are pleasant for tourists during a long period of the year, and this may
attract more and more tourists. It is therefore of great importance that the necessary meteorological data be made available to the national tourist organizations, so
that they can acquaint the travel organizers in overseas countries with such information, because it may have great promotional value and, as a result, a great economic
effect. Monthly averages of maximum and minimum daily temperatures, average humidity
of the air, rainfall by months, etc., are important, but not enough for the purposes
of tourist development. Of special interest are the data on days or hours of sunshire
by months, duration and velocity of winds, water temperature in the sea, rivers and
lakes suitable for bathing, etc.
Similar approaches are recommended for applied meteorology in connexion
with some health problems and the development of recreation and sport.
Conclusion
We have not discussed in this paper the problems of weather modification. A
number of techniques are available for study of the economic and social impacts of
possible weather modification (these include benefit/cost analysis, activity anolysi~
etc.). But not much has been learned about the economics of the application of some
techniques of weather modification proposed by scientists. A basic difficulty in
economic research associated with weather modification in developing countries is the
difficulty of assessing the way in which to find a better response to present-day
needs and possibilities of these countries. But the small-scale climate modifications
which do not need large funds for their implementation might have largely profitable
economic results for African countries. For example, efforts to counteract overheating or to reduce water losses are frequent practical approaches to weather modification for agricultural purposes in Africa. There are various possibilities to
propagate means of modifying the agricultural microclimates but in every case the
suggestions should be thoroughly analysed from t~e economic point of view. To
be
sure, weather modification now occupies an important place in climatological research,
but until recently the only important results were achieved in experiments with cloud
seeding. We can look forward to the possibility of developing new methods, but it is
clear that a rational approach to the problems of weather modification can be made
only after ensuring that the full consequences of such experiments can be predicted
and that no harmful effects will occur.
The cost of such modifications should be
conventional approach to the solving of some urgent
As to long-range weather forecasting, this is still
cally unexplored in the tropics, apart from monsoon

calculated and compared with the
problems of applied meteorology.
a field which has remained practiareas. Generally speaking, the
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weather forecaster is the best-known example of an applied meteorologist, but there
is very often in Africa a barrier between the meteorologist and the customer who is
requiring meteorological data. This barrier is created by the fact that sometimes
meteorology presents its information in such a form that it is not easy for persons
requiring it to use this information theoretically and practically. Meteorologists
must therefore understand the language, needs and points of view of those for whom
they are doing their important work.
Weather and climatic conditions are among the major determinants of economic activities and social structure. No other aspect of environment is so closely
related to the pattern of economic development. The close co-operation between the
meteorologists and those planning economic development in Africa is extremely important in the bid of African States to narrow the gap in living levels between themselves and the economically advanced countries in the world.
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African agricultural development.

FAD/ECA.

SOME CONTRIBUTIONS OF METEOROLOGY TO THE ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT OF EAST AFRICA

by S. Tewungwa

Introduction
------The WMO booklet "Weather and Man" gives many examples of the role of
meteorology in economic development. The present paper presents a few examples of
the specific contributions made by meteorology in East Africa to the economic development of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. In some cases economic benefits have also
been felt in countries outside East Africa; this is particularly so in the case of
the work on Desert Locusts and meteorology, most of which was carried out in Nairobi
by a WMO Technical Assistance mission to the East African Meteorological Department.
Not all the work mentioned below has been undertaken by the East African
Meteorological Department, and it is important to recognize the valuable contributions made by the East African Agriculture and Forestry Research Organization, the
Cotton Research Station, Namulonge, and many other organizations.
Mete~rology and agriculture

(a)

Rainfall probability

--------------------

A considerable proportion of the work of the East African Meteorological
Department is devoted to the needs of agriculture on which the economy of Kenya,
Uganda and Tanzania so largely depends. The success or failure of any crop is largely dependent upon the rainfall, and following initial work by Glover, Robinson and.
Henderson (1952), maps showing the reliability of rainfall have been prepared for
the whole of East Africa. These have been widely used in determining the feasibility
of growing particular crops in certain areas. However, in order to reach a final decision as to whether a specified crop can be successfully grown in a particular area,
a much more detailed study is necessary. Studies of this sort were undertaken a few
years ago on behalf of the Kenya Tea Development Authority which was considering the
introduction of tea in the Taite Hills and Mount Elgon areas. The studies involved
the calculation of the statistical probability of two or more successive months with
a rainfall below 50 mm. Similar studies have been undertaken to ascertain the feasibility of extending the sugar-growing area in the Kano plains area of Western ~rya,
and in the Kilombero Valley, Tanzania, and also for the suitability of certain areas
for growing tobacco.
More recently, as a result of original work by Manning (1950), a computer
programme has been drawn up by Walker and Rijks (1967) for the calculation of confidence limits of rainfall. For any station with ten or more years of rainfall records
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it is now possible to calculate confidence limits of expected rainfall for 36 overlapping 20-day periods throughout the year. Intelligent application of these figures
can be of enormous benefit in agricultural planning work.
One of the earliest applications of the confidence limits of rainfall was
to determine the most suitable dates of planting cotton to obtain maximum yield.

(b)
The selection of suitable crops for areas of marginal rainfall inevitably
presents problems and,in the past, the costly method of trial and error was usually
followed. Dagg (1965) has now shown that it is possible to match the water r equirements of specific crops to specific climates and soils, using meteorological data
both for the estimate of the actual water requirement of the crop and also for the
minimum reliable rainfall that might be expected in seven years out of ten. The results clearly indicate whether or not a particular crop is likely to be suc ce ssful
in the chosen area, and the application of this technique can obviously save much
time and money. As a result, new strains of maize which will thrive in particular
local climates have been chosen and developed.

(c)

The movement of Desert Locusts

The relation between the movement of Desert Locusts and weather conditions
is now well known and has been described in detail by Rainey (1963). Much of the
basic work was carried out in East Africa by a WMO Technical Assistance mission attached to the East African Meteorological Department. The work of this mission involved the detailed analysis of the low-level wind flow over Africa for the period
1 May 1954 to l June 1955. These wind-flow charts were compared with charts showing
the position of all known locust swarms on the same date. An example of one of their
charts is shown in Figure 1. This work has been of immense importance in planning
locust control operations and the economic benefits to the many African countries
liable to infestation by plagues of Desert Locusts cannot readily be assessed.
A study is at present being carried out of the movement and behaviour of
the African army worm, whose moth, spodoptera exempta, apparently migrates in similar
fashion to the Desert Locust. Plagues of army worm can cause great l oss of crop. A
proper knowledge of how and where the moths move would enable control measures to be
set in operation in time to avert a serious plague.

(d)
One of East Africa's important export crops is tea, of which the total
export value in one _year amounts to approximately £15 million in Kenya, Uganda and
Tanzania. On many tea estates it is the practice to plant shade trees to protect the
tea bushes from excessive sunlight. A recent agrometeorological study carried out in
Kenya (McCulloch et al~ 1965) has shown that not only is the yield of tea grown under
shade trees substantially reduced by some 10 to 15 per cent, but there is also evi dence that the quality of tea is adversely affected. The economic importance of this
piece of very simple research is obvious.
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Meteorology and natural resources

(a)

Hydrometeorological studies of lakes

------------------------------------

A large-scale example of the application of meteorology to water resources
is seen in the United Nations Special Fund project, Hydrometeorological Survey of
Lakes Victoria, Kioga and Albert, which is supported by the United Arab Republic, and
the Sudan, as well as Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. The results of this project should
provide valuable information, leading to the better utilization of the available water
resources from these lakes throughout the Nile Basin.
The rise of the level of Lake Victoria and of several other of the great
African lakes to exceptionally high levels from 1961 to 1964 led to serious floodin~
and disruption of the economy of many places bordering on the lakes. As a result,
the East African Meteorological Department was asked to undertake a study of the
meteorological causes for the unusually high lake-levels with a view to predicting
whether they were likely to recur or . whether the lake would revert to the previous
normal level. Intensive research showed clearly that the lake-level changes were
directly related to fluctuations in rainfall over the catchment and also revealed the
existence of various cyclic patterns in the annual rainfall totals (Morth, 1967).
An extension of this work indicated the probability that the lake levels would gradual·
ly decline towards their former overage levels.

{b)

Design of dams

In view of the importance of water storage in many tropical areas, the
construction of dams and reservoirs is essential to the economy and agricultural development of most countries. To assist in the design of such dams and reservoirs,
the Meteorological Deportment is sometimes consulted with a request to estimate the
maximum possible precipitation within the catchment area of a proposed dam. The
importance of such studies con be realized when the damaging effects of a burst dam
are considered; but on the other hand, the cost of building a dam larger. than is
necessary would involve a considerable wastage of money.

(c)

Reduction of evaporation losses from reservoirs

------------------------------------------------

The loss of water from dams by evaporation in tropical areas is very
considerable and some years ago the East African Meteorological Department played on
active part in conducting experiments on ways of reducing evaporation losses. It was
known from laboratory studies that a thin film of cetyl alcohol over a water surface
can cause an appreciable reduction in evaporation. Field trials were conducted on
reservoirs of various sizes with a view to determining the best method of dispensing
the cetyl alcohol in order to maintain a film across the reservoir. It was found that
the film tended to be broken up by the wind, but the difficulties in maintaining it
were not insuperable if a saving in water was essential regardless of cost. In smallscale evaporation pans quite a large reduction in evaporation. (of the order of 50 per
cent) can be achieved, but on large reservoirs the reduction may only be of the order
of 10 per cent to 20 per cent. In one experiment on a 130-acre reservoir in Tanzania
(Grundy, 1958) the saving of water was estimated to have been 80,000 gallons per day.
The approximate cost of water saved is not easy to assess, but was probably of the
order of Sh. 1/50 per thousand gallons.
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Meteorology and transport

(a)

Aviation

It is estimated that approximately 50 per cent of the resources of the
Meteorological Department are devoted towards providing meteorological services for
air transport. Meteorological information is widely used by airline companies in
determining the optimum load and fuel reserve for each sector, in addition to ensuring
the safety of aircraft. It has been roughly calculated that the annual loss of revenue, if there were no meteorological services in East Africa, would be at least
£2 million. Assuming an annual expenditure of £250,000 for meteorological services
to civil aviation, the benefit-to-cost ratio is about eight to one.

(b)

Shipping

Although weather routeing of shipping is not yet undertaken in East Africa,
there is no doubt that the forecasts for shipping issued by the East African Meteorological Department are of great benefit. During several months of the year gale-furce
winds blow along the East African and Somalia coast; the routine issue of
gale
warnings to ships enables them to travel a little farther from the coast and thus
avoid the strongest belt of winds. The saving in time and fuel is not inconsiderable.
During the cyclone season in the Indian Ocean, the issue of storm warnings is of very
great importance to shipping and also to the safety and comfort of human life. The
use of meteorological satellites now enables more accurate and up-to-date information
on the location of storm centres to be available and this information is passed to
shipping in routine broadcasts. Timely warning to shipping and port authorities of
the occasional tropical storm which approaches the East African coast (e.g. Neave,JS\9)
can enable precautions to be taken to avoid serious loss and damage.

(c)

Other forms of transport

------------------------

Meteorological advice is also widely used by other forms of transport
especially road and rail.
Meteorology anrl tourism
The tourist industry is of very considerable importance to the three
countries of East Africa. Accurate climatological information and weather forecasts
enable tour operators to plan carefully the best times for tours to different areas.
Similarly, for tourism to be developed to its fullest extent, more hotel accommodation
is needed. Meteorological information is widely used in planning and constructing
large buildings such as hotels and in determining the need for air-conditioning, etc.
Information on prevailing winds is of considerable importance in this respect.
Film companies filming in the national parks or elsewhere often require
advance information on the probable occurrence and duration of bright sunshine, and
by planning filming during the right months or at the best time of day, considerable
saving in time can be achieved.
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Meteorology and industry
Weather and climate affect industrial concerns in various ways: it may
be in connexion with the storage of perishable goods, the need for (or the design of)
air-conditioning plants, the use of solar energy, and so on. In many cases meteorological advice can save money.
In the design of factories intended for 24-hour operation, a knowledge
of the diurnal range of temperature and relative humidity is often important, and
careful planning can avoid unnecessary shut-downs. Similarly, manufacturers and
importers of various goods make use of detailed meteorological data to ensure that
their products will stand up to the climate where they will be used.
A distributor of frozen goods makes use of regular meteorological summaries in order to forecast the requirements in various areas and so plan the most
effective distribution of his products.
The port administration in Tanzania and the sisal industry both make
use of meteorological forecasts in connexion with the most economical employment of
casual labour forces. For on example, with a casual labour force of 1,000 paid at
Sh.2/- per hour, there could be a saving of £100 for every hour not wasted. If accurate forecasting of rainy days could save only 50 hours per year, this would amount
to some £5,000 per annum.
Meteorology and town planning
Information on rainfall intensity and duration is of very considerable
importance in the design of roads, culverts, storm drains, bridges, etc. In this
connexion a joint investigation now being undertaken by the East African Meteorolo gical Department with the Road Research Laboratory of Great Britain and London University is of considerable importance. Dense networks of recording raingauges have
been installed in three urban areas (Nairobi, Kampala and Dar-es-Salaam) with a view
to determining the rainfall pattern in tropical convective storms. The information
obtained from this study will undoubtedly be of wide use and application in many
other areas.
Weather modification
(a)

Stimulation of rainfall

The water resources of any country depend primarily upon rainfall, and
in parts of eastern Africa this is often extremely variable and unreliable. The
East African Meteorological Department has accordingly, during the past 18 years, been
playing a very important part in research into artificial stimulation of rainfall in
the tropics. Experimental work commenced in 1950 in collaboration with the Overseas
Food Corporation, which hod launched a costly scheme of ground-nut production without
seeking proper meteorological advice on the suitability of the climate. Artificial
stimulation of rainfall was then very much an untried technique, developed from some
remarkable experiments in America and Australia when supercooled clouds had been
seeded with dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) or silver iodide. After some
initial
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experiments using silver iodide with inconclusive and .not very promising results, the
East African Meteorological Department made use of a new seeding agent, finely-ground
sodium chloride, and a new technique for dispersing it into the cloud, the balloon
bomb (Davies, Hepburn and Sansom, 1952). Subsequent experiments over catchment areas
at Dodoma and Tabora, where rockets were used for the first time, and over tea
estates in Uganda, over Masai grazing areas at Amboseli and over drought-affected parts
of Western Kenya all seemed to suggest that seeding cumulus clouds
with sodium
chloride could give a slight increase of rainfall provided that the clouds
were
already well developed and of adequate vertical thickness. Fig. 2 shows the apparent
increase in rainfall in one carefully-controlled experiment on a Uganda tea estate.
(b)

Hail suppression

----------------

For some years, the East African Meteorological Department has been advising tea growers in the Kericho area on ways of hail suppression. Hailstorms occur
at Kericho on about 70 days every year, and the losses of tea due to hail damage
amount to approximately 1.5 million Jb (processed tea) per annum.
A four-year hail-suppression experiment has recently been completed,
during which time mearly 10,000 anti-hail rockets were fired. The results of this
experiment have recently been presented by Sansom (1968), from which it seems clear
that there has been a substantial reduction in hail damage, not only on those estates
where the rockets have been fired, but also on several other adjacent estates. It
is difficult to assess the overall reduction in losses, but the saving certainly
appears to outweigh the expenditure on anti-hail operations, despite a probable considerable wastage in the use of rockets which have been fired by untrained personnel.
A different method of hail suppression is now being tried out in Kenya
on a commercial basis, with cloud-seeding operations covering a much wider area. It
is too early to say how much success has been achieved by this technique.
Conclusion
Other examples could have been chosen to illustrate the many and varied
ways in which meteorology has contributed and is contributing to the economic development of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. Further developments and improvements in the
meteorological services, such as more accurate forecasts and forecasts covering a
longer period, will inevitably result from the World Weather Watch. These will automatically bring further economic benefits in their wake.
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WMO TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES IN AFRICA
by A. M. Elamly

The rapid developments in Africa and the emergence of a large number
of newly independent countries have given a great impetus to all activities aimed
at accelerating economic development; indeed, such activities are a major preoccupation of all these countries. These activities have at the same time stressed the
need for international co-operation in many facets of economic development and among
these must be listed the proper application of knowledge of weather and climate,
i.e. meteorology.
Meteorological information is a prerequisite in the planning and implementation stages of economic development, especially in the field of water resources,
agriculture, fishing and transport. Economists now recognize that adequate meteorological information may reduce unnecessary expenditure and help in avoiding inefficient utilization of national resources.
Recognizing these facts and the implied challenge they present, WMO has
reacted promptly and positively. Every effort has been, and will be, made by WMO
to assist the African Meteorological Services in playing their full role in the economic development of their respective countries and meeting their international meteorological obligations.
Thus in all the normal activities of WMO, African needs have been kept
prominently in mind. These include, inter alia, the improvement of the observational
network in Africa, the routine co-ordination of national and regional exchanges of
meteorological data and of the telecommunications systems required for this purpose;
the proper participation of the African countries in the World Weather Watch by providing the system with all the African meteorological data and obtaining from it the
information they require for both operational and research work; the drawing up of
a special African plan for meteorological training; the participation in the UNDP
for assisting the development of the African Meteorological Services.
The following paragraphs describe in brief the major fields of WMO
technical activities in Africa with particular emphasis on the application of meteorology to the economic development of the African Member countries.
Basic meteorological facilities
The day-to-day work of any national Meteorological Service in the world
depends on adequate meteorological information being available from sources both
inside and outside the country.
For this purpose WMO is co-ordinating and developing an African network of surface as well as upper-air meteorological observing stations and networks
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of meteorological telecommunications to ensure rapid and reliable exchange of unprocessed as well as processed meteorological data. These regional networks are
being co-ordinated within the world-wide systems. Meteorological information of various kinds is prepared and exchanged in accordance with methods and procedures which
are standardized by WMO.
Furthermore, WMO is giving every possible advice and assistance either
through UNDP or through its own programmes, namely the New Development Fund and the
Voluntary Assistance Programme, to the African countries to enable them to establish
and improve the observation and telecommunication networks in their respective countries.
Application of meteorology to economic development in Africa
In addition to the traditional application of meteorology to aviation
and shipping which are of significance in almost all African countries, there is a
clear sign of increased awareness of the great value of the application of meteorology to different facets of the economic development of the African countries, particularly in the fields of water resources, agriculture and industry. The present
seminar in itself is a good illustration of this general evolution of the African
Meteorological Services. For some parts of Africa solar and wind energy present potential natural resources.

In view of the international aspects of meteorological services to
aviation and shipping, WMO lays down the specifications of these services in collaboration with other international organizations concerned, such as !CAO and IMCO, to
ensure the safe, regular and efficient conduct of air and maritime navigation. In
addition, African meteorological authorities are advised by WMO, as necessary, on the
ways and means of implementing these specifications in their respective countries.
Water resources and agriculture
WMO is making intensive efforts to promote the application of meteorology to water resources and agriculture in Africa, these being two of the major sources
of the economy of the continent. For this purpose WMO provides the Member countries,
through its Technical Regulations, Guides and Technical Notes, with the necessary
guidance material to establish and promote basic hydrometeorological and agrometeorological networks and services in their respective countries. In this connexion,
Member countries are advised to establish co-ordinating committees between their national meteorological authorities and the hydrological and agricultural authorities to
ensure the best use of meteorology for their economic development in these fields.
Furthermore, WMO is collaborating with the United Nations and the
specialized agencies concerned in furtherance of the application of meteorology to
water resources and agriculture in Africa. For example:

(a)

WMO has, jointly with ECA, made a survey on major deficiencies of hydrological data in Africa, including basic information and statistics perti-
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nent to existing conditions and plans for the extension of regional and
national activities in the field of water resources development. The
results of this survey were published by the WMO Secretariat and followup action on this survey is being carried out by the two organizations.

(b)

A joint ECA/WMO regional training seminar on hydrometeorological instruments and methods of observation and on the establishment of hydrometeorological networks in Africa was held in Addis Ababa on 2-20 October
1967.

(c)

WMO is acting as the Executing Agency of a UNDP Special Fund project for
a hydrometeorological survey of the catchments of lakes Victoria, Kioga
and Albert. The purpose of this project, of five years' duration, is to
assist the Governments of Kenya, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda and the United
Arab Republic in studying the water balance of the Upper Nile as a basis
for planning water conservation and development, and provide the basis
for intergovernmental co-operation in the regulation and use of the Nile.
Further details of this project will be given by Mr. K. V. Krishnamurthy,
Project Manager of this project.

(d)

WMO is collaborating with Unesco to assist and advise the African Member
countries in their participation in the International Hydrological
Decade which will in turn contribute to improving the utilization of
their water resources.

(e)

WMO is collaborating with FAO in assisting the African countries in
their continuing efforts for Desert Locust control. The object is to
develop more efficient methods for the control of the Desert Locust,
which is a plague affecting the crops of many African countries.

( f)

WMO is collaborating with FAO and Unesco in a series of inter-agency
projects in agroclimatology with the purpose of improving agricultural
resources in the parts of the world where the general economic situation
and especially food production are inadequate to meet the mihimal needs
of the population. Mr. J. Cocheme will give more information about
those projects.

(g)

WMO sends to Member countries, under the UNDP, qualified experts and
consultants to develop their Meteorological Services in agrometeorology
and hydrometeorology.

(h)

A WMO/UNDP regional seminar on agrometeorological problems in Africa
was held in Cairo from 13 October to 3 November 1964. As stated by
Professor E. A. Bernard, the director of the seminar and who is fortunately the director of the present seminar, the Cairo seminar assisted
in breaking down the barrier between meteorology and agriculture by
centring interest on the living organism, the direct concern of applied
agricultural meteorology.
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With the increasing industrialization in Africa, meteorological advice
is needed, particularly in the planning stages, to decide on the location of industrial plants, on the design and orientation of factories and on measures to reduce
the risk of serious air pollution.
WMO is at present giving particular attention to the role of meteorology
in solving the problems of air pollution; increase in such pollution represents a
considerable hazard, not only to agricultural resources by affecting the crops, but
also to the health, safety and lives of the people.
Meteorological research
Africa is a vast continent with varied climatic regions for which different methods of analysis and forecasting must be used. The present knowledge and
understanding of the behaviour of the atmosphere within the tropics is very limited
compared with temperate latitudes. Extensive and co-ordinated meteorological research
programmes in Africa, especially in tropical meteorology, ore therefore needed to
improve the accuracy and extend the useful range of weather forecasts and thereby
improve the meteorological services for different users.
Furthermore, detailed investigations are needed to study the correlation
between weather and the different nat ural reso urces such as agriculture, water resources and solar as well as wind ene r gy , in orde r to make the best use of meteorology for the economic development of Africa n co untries.
Although WMO does not itself engag e in research work, it is maki.ngspecial
efforts to encourage, co-ordinate and facilitate meteorological researc h in Af rica.
For this purpose:

(a)

WMO assists the national Meteorological Services in the establishment
of libraries by providing books and scientific journals required for
research;

(b)

WMO provides its Members with a catalogue prepared by the Secretariat
to help research workers to locate and obtain the meteorological data
which they require;

(c)

WMO provides its Members annually with a report on the current research
projects in tropical meteorology;

(d)

WMO frequently publishes reviews of the present stage of knowledge in
different fields of meteorological development.

Furthermore, WMO is acting as the Executing Agency of a Special Fund
project in the United Arab Republic to establish in Cairo a Meteorological Institute
for Research and Training. The research and training facilities of this Institute
are available to meteorological personnel of other African countries.
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Meteorological training
It is a paramount and well-known fact that the availability of qualified
personnel, adequate in number and in level of scientific and technical training, is
a prerequisite for any service to function effectively.
WMO has therefore attached great importance to meteorological training
in Africa, particularly with a view to enabling the Meteorological Services of the
newly independent countries to take over their full responsibility with trained
indigenous African meteorological personnel. For this purpose WMO has adopted a
"Plan for the development of professional meteorological training in Africa" designed
to meet the needs of African countries; and the WMO Regional Association for Africa
has urged its Members to give high priority to the training of their meteorological
personnel. In implementing this plan, the following meteorological training facilities have been established for Africa with the assistance of UNDP:

(a)

A Department of Meteorology was established in 1963 at the University
College in Nairobi to provide postgraduate training facilities for
African personnel to fill higher meteorological posts in English-speaking countries (Class I meteorologists) in Africa. So far students from
Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania and Uganda have been or are
being trained.

(b)

A chair of meteorology was established in 1966 at Lovanium University
in Kinshasa for training Class I meteorologists of French-speaking
countries in Africa. So far only students from the Democratic Republic
of the Congo and Rwanda have been partially trained. Continuous efforts
are being made to recruit more qualified students for this course.

( c)

A Regional Meteorological Centre was established in 1965 in Nairobi,
within the framework of the East African Meteorological Department, to
train Class II and Closs III meteorological personnel of English-speaking countries in Africa. So far students from Botswana, Burundi,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Somalia, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia have been
or are being trained.

( d)

A Regional Meteorological Centre was established in 1964 in Lagos, wi:thin
the framework of the Nigerian Meteorological Service, to train Class II
and Class III meteorological personnel of English-speaking countries
in Africa. So far students from Cameroon, Ghana, Malawi, Nigeria,
Sierra Leone and Sudan have been or are being trained.

( e)

A Regional Meteorological Centre was established in Kinshasa, within the
framework of the Congolese Meteorological Service, to train Class II
and Class III meteorological personnel of French-speaking countries in
Africa. So far only students from the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Gabon and Rwanda have been or are being trained.

In addition, during its twentieth session (May/June 1968), the WMO
Executive Committee agreed to recognize the instruments workshop and laboratories
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of the Meteorological Department of the United Arab Republic as a regional training
centre for the English-speaking countries in Africa.
One of the main handicaps for training sufficient numbers of meteorological personnel in Africa has been the lack of students with adequate qualifications who wish to take up meteorology as a profession. One of the measures taken
by WMO to overcome this difficulty is the establishment of a system of long-term
fellowships to assist developing countries in acquiring university-trained meteorological staff. Long-term fellowships may be awarded in the following cases:
(i)

For university studies leading to a degree of Bachelor of Science
(B.Sc. or equivalent) in meteorology;

(ii)

For a postgraduate study programme leading to a certificate in
meteorology;

(iii) For advanced studies leading to a Master's degree (or equivalent)
or a Doctorate in meteorology.
These fellowships are being financed from the WMO regular budget which
includes US $500,000 for that purpose for the period 1968-1971. They can also be
awarded under the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (YAP). In this connexion, requests have been received by WMO from African Members for 92 long-term fellowships
of 189 man-years to be trained during the period 1968-1971.
It should be pointed out that this system has been established by WMO
since fellowships of sufficient duration for the above-mentioned purpose are normally
not available under the UNDP. WMO long-term fellowships therefore complement, and
do not replace, the UNDP fellowships system, which will continue to be needed for
specialized training in meteorology at different levels.
Apart from these fellowships, WMO experts provided under UNDP train
their counterparts and give on-the-job training to the personnel of the Meteorological Services.
WMO also organizes regional training seminars, with the assistance of
UNDP, in different fields of meteorology to train the personnel of the African Meteorological Services.
In addition, WMO provides advice and guidance to the African Meteorological Services on all training questions with the aim of assisting them in overcoming
the difficulties they encounter in this field and of maintaining adequate standards in
the technical and scientific training of meteorological personnel in Africa.
A
regional seminar for the benefit of national instructors engaged in the training of
meteorological personnel was organized by WMO recently. The purpose of this seminar
which was held in Cairo in October 1966, was to ensure an adequate standard of training and to achieve uniformity of instruction.
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Technical co-operation
WMO is participating in the United Nations Development Programme by
assisting the African Member countries in the formulation and execution of their
technical assistance programmes in meteorology and hydrology.
Through its participation in the Technical Assistance component of UNDP,
WMO is providing assistance to 28 Members of the Association during the biennium
1967-1968. This includes 60 experts to 23 Members, 43 fellowships to 17 Members, as
well as equipment and supplies for nine Members. The total cost of this programme
is over one million US dollars, which amounts to about 50 per cent of the total WMO
programme for the whole world during this biennium.
Furthermore, a number of UNDP regional projects are implemented by WMO.
Those include nearly all the regional training facilities and seminars already mentioned.
In Africa, three Special Fund projects are being executed by WMO, namely,
the Meteorological Training Centre, Kinshasa; the Meteorological Institute for
Research and Training, Cairo; and the Hydrometeorological Survey of the Catchments
of Lakes Victoria, Kioga and Albert.
A new Special Fund project has recently been submitted by the Algerian
Government to the UNDP for the "Establishment of a Hydrometeorological Institute for
Training and Research, Algeria". This request had a good response at the UNDP
Headquarters and is expected to be presented to the Governing Council in Januaryl969.
This project will no doubt contribute substantially to the regional plan for the
training of meteorological personnel in Africa.
Implementation of the World Weather Watch (WWW) in Africa
African Member countries have shown great enthusiasm in supporting the
WWW, with the conviction th~t this new system will assist them even more than the
developed Member countries, by putting them in a position to meet, to the fullest
possible extent, their national and international obligations in the field of meteorology.
African Members have expressed their willingness to implement a substantial part of the facilities required for the WWW from their national resources. However, these national efforts have to be supplemented by assistance from UNDP, bilateral agreements and the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP). In this connexio~
it is worthy of mention that 80 VAP projects for implementing the WWW in Africa have
so far been approved by WMO; they amount to about 10 million US dollars. This in
fact represents about 50 per cent of the VAP projects approved for the whole world.
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COST/BENEFIT STUDIES IN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
by A. Mullier

The examination of any project should be conducted from two different
standpoints. The first will be concerned with the physical implementation of the
project and an assessment will have to be made of the technical feasibilities of
achieving the desired results. For instance, if an area is to be developed agriculturally through irrigation, some attention will have to be paid to the amount of
water available, evaporation, losses through infiltration, the regularity of rainfall,
the acidity (pH) of the soil, the availability of manpower, agricultural yields, and
the existence of access routes or outlets, etc. Once it appears that the project is
feasible in this respect, it can be examined from the economic and financial standpoint. In other words, the time will have come to ask the question whether the game
is worth the candle.
The economic feasibility of a project is determined by a financial analysis of project costs and revenues and a project is found to be economically feasible when such an analysis shows that project revenues will return the project costs
under the terms and conditions authorizing the project.
Basic to a consideration of the economic factors affecting project development is ~he economic environment in which these projects will operate. In general, the appropriate setting for project development, is one in which, over the
long run, on expanding economy will require increasing amount-s of goods and services
to satisfy increased needs resulting both from population growth and higher levels
of living. The effects of a project should be formulated and evaluated not only from
a limited point of view as to what constitutes benefits and costs but also from the
point of view of public interest. That is, the one should take account of all effects
beneficial or adverse, short-range or long-range, that may affect persons and groups
in the entire zone of influence of the project. A project should do the most good to
the most people over the longest period of time. To assess the advantages and costs
of a project and its effects on the general economy of the region, an evaluation must
be made of this economy both with and without the project.
Cost/benefit analyses are not always the sole basis for approving or
disapproving resource development projects. For example, where the need for a project arises from considerations of public policy other than economic factors, such
as foreign policy or notional defence, these considerations may govern. Even in such
coses, however, since economic resvuL·ces are limited in relation to need, cost/benefit analyses serve a valuable purpose in revealing the relative economic efficiency
of such projects.
A comparison between the costs and advantages which are expected from
the project will raise a few problems, such as finding a common unit of measurement,
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allowing for depreciation and the inevitable wear and tear of equipment, estimating
uncertainties in expenditure and income, etc.
The examination of benefits and costs in connexion with the formulation
and justification of projects requires their measurement in common terms. In placing
benefits and costs on a sound and comparable basis, questions involving standards,
problems, and procedures of measurement must be recognized and properly resolved. These
measurement standards relate to price levels, interest rates, risk allowances, and
period of analysis, including consideration of amortization of investment and salvage values. Particular problems of measurement include the treatment of tangibles
and intangibles, adjustments for levels of economic activity of public services, acquisition of land and improvements, taxes, displaced facilities, extension of useful
life, and consequential damages.
The benefits and costs of projects occur in diverse physical forms at
different times, and have effect over varying periods of time. It is necessary to
bring these effects to a common basis of measurement in order to permit sound comparison of benefits with costs in a particular project, and to permit comparison of
various projects. The most convenient and widely recognized basis for doing this is
the monetary unit.
The use of the monetary unit for translating project benefits and costs
into a basis permitting their comparison between projects entails selection of various standards. These standards necessarily include the prices by which the physical effects of a project are translated into monetary values, the interest and discount rates by which these effects are translated to a common time and risk basis,
and the selection of a period of analysis for a project.
In any attempt to calculate the economic value of an operation from the
standpoint of the community, it is logical not always to reckon with market prices
when evaluating the products and services secured or supplied. If investment absorb>
manpower which was hitherto under-employed, it is only natural that it should not be
included in the cost of investments on the basis of the salaries paid during the full
employment period, but on a reduced basis. Besides, it is possible that manpower
may receive no direct remuneration (that is true of peasants who work to developtheir
own lands, or in the case of compulsory labour for the good of the community), or
that a portion of the remuneration may be paid in kind with free commodities supplied
under international assistance. In such cases, should the price of manpower paid
not in cash, but in kind, be left out of the reckoning? It would seem that the economic cost of such labour lies at an intermediate point, difficult to determine with
any degree of accuracy but which, for convenience, is part at a third or two-thirds of
the current wages of labour.
Economic prices of this nature which are called "shadow prices" should
also be used to evaluate other services or to determine the value of certain products
which enter into the calculations. For instance, in making calculations for prod~ts
obtained through the implementation of the project and intended for import substitution, selling prices nearer those of the goods substituted would be used, even if the
selling prices envisaged are substantially different.
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When the effect of project implementation is to lower the price of goods
or services, advantages accrue to the users (of such goods and services).
(a)

Previous users of the product will make a saving which can be expressed
by the formula d1 (p1 - f>2), where d1 denotes the extert of the consumption at
the pzevious price Pl, and where p2 represents the new price. This economy is
represented in Figure l by the area of the rectangle HA1P1P2•

(b)

Users of the additional demand d2-d 1 (in which d2 represents the extent
of the new consumption) have access to it and derive on economic advantage which is also measurable.

If we consider the demand curve D for particular goods and service~ we
shall find that each elementary section ~d of the new consumers at priaas mclucled between
p and p - Ap, by poy.ing the price P2<p, will derive an advantage measured in terms of the
formula ( p - ·p2)bd, zepresented by the area of the elementcry quadrilateral hatched .in Figure l.
The advantage for the totala:ldtionol consumption at the price of p2 will be represented by the area of the curvilinear triangle A2HA 1 • The total advantage or economic
surplus for all users .i s measured by the area of the curvilinear quxhi.lateml A1A2P2P1,
approximately by the formula:
s = dl+d2 (pl-p2).
2

The economic surplus is added to value added as an immediate result of
project implementation, resulting in a more complete evaluation of its direct effects.
However, if additional value added is calculated on the basis of shadow prices arising
from the di ffe:r;-ence between the new selling prices and the old ones, these prices can to
some extent take account of the economic surplus as we have just defined it.
It must also be borne in mind that the possession of 1,000 dollars now
or in ten years' time is not the some thing, whether loocked at from the standpoint of
the individual, the enterprise or the community. In any case, ·~ bird in the hand is
worth two in the bush". It is for better to have -the amrunt now than in ten years' time.
Moreover, on indiv~dual, an enterprise or a community would be prepared
to hove a sum "S" which was less than 1,000 dollars now rather than wait for ten years
to receive 1,000 dollars.
We shall describe as the discount rote the coefficient r, such that the
sum Y invested at a rote of interest r (compound interest) yields 1,000 dollars in ten
years. The relationship will then be:
Y (1 + r)lO

or

= 1000

y = 1000

( l +r)10·
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Figure l - Curve of demand and economic surplus in case of a drop in prices
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The graph in Figure 2 gives the discounted values of a monetary unit
at different rates r for a given number of years.
A number of observations can be made on rates of discount.

(a)

The discount rate appears as a future depreciation rate, the present
being almost invariably preferred to the future, for two reasons
(except in very rare cases which will not be examined here):
(i)

the holder of the sum can always lay it out to advantage;

(ii)

a promise invariably entails a certain amount of risk.

In such circumstances, the discount rate is always positive, but it
may vary from one agent to another, according to the degree of difficulty the agent encounters in laying out to advantage the amounts available
and the degree of risk incurred.

(b)

In practice, it appears convenient to study the problems raised by the
use of several different discount rates, for instance:

= 5
= 10
= 15

a
a
a

per cent,
per cent,
per cent,

and deduce the consequences.
In establishing the present value of expected profits and revenue, it
is necessary to know the time at which expenses should be incurred and when revenue
will become available.
When a time schedule for the implementation of the project is thus
established, it will be possible to calculate the total net present value of expected profit B of the project for the period from t 0 , when the project began, to T,
when it ended. This represents the sum of the present values of all the products or
annual incomes of project R (which we shall refer to as Rt for the year t) reduced
by the sum of all the annual expenditure. Such expenditure is usually b~oken down
into investment expenditure It and operational expenditure Et. This gives the
following relationship:
t

=T

L=

B ::

t

Rt

t
t 0 (1 + r)t - 0

t

=T

t

t

-L
=

0

Et
(1 + r)t - t 0

t

=T

t

=t0

~;

It

t
(1 + r)t - 0

In other words, if the project starts in 1970 and ends in 1985, the total present
value of expected net benefits would be expressed as follows:
B

=

revenue 1970

operational expenditure 1970
(1 + r)

investments 1970
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oeerationol revenue 1971 -

+

o~erational

(1 + r)
+

............

+

.............

exeenditure 1971 - investments 1971

2

oeerationol revenue 1985 - oeerational exeenditure 1985 - investments 1985

+

(1 + r)l6

It is obvious that account must be taken of all the factors of revenue
and of direct, indirect and induced expenditure, including the investments necessary
to secure indirect and induced effects.
If resources are still available at the end of the project --in other
words, if the investments hove not been completely used up or hove not become unusable (land, buildings, etc •••• ) - there would obviously be some reason for adding
their discounted residual value to the discounted net benefit described above. Since
a comparison between the discounted net benefit of alternative projects designed to
secure the same target can be mode, the adoption of economic choices becomes possible. For example, would it be better to build a railway, a road, or a canal to ship
the products out of a given region? Together with other non-economic factors of
assessment, it is also useful when selecting projects according to priorities at the
planning level.
Thus the importance of the rate of discount in evaluating the profitability of a project can be fully appreciated. A high rate tends to give those projects
a larger benefit which require relatively low investments in the immediate future,
but which bear high operational costs, whereas a low rate of discount reduces the
profitability of such projects and favours those which hove costly investments and
lower operating costs. The transition from a rote of discount of five per cent to
one of eight per cent may, in certain cases, actually modify the order of preference
between one project and another.
Bankers and financiers find it interesting to know what is the internal
rate of return of the project. By definition, it is the rate of discount h which
would exactly balance the discounted net benefit. The relationship then would be:
t

8 =

=T

2=
=
t

t

0

t

=T

t

t

-2=
=

0

t

=T

t

t0

-2=
=

= o.

An interest rote of six per cent on borrowed funds for a project with
an internal rate of return of eight per cent is possible, whereas it cannot be accepted for an internal profitability rate of five per cent, which would make repay-
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ment impossible. The criterion of the internal profitability rate is very useful in
practice. Nevertheless, it does not necessarily produce the best economic solution
which is really based on maximizing the discounted net benefit. An entrepreneur or
a community would find it more interesting to secure the greatest possible total
benefit B than try to get the maximum profitability for capital invested, since it
is possible that such an effort might result in the incomplete use of avai~able
capital and eventually a lower discounted total benefit.
There are two different concepts in choosing the rate of discount. In
one case, use must be made of the rates of interest at which capital was actually
lent on the market, for the type of investments considered. In the other, use must
be made of the average profitability rate of capital invested in the business in
general or in the same type of business. In a perfect capital market, the two rates
should be quite close, without being identical, since in the second case the capital
runs the risk of being invested in the business whereas, in the first instance, it is
only given on loan. The temptation is to adopt the first concept when it is thought
that the money invested is not being subjected to excessive risks (infrastructure
operations, such as communication routes, electrical power houses, irrigation works,
having a monopoly), and the second when the project entails business risks (an industrial enterprise, a chain of shops, hotel equipment). If the second concept is
adopted, the profitability rate of the business in general should be used only for
comparing projects belonging to different sectors of activity. If a comparison is
to be made of projects in the same sector, the average profitability rate of capital
invested in that sector should be used.
value T - t

0

A special problem might arise in determining what figure to use for the
which represents project duration in years.

Every project has a limited economic life. A number of economic and
physical forces limit the economic life of any project. Physical depreciation,
obsolescence, changing requirements for project services, and devaluations and allowances for risk and uncertainty may limit the present value of future project services. The economic life of a project is determined by the point in time at which the
effect of the foregoing factors is to cause the costs of continuing the project to
exceed the additional benefit to be expected from continuation. As used in this
sense, the economic life is generally less than the physical life of a project, and
never more than the estimated physical life.
While economic life establishes the upper limit on the period of analysis it is often convenient and desirable for purposes of economic analysis to use
a shorter period than the economic life of the project. The use of a period less
than the ultimate expected exonomic life provides an additional factor for allowing
for risks. Conservative estimates of salvage values, minimum estimates of the productive life of initial instalments and replacements, and operation and maintenance
allowances sufficient to provide full operating conditions throughout the period of
analysis all tend to serve as means for reducing other allowances for risk and uncertainty.
The difficulties and the uncertainty associated with estimating the value of remote effects provide another justification for limiting the period ~f ana-
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lysis. Even though the character of the basic structures may allow for an extended
economic life, or the possibilities of replacement may be such as to suggest a continuing life, the limitations on the reliability of estimates projected into the distant
future and their small present value when discounted provide reasons for selecting a
maximum evaluation period.
',
Allowances for risk should take account of the hazards and uncertainties
that intervene between the commitment or investment of resources and the accrual of
benefits. There are two principal types or categories of risk for which allowance
must be made in cost/benefit analysis. One type is predictable, since in many countries data based on past experience are available to calculate the probability or
frequency of the associated losses. For predictable risks, the value of such risks
may be converted into a reasonably certain annual amount in terms of a monetary unit,
and can be protected through insurance or an appropriate allowance,
To the extent
feasible, the value of all predictable risks should be converted to an annual or present worth basis and allowed for, either as an addition to project costs or as a deduction from project benefits. For example, where losses from fires, storms, pests,
and diseases could be estimated with reasonable assurance, or the costs of their prevention, if such is possible, the returns available to justify investment costs should
be reduced accordingly. The second category of risks concerns those where the probability of occurrence cannot be determined from previous experience (revolution,
earthquake, war, epidemics, etc.). Evidently in these cases it is not possible to calculate the risks run. The planner should use his common sense and judgment. In
general, he could take these risks into account by shortening the depreciation period,
thus limiting the time during which these risks are likely.

COST/BENEFIT STUDIES IN METEOROLOGY
by 0. M. Ashford

Only within the last few years has serious attention been given to
assessing the economic and associated benefits of meteorological services. The main
reason for the lack of effort in this field in earlier times was doubtless due to
the relatively small costs of meteorological services, and to the obviously greater
value of the benefits being derived. Thus it was unnecessary to take any special
measures to prove their economic justification. The increasing sophistication of
meteorological work, with the inevitable associated increase in costs, makes it more
important for meteorologists to be able to demonstrate clearly that these costs are
fully justified and also to enable decisions to be taken regarding the directions in
which the meteorological effort may be most profitably guided.
It was the above considerations which led WMO to include in the planning
studies for the World Weather Watch a survey of the investigations which had already
been made in different countries to assess the economic and related benefits of meteorological services in the community. The results of this study were published in
WWW Planning Report No. 4, "The potential economic and associated values
of the
World Weather Watch". In view of the great interest expressed in this report by
national Meteorological Services, it was followed up by WWW Planning Report No. 17,
"Assessing the economic value of a national Meteorological Service". As its title
implies, this report deals with the methods of carrying out investigations in this
field rather than with the results of such investigations.
In June 1968 several papers on the economic benefits of meteorological
services were presented during some scientific discussions at the twentieth session
of the WMO Executive Committee. These papers, which are published in WWW Planning
Report No. 27, form the basis of the present report.
Statement of the problem
Cost/benefit studies in meteorology can serve several useful purposes.
In the first place they can provide information for use in defending the current rate
of expenditure on a national Meteorological Service. If, for example, as part of a
drive for reducing government expenditure, there is a proposal to cut the budget of
the national Meteorological Service, it would obviously be very useful if the director
could show that for every dollar spent on meteorology, the country benefits by twenty
dollars. It would then be easy for him to argue that to cut the expenditure in meteorology would be a false economy.
Secondly, such studies can help to justify increased expenditure in
meteorology. Governments nowadays are often faced with competing demands for increased expenditure from different government departments. If the director of
a

.;
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national Meteorological Service can demonstrate that the country as a whole gets
a good return for the money spent on the Meteorological Service, and that improved
services with increasingly greater benefits could result from the proposed increase
in expenditure, this would provide strong support for the increase.
Finally, such studies can be very useful to the director of a Meteorological Service in deciding how best to employ his limited funds and manpower, and
what use to make of any additional resources. For example, would it bebetter to
concentrate almost everything on improving services to aviation, or should emphasis
be given to weather services for agriculture or industry?
There are many benefits of a weather service which are difficult, if not
impossible, to assess in economic terms. How, for example, could one estimate the
economic benefit of lives saved thanks to a timely warning of a devastating hurricane?
What is the value of a forecast on the basis of which somebody decided to stay at
home rather than go for a picnic in the country?
In view of these difficulties we can never expect to get a very precise
expression in financial terms of the overall value of a national Meteorological Service. The best that can be done is to study those cases where it is possible to make
a reasonable estimate of the economic benefit and to add to the results a rather
arbitrary sum for the less tangible benefits. The first step then is to decide which
economic benefits are theoretically assessable and then to pick out those for which
the necessary meteorological and financial data are available. A further criterion
would be only to select those applications which relate to sectors which make the
most significant contributions to the national economy; for the purpose of assessing
the overall economic benefits of the national Meteorological Service it would for
example hardly be worth while to study the benefits to an industry which contributes
only less than one per cent to the gross national product.
American survey
A survey on these lines in the United States was reported recently by
Dr. White. Figure l shows the major activities listed in order of weather sensitivit~ taking into account also the possibility of taking preventive measures in adverse
weather conditions. It can be seen, as might have been expected, that fishing, agriculture and air transportation rank very high, while manufacturing comes last.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Fishing
Agriculture
Air transportation
Forestry
Construction
Land transportation
Water transportation
Energy production and distribution
Merchandizing
Water supply and control
Communications
Recreation
Manufacturing

Figure l - Weather influence rank
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The next step was to list these same industries in the order of their contribution to
the gross national product. In this list (Figure 2) manufacturing comes first a~d.
fishing last -- just the reverse of their places in the list of the weather sensitivity of various industries.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Manufacturing
Merchandizing
Construction
Agriculture
Energy production and distribution
Communications
Land transportation
Recreation
Water supply and control
Air transportation
Water transportation
Forestry
Fishing

Figure 2 - Gross national product rank (1962)

Finally, these two lists were combined to produce a third diagram (Figure 3) from
which one can see in which activity the greatest economic benefit potential could be
achieved by the application of meteorological services. This time, agriculture comes
first and construction second. On account of its relatively small contribution to
the gross national product, fishing is not very high on the list in spite of its high
weather sensitivity.
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COST/BENEFIT STUDIES

At the time this survey was made, meteorological services to agriculture were already fairly highly developed but those to the construction inch.stry sho\ed
considerable scope for development. This industry was accordingly examined in greater
detail, as shown in Figure 4. This shows for each branch of the industry the total
annual contribution to the gross national product, the fraction of this
which is
weather-sensitive and the benefits which could be derived by perfect weather information; it is important to realize in this kind of investigation that, even with
perfect forecasts, not all losses can be avoided. The important conclusions of the
investigation were that, to be of greatest benefit, weather reports for the construction industry should be tailor-made and should be provided at two critical times each
day, the times when major operational decisions have to be made. Even without improved weather forecasts, it was estimated that meteorological services could save the
construction industry more than 500 million dollars annually. The report does not
indicate the cost of providing such services but they would clearly be very much low~
than the benefits, as the total budget of the US Weather Bureau is much less than
500 million dollars.
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Other surveys
Other investigations of the economic benefits of meteorology have
recently been made in Australia, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the U.S.S.R.
and the United Kingdom; the main results are given in WWW Planning Report No. 27.
The approach made in the United Kingdom, as reported by Mason,wos very straightforward. He postulated that "if on the basis of conservative a·nd sensible arguments,
the benefit/cost ratios turn out to be very high, one can tolerate fairly large probable errors in arriving at actual numerical values". A more sophisticated approach
might of course be needed if the benefit/cost ratio turned out to be marginal.
In the case of existing meteorological services to aviation, Mason obtained a minimum benefit/cost ratio of 10:1. This figure is based only on those
benefits which can readily be assessed in financial terms. Bearing in mind the many
other benefits which are less tangible, there can be no doubt that the overall benefit/
cost
ratio is substantially higher, a most satisfactory result. For the present
meteorological services to agriculture, Mason arrived at a minimum benefit/cost ratio
of 100 to 1.
Plans have been made in the United Kingdom for a tailor-made weather
service for each major construction site in the country. The proposed charge for this
service will probably not exceed £250 per annum for each site and the estimated benefits are at least £10,000, giving a minimum benefit/cost ratio of 40 to 1.
The fuel and power industry is very weather-sensitive, especially as
regards temperature changes. In the United Kingdom a fall of 1°C increases the
electricity load by about 1.5 per cent. Special temperature forecasts are provided
to the Central Electricity Generating Board at an estimated benefit/cost ratio of at
least 20 to 1. In the gas industry, the benefit/cost ratio of the weather services
is more than 100 to 1.
Several countries, including the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Netherlands, the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A. and the United Kingdom, have recently introduced a scheme for what is called "weather-routeing" of ships. Prior to making an ocean
crossing, the captain of a ship receives from the Meteorological Service a recommended route, based mainly on forecasts of wind and waves. During the actual crossing
he receives messages which up-date the recommended route in the light of the latest
reports and forecasts. The saving of time on a transatlantic crossing from Europe
to the U.S.A. has been found to be on the average 12 hours from German ports, as
much as 10 or even 20 hours from the United Kingdom, and up to 5 per cent of the total duration from the U.S.S.R. The benefit/cost ratio for the U.S.S.R. service is
given as about 12 to 1, without taking into account savings due to reduction in loss
or damage of cargo. Unesco experts have calculated that by 1975 savings of 750 million dollars a year for the world's shipping services could be realized by a good
system of weather-routeing for ships.
Many other examples of the results of calculations of this kind could
be given. On the basis of such investigations, rough estimates have been made of
the overall benefit/cost ratios of the whole work of the national Meteorological Services in four countries. In the U.S.S.R. it is believed that a ra-tio of 4 or 5 to 1
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can easily be obtained. In France and the United Kingdom a figure of 20 to l is claimed, while in Australia the estimate is nearly 30 to 1.
Future benefits
So far we have been dealing mainly with investigations of the benefits
of existing meteorological services, but, as I mentioned earlier, benefit/cost
studies can be applied to determine the benefits which could be derived from improved services. In this connexion I think that the work reported by Thompson merits
very careful study.
This work involves the concept of probability. A meteorologist can provide a figure for P, the probability that a given adverse weather event will occur.
If C, is the cost -;;f protection against such an event and L is the loss that would
res~lt in such an event if no protective measures were tak;n, we can see that protective measures are clearly desirable if P is greater than the ratio C/L, and that
such measures are undesirable if P is less than C/L. The problem is to indicate the
economic gains which can be obtained by the use of weather forecasts. Here there
are two aspects: first, what can be gained by making the best operational decisions
using forecasts of the accuracy at present attainable; and second, what further gain
could be realized if perfect forecasts could be made. Using three specific examples
as a basis, and making some rather broad assumption~ Thompson has concluded that, in
the U.S.A., on the average about four per cent of weather losses could be prevented
by using existing know-how and that a further five per cent could be saved if we
could make perfect forecasts. Using this kind of approach, and knowing the total
annual value of weather losses over the whole world, it would be possible to assess
the world-wide expenditure on meteorology which could be justified on purely economic considerations, both on the basis of existing forecasting ability and of future
improvements in this ability.
Consideration has been given within WMO to assessing the overall economic benefits of the World Weather Watch. One such attempt has in fact already been
made in Stanford University by a group of graduate students. They estimated that the
annual potential benefits to the world economy from an improved satellite weather
observing and forecasting system would be something of the order of 17,000 million
dollars. Although this figure was based on incomplete data, it does perhapsind.icate
the order of magnitude of what we are talking about. It is therefore of interest to
compare this figure with the present annual expenditure on meteorology.
A survey recently conducted by the WMO Secretariat indicated that, in
1965, the world expenditure on national Meteorological Services was of the order of
700 million dollars. For those countries for which figures were available the average increase in expenditure on meteorology over the period 1950 to 1965 was 400 per
cent, which is equivalent to an annual rate of just under 10 per cent. If we assume
that this figure is applicable to the world as a whole, and that the present rate of
increase will continue, this means that the total expenditure in 1968 is about
930 million dollars and that by 1975, by which time we hope that some major increased benefits will be forthcoming, the expenditures will be 1,800 million dollars.
This cost is only slightly more than 10 per cent ~f the benefits estimated by the
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Stanford group. It does seem therefore that we are still working in the region where
the benefit/cost ratios are high and, as Mason puts it, "one can tolerate fairly
large probable errors in arriving at actual numerical values". It would nevertheless
be interesting to obtain an independent estimate of the future costs of the WWW and
of the resulting benefits, and the question is now under study.
Weather modification
So far I have not referred to the possible economic advantages which
might result from artificial large-scale weather modification. The damage caused by
a single hurricane, Hurricane Betsy, amounted to 1,500 million dollars. There can
be no doubt therefore that very substantial benefits could accrue from successful
weather modification operations. At present we are far from the day when such operations can be undertaken and we do not yet know to what extent they will ever be possible. If and when the day arrives that something can be done, it will be possible
to use the benefit/cost analysis technique to determine in which cases the modification would be economically justified.
Conclusion
Although our efforts in assessing the economic benefits of meteorology
and determining the l:Enefit/cost ratios are still in their infancy, I think it is
generally agreed that the results are sufficiently interesting and useful to justify
further work in this field. As Bernard has pointed out, the investigations so far
carried out have all been in advanced countries; it is hoped that similar investigations will soon be made in some of the developing countries.
Perhaps the most important conclusion to be drawn from the reports
already available is that, without waiting for any scientific improvements, meteorologists can make a bigger contribution to the national economy than they do at present. In order to achieve this we must make greater efforts to "sell" our product.
We must demonstrate to government departments, to industrialists, to agriculturists
and others just how we can help them. We must ensure that within national Meteorological Services we have meteorologists who have specialized in the various applications of meteorology that are of particular importance in our countries. We must
learn to speak to economists and others in a language that they can understand. We
must get away from the ~ idea that a meteorologist has done his job when he provides
the information he has been asked for. As somebody once remarked, climatologists
have wasted far too much time in answering the wrong questions. Our task is twofold:
to help our customers to ask the right questions -- and then to give the right answer!
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AGRICULTURAL METEOROLOGY
by J. Cocheme

At the last FAQ Biennial Conference, the Kenya Minister of Agriculture
said that the most important factor in Kenya's extraordinarily successful maize production in recent years had been sowing at the right time of the year. This is
agricultural meteorology in action. It is the fitting of the life span of crops to
the length of the rainy season.
This has always been done traditionally, no doubt, but at the present
time of expansion and change new and often contending elements must be considered in
a way for which accumulated local experience is not sufficient.
We all know that in fast-developing countries food production must be
increased and modified to meet the increase in the population and its need for a balanced diet, whilst at the same time cash crops must be grown and exported to satisfy
economic demands. This requires organization of a mass of technical knowledge of
which agricultural meteorology is an integral part.
The sowing time of maize in Kenya has in recent years become more critical because plant breeders are introducing several new high-yielding varieties of
different cycle lengths. These must be selected to fit the average weather of different localities. At Machakos, for instance, south of Nairobi, in Kenya, there are
two short rainfall seasons separated by a dry interval and the best annual yields are
obtained by raising two successive crops of short-cycle varieties {Figure 1). It
should also be realized that, as seed of more uniform quality is used, the weather
requirements become more precise. To sow seed of mixed cycle lengths is a way of
coping with an imperfectly known length of growing season. It is also a way of insuring against very abnormal years at the expense of average yield. The task of
-agroclimatologists is to specify the weather characteristics of places in terms of
the requirements of crops in a way most meaningful to agronomists, geneticists, etc.
and also sometimes to planners and even economists. In recent international maize
trials in eastern Africa it was convincingly demonstrated in one country that overall maize yield could be increased nine times by planting certain new varieties at
the right time of the year.
In our inter-agency agroclimatology project, sponsored jointly by FAO,
Unesco and WMO, we have tried to unite the specialized knowledge of meteorologists
and agronomists to define for selected areas the climatic conditions in which certain
crops can be grown at all and those in which they do really well, and identify the
places where these conditions are likely to be found.
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MACHAKOS - Kenya
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Figure l -- Monthly mean histograms of rainfall (solid line) and evapotranspiration
(broken line) and water requirement of about 70-day cycle maize (heavy dotted lines)
at Machakos, Kenya. The bimodal rainfall makes double cropping of a short-cycle
variety the most effective method of obtaining maximum annual yield. The break in
the rains is too pronounced and extensive to permit the cultivation of a long-cycle
variety astride the two rainy seasons without supplementary irrigation.

The agronomists in our surveys produce in the first place a digest of
accumulated experience -- this crop has done well there and that one is not commonly
grown in areas where the rain is less than so many millimetres per year. The met~o
rologists approach the same problem from a basic physical point of view. How much
energy is the sun providing, how much water can be evaporated, how m~ch starch can
be synthesized? When theiwo approaches yield comparable answers we justifiably feel
in touch with reality.
In place of consideration of mere annual rainfall, water budgets have
been substituted where the amounts of water needed by plants at various stages of
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their growth and development are estimated and compared with the supply by rainfall
and from ground storage. Very often in the semi-arid zones of tropical Africa it
is not the rate at which water is falling during the rainy seasons which is insufficient, but the actual length of these seasons, the duration of the availabilityof-water periods. These periods have been defined in terms of the ratio of rainfall
to evapotranspiration. The growing season corresponds approximatively to the period
when rainfall is more than half potential evapotranspiration. The avoilability-ofwater periods during which rainfall exceeds potential evapotranspiration, commonly
termed "humid", is also significant.
These weather characteristics vary about their mean from year to year
and we also take this variability into consideration and calculate the probabilities
of obtaining specific weather requirements, as illustrated in Figure 2 for a place
in northern Nigeria. The means themselves may vary and in marginal areas such changes in climate have important repercussions on food production.
There are of course many other considerations besides water needs of
importance to our work. In addition to that of the basic agrometeorological team,
advice is obtained from a variety of specialists. We realize that the whole environment must be considered to obtain valid conclusions. Our inter-agency project is
run from FAO Headquarters, in the Crop Ecology and Genetic Resources Branch of the
Plant Production and Protection Division.
In Figure 3 is reproduced a diagram suggested by Professor Landsberg
which well illustrates not only the complicity of an agricultural operation but also
the importance at every step of weather and climate.
We have so far surveyed two semi-arid areas, one in the Middle East and
the other in West Africa south of the Sahara, and we are on the point of publishing
the report of a third on the highlands of eastern Africa. We are now about to return
to the Middle East for a study in greater depth of a smaller area in north Iraq, adding some experimental work to the actual survey of past records of climate, of yield
and of production. This will present an interesting problem, largely economic. The
area is traditionally a producer of wheat and production has increased in recent
years. The rainfall season which occurs during the winter and spring is relatively
short and scanty. Our survey will shorten the time needed to decide which of the
new high-yielding varieties this climate can accommodate. There is, however,
a
possibility that, again using new varieties, wheat production under irrigation farther south in the country might adequately meet national needs and be more economical.
This is an issue which is not only economic but also has political aspects and is
entirely outside our scope; but we might of course help in the choice of alternative
crops in the north if a need for diversification there were recognized under the
circumstances.
Extraneous physical factors themselves can intervene in the accommodation of crop water needs. For instance, in the semi-arid area south of the Sahara
which we have investigated, sorghum is an important food crop and plant breeders and
agronomists are naturally hard at work to produce and introduce varieties with higher
yields and yet adapted to the climate. Again, the main agroclimatic problem is to
fit length of crop cycle to duration of availability-of-water period. But it is not
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Nigeria
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Figure 2 -- Rainfall probability diagram for Somaru, Zaria, in northern Nigeria. The
four sets of dots represent, from the bottom to the top, amounts expected to be exceeded nine, seven-and-a-half, two-and-a-half years and one year out of ten respectively, week by week. The points show some scatter because of the shortness of the
weekly intervals. Lines and areas have been drawn by graphical smoothing representing
amounts to be expected one year in two and one year in five. The probabilities were
obtained by fitting 36 years ofobseivati.ons to the incomplete gamma function. It
should not be deduced from the diagram that during a season consecutive weeks will
receive similar relative amounts. There is only a small correlation between consecutive weekly amounts.

the only one, as we shall see presently. In semi-arid West Africa the length of the
single annual humid period decreases from south to north so that lines of equal duration are more or less parallel with the Equator, but not quite. Going from west
to east they dip southwards as far as Lake Chad. In addition to this, th~ timing of
the rainy period is delayed in Senegal on the Atlantic coast. Moreover, some sor-
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SCHEME FOR A SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF LAND USE IN AGRICULTURE
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Figure 3 -- A scheme for a system analysis of land use in agriculture. The components
most related to weather are indicated by a grey overlay but it is in fact fairly
obvious that practically all the components listed are somewhat weather-related.

ghums are sensitive to length of day. To flower they need days of a certain length
in the autumn, when days are getting shorter. This combination of a season retard
and a photoperiodic requirement means that a 110-day variety found very successful
in Senegal may not be satisfactory in northern Nigeria where, although the length
of the humid period is the same, the rainy season comes sooner, whilst the length
of day required to induce flowering comes later, so that this particular variety
would flower too late with respect to the rainy season to give a good yield.
The
realization of such complex requirements may save several years of unsuccessful trials.
On the whole it is thought that the main function of our project is to
produce the kind of specialized information which technicians and extension workers
can use to their best advantage rather than direct advice to the cultivators. We
certainly do not claim to be able to prepare land utilization maps showing what can
be grown and where. To ny mind, the detail of reoli ty is much too fine to make it possible to do this on any common map scale. But this does not mean that we are detached
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from reality and we have found that the best way to keep in touch and find out how
useful our work has been is a confrontation with its users. We have ha~ a technical
meeting in Beirut with agronomists and meteorologists from the five countries of the
Middle East survey area and we are now planning a similar meeting in connexion with
the West Africa survey.
I now propose to give a few more examples of the diverse problems of
agricultural meteorology met during the course of the agroclimatology surveys.
In Ethiopia a special cereal called tef (Eragrostic abyssinica) is grown
on the high plateau. Its stalks are slight, its roots shallow and the seeds are very
fine -- more than a thousand to the gramme. Cultivation demands great care: thorough seed bed preparation and weeding and harvesting by hand. With tef the special
unleavened injure bread is made without which, some Ethiopians tell us, "life would
not be worth living". Planners might feel that this uneconomic cereal might with
advantage be replaced by maize, wheat and barley, and that the people could be induced to renounce their taste for tef. If, however, one examines what is known about
the special water requirements of tef and the particular environmental conditions of
the Ethiopian plateau, one suspects that no other high-yielding cereals could be grown
on some of the black clay soils found there. It may be that virtue is made out of
necessity and serious study is needed before embarking on a wholesale change.
In the Kenya highlands, at present, up to £10 million a year is being
lost through the devastating action of the coffee berry disease which since 1961 has
spread to lower areas in the eastern range which, until then, had been practically
free from the disease. The weather in 1961 was exceptionally wet and since then ·
there have been some above-average wet years or seasons; the spread of the disease is
attributed by some experts to what they think constitutes a change in climate. In
order to penetrate the coffee plant, the spores of the fungus which cause the disease
need a
film of water on the leaves or berries for at least five hours and within
a given range of temperatures. We, the survey team, are not sure that there has been
a change of climate such as to explain completely the spread of the disease. It may
be that the virulence of the fungus itself has changed although so far laboratory
tests have detected no such thing. If the flare-up of the disease is entirely due to
the weather, the effect might be reversible, whilst it would not if the parasite
itself had changed. There again, further investigation is needed. The outcome will
largely determine the nature of further control methods and also the meteorological
forecasting for their timing. If the fungus has acquired new virulence it constitutes a very serious threat to Ethiopia which is at present practically free from
the disease and where the type of plantation is such that in many places certain
control measures would not be practicable. Already the disease has spread to the
slopes of Mt. Kilimanjar-0 in Tanzania. The kind of experimentation needed to clarify
the part played by the weather in the spread of coffee berry disease requires a combination of on-the-spot work in the field together with the accuracy and complexity
of laboratory experiments, in fact a mobile unit. A start on this type of work was
made in Kenya and promptly disproved some of the accepted beliefs on the actual weather requirements for infection.
The cultivation of pyrethrum on the highlands of Kenya and other parts
of tropical Africa provides a valuable and rapidly acting insecticide and a steady
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source of national income in spite of the competition of synthetic products like
DDT, which act more slowly, The insecticide, pyrethrine, is extracted from the
daisy-like flowers of a perennial bush which is related to chrysanthemum and is particularly sensitive to temperature. Cool temperatures such as are found in early
spring in the more temperate regions from which pyrethrum comes are necessary to
induce flowering, which then occurs 14 weeks later. On the Kenya and other African
tropical highlands at 8,000 to 10,000 ft the required temperatures are met all the
year round and consequently the period during which flowers are produced lasts from
eight to nine months, instead of two to three, as happens in a temperate habitat.
Furthermore, the pyrethrine content of the flowers increases with decrease in temperature and, as temperature decreases with height, the higher the plants are grown, the
higher the content. If, however, the actual yield of pyrethrine per area grown is
considered, it is found that there is an optimum altitude above which general metabolism is slowed down by low temperatures and sometimes by reduced sunshine. Here
again, systematic agrometeorological analysis will determine optimum pyrethrum location much more speedily than by planting trials.
Another example might be given, connected with machinery. I have already said that in Senegal the arrival of the single summer rainfall season is
delayed compared with farther inland. In addition to this the availability-of-water
period during which some rain has fallen, making it possible to work the ground and
yet not enough for sowing with reasonable insurance from crop failure (a period
which is called "preparatory" in the West Africa report), is two to four times
shorter in Senegal than in Niger. This means that on large estates or in co-operati ve systems considerably more machinery would be needed in Senegal to prepare the
land and yet sow in time to take advantage of the full length of the rains than in
Niger. Although international exchange of information is essential, extrapolation
needs great care. In this case it could be misleading.
As a last example of the impact of meteorology on agricultural production, its role in anti-locust work might briefly be mentioned. The lasting and
impressive success of the Desert Locust as a plague is due to its excellent adaptation to a nomadic existence which allows it to range from the Atlantic seaboard to
East Pakistan in search of food and, at times, of suitable soils in which to lay
its eggs. For feeding, any kind of vegetation will do. For egg-laying, soft sandy
soil on which rain has recently fallen is ideal. This is found in near-arid regions
but only for a few days each year, or even only some years. This rare precipitation occurs in areas of convergence of low-level winds, often in association with
the intertropical convergence zone, and the locusts carried by the wind are automatically transported to these favourable areas. There they lay their dehydrated eggs
in the freshly wetted sand and by the time the larvae come out there is a new flush
of ephemeral vegetation for them to eat. Extensive studies of low-level wind patterns
now make it much easier to find locust swarms and to foresee which way they are going
to move and where they are likely to lay their eggs.
As the infestation area is vast and mostly desert, advice or. the deployment of the necessarily limited anti-locust resources -- vehicles, aircraft, poison
bait, aerial spray -- is invaluable, both at the &rategic and tactical scale. Recently the Desert Locust Control Organization for Eastern Africa started using satellite cloud photographs to help find convergence areas which might contain locust
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swarms and to maintain contact with these swarms by a more accurate knowledge of
day-to-day air movements. This should result in a more efficient use of flying time.
It is hoped that these few examples have demonstrated the scope and
economic importance of agricultural meteorology. It is a very old science which we
are trying to keep up to dat€. Nowadays, for instance, there is no further need
to use unique and inflexible systems of climate classification when looking for useful analogies at the surface of the globe. All available climatic information can
be stored electronically and ad hoe systems thought out and obtained at short notice
each time a new problem is met, according to the factors concerned: evaporation,
sunshine, temperature thresholds, rainfall, humidity, frost incidence, day length,
which can be combined in an indefinite number of ways.
What we need in the first place are long series of reliable observations
of the weather. No amount of electronic ingenuity can replace those. Money spent
on setting up and maintaining a good network of weather observing stations is an extremely good investment.
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METEOROLOGY AND AGRICULTURE

by G. A. Ige

The United Nations have designated the period 1960-1970 the Development
Decade, during which it is hoped to increase the per capita income in the developing
countries by 50 per cent. The increase is expected to be achieved through improved
productivity in agriculture, higher rates of industrialization and the building of
infrastructure. It is significant that, after eight years, the only productivity
that has risen in most of the developing nations has been that of population. These
nations are just as poor as they were at the beginning of the Decade.
Most developing countries are characterized by shortage of capital, lack
of skilled personnel and a predominantly rural population. They are producers of
primary products whose prices have been falling steadily, resulting in the reduction
of capital for development. In their preoccupation with export crops, they have
neglected food production. Some of them who were exporters of food before the last
World War have become large importers. For instance, Africa imported two-and-a-half
million tons of food in 1957 and it is estimated that the present figure is around
five million tons. Simultaneously with population increases, productivity in agriculture has dropped; and when it is remembered that two-thirds of the world population live in the developing countries, the magnitude of the problem becomes very
obvious.
In view of the special importance of agriculture to the economy of most
of the developing nations, a rise in their standard of living must necessarily begin
with improvements in agriculture. Experience has shown that where agriculture constitutes the primary source of employment of the people, its development becomes the
indispensable basis of the entire process of economic development. This in turn involves the development of land and water -- the two basic resources for the production and development of crops and livestock. Even on the present low level of nutrition, it will still be necessary to double food production to meet the needs of
the developing countries by the end of the present century. Fortunately, there is
already in existence a mass of knowledge on modern techniques. On the basis of present techniques alone, it has been estimated that production per acre in many areas
of the world could be raised ten times. The application of science and technology
therefore holds the greatest single promise of plenty.
Meteorology deals with the study of climate and weather. It deals with
facts and figures derived from daily rainfall, maximum and minimum daily temperature,
humidity, the speed and direction of wind, the hours of sunshine in each day, the
amount of radiation from the sun, evaporation from the ground, transpiration and other
components of weather and phenomena derived from or associated with it. Although
meteorology as a science is only about a century old, it has had a significant im-
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pact on the development of agriculture, particularly in the industrialized countries.
Every item of agricultural work involves a meteorological factor and a correct assessment of this factor helps in decision-making or when giving advice. The contribution of meteorology to agriculture is maximized when the meteorologist is experiel'l"ced in both meteorology and agriculture, or where an effective working relationship
can be established between meteorologists and agriculturists. Fortunately, an increasing number of meteorologists are specializing in agricultural meteorology and
there is a large number of agricultural scientists who are using meteorology in the
course of their research and investigation.
In spite of the remarkable strides which have been made in the application of science and technology to agriculture, the agricultural potential of any
land still depends most of all on the suitability of the prevailing climate. Although
many sciences can be, and have been, profitably applied to agriculture, meteorology
is the helpful mate df all of them, because at least air and water are of concern
to every agricultural science. Many countries have established networks of crops/
weather studies for observing plant growth and crop yields. All environmental factors are recorded during the life of a crop, thus making it possible to study the
relationship between weather production.
Let us examine some of the general effects of climate and weather on
aspects of agriculture. Climate, for example, has long been recognized as an important factor limiting animal production. Local control of climate is usually established through housing or the provision of shelters and the removal of structures
and animals from exposed to more sheltered areas. The impact of climate upon animal
is at least twofold. First, the physical effect upon the individual animal: it is
well known that the body temperature of warm-blooded animals is dependent, within
wide limits, on the medium in which they are living. In other words, there is a certain range of external temperatures within which heat production is fairly constant;
they are therefore provided with a delicate mechanism for regulating the production
or loss of heat. Second, the effect of climate on the nature and quality of food
supplies: food supplies are usually adequate in quality and quantity where rainfall
is dependable and husbandry techniques for the production of pastures satisfactory.
The type of climate, however, determines the species and varieties that can be grown.
In addition, climatic factors may control the incidence of a disease on
the animal itself directly or indirectly. They may control the level of the parasitic population outside the host and hence the degree of infection to which the animal is exposed. Similarly, climatic factors operating on the herbage regulate the
incidence of some diseases of grazing animals. Thus, poisoning may follow when
the climate favours the accumulation of certain chemical substances in the grazed
plant; or climate may favour the rapid proliferation of fungi in herbage and the
contaminated graze may be toxic when ingested by the animal.
As regards the direct effect on the animal, it is now generally recognized that the so-called stress factors play an important role in the incidence of some
diseases and there can be no doubt that extremes or constant changes of climatic conditions can produce stress. However, not much is known yet about the relationship
between stress and diseases, although the group usually referred to as "metabolic
disorders" would appear to be affected by climate. Certainly, reproduction and the
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utilization of food are affected by climate. Climate appears also to influence fertility in some classes of livestock; for example, in high rainfall areas oestrus
and conception may not occur so readily. Although the genetic constitution may be
an important factor in the susceptibility of animals to cold and their ability to
adapt themselves to a new climatic environment, instances have been found in which
a suitable external environment is a prerequisite for a particular genetic character
to be manifested.
The introduction of new plant species which have contributed to the
improvement of plant varieties through skilful crossing depends primarily on similarity of climate for success. Success therefore depends on an adequate knowledge of
the effect of climate on the growth of the plant. Similarly, the housing of livestock
requires a knowledge of external weather, especially where costly structures or installations are to be provided.
Losses of fuod crops due to attack by pests and diseases have been esti- '
mated at about 20 per cent of total harvest. The attack may occur on growing crops,
livestock or food produ::ts as they are processed, stored and transported. Practically every crop and every class of livestock is susceptible to one or more major diseases and insect pests. Observations and research have shown that the existence
and spread of several of these diseases and pests are directly influenced by weather
conditions. It has,for example, been found in the temperate countries that climate
has an overall effect on the distribution of viruses and sometimes their vectors by
limiting areas in which the plants and/or the vectors can flourish. Viruses spread
fastest under conditions optimal for insect multiplication and activity.
The microclimate around the plant is also of prime importance in virus
epidemiology. It is often still enough for aphid flight among plants when too windy
above the crop; and in sunshine, the temperature of the area around widely spaced
plants is greater than that near closely spaced ones, since heat is reflected from
bare soil. Warm, humid or wet weather usually encourage plant growth and rapidly
growing plants are often much more susceptible to infection than slowly growing ones.
Effective preventive and control methods against diseases or their vectors can therefore be assisted greatly by an accurate forecast of weather conditions.
This is the basis of the control of the potato blight (Phytophthora infestans) in the
temperate countries. Reliable forecasts for the purpose of prevention and control of
pests and diseases depend not only on research experience but also on experience in
the epidemiology of diseases and pests. Forecasts enable the farmer to take preventive or even eradicant action in good time but, more important, they tend to eliminate the use of time and money on unnecessary precautionary measures. Where aircraft
are used in the control of pests and diseases, both aviation forecasts and disease
incidence forecasts become very important; for although the weather may be suitable
for flying, it may not be equally suitable for spraying operations.
A full knowledge of, and advice on, the influence of weather on cropgrowth also helps the individual producer and the planner to foresee gluts and shortages in the markets, thus enabling them to take remedial measures in time.
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Air pollution is becoming increasingly important in farming, especially
in the industrialized countries. It is now fully recognized that a number of air
contaminants such as sulphur dioxide, chlorine, hydro9311 sulphide and mercury, even in
low concentrations, will affect plant life. Different varieties of plants vary in
their reaction to polluted air but all suffer from suppressed growth and reduced productivity, if only from the effects of reduced sunlight. Meteorologists are already
engaged on the study of the mode of transportation and dilution of pollutants by
the atmosphere. They are also studying the microclimatic conditions which must have
an influence on the rate at which plants absorb polluted air.
The sea is an important source of food supply. Weather determines the
state of the sea and therefore the size of the fishstocks, their seasonal, daily and
hourly migration and therefore the size of the fisherman's catch. The meteorologist
can therefore be of great help to the fisherman in finding out where he can obtain
the largest catch.

trial.
avoided.

New methods of crop or animal husbandry cannot be adopted without a fair
Weather assessment is vital for this purpose if wrong conclusions are to be

We may now examine briefly the value of a few of the meteorologist's
working tools. The sun provides energy in the form of light and heat which sustain
all forms of life. The rate of growth and development of many plant varieties is
regulated strictly by the length of daylight;
some need a long day to grow while
others need a short day. For many plants, the length of day is the most important
single factor in determining time of maturity. A small percentage of the solar energy
is used by plants in photosynthesis. Since the main obstable to any given solar
radiation is cloud, the observation of cloud cover and the duration of sunshine are
very important in weather analysis.
Temperature affects every chemical and physical process in plants. Most
plants will grow only within a narrow temperature range. Livestock also show marked
preferences for definite temperature ranges and climatic conditions. Heat tolerance
studies are therefore an important part of any attempt to introduce new breeds of
livestock into foreign countries.
Plant growth depends on the balance between heat loss and water intake.
The most important source of water for the plant is rain. The value of rain depends
not only on the seasonal amounts but also on its distribution and reliability. If
the seasonal average is low, rainfall is usually less dependable; if rainfall is
below a critical point, drought ~nd crop loss follow. Disasters such as floods are
important, as they can cause immediate loss of livestock and crops and devastate
areas which may take several years to return to full agricultural production. Drought
can slowly cripple agriculture while thunderstorms will cause injury to tender crops
such as fruits, break down soil structure, and accelerate the process of erosion.
Heavy rains, by beating down crops, can also hinder or ruin harvest; on the other
hand, they may wash off and destroy many insect vectors. In dry climates, a wet period may favour the rapid growth of the wild and .uncultivated plants, and of the
insects that feed on them.
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Erosion is a natural process assisted by too little rain or too much.
Erosion is more prevalent where rainfall is unreliable. Where forest cover is being
denuded and rainfall is heavy, the land cannot absorb the rainfall quickly enough;
the water therefore runs off equally fast, seriously eroding the land.
Irrigation improves the soil moisture regime of crops and vastly improves quality and yields. It also enables two or more crops to be grown each year.
The yields of many crops have been increased by 30 to 60 per cent -- sufficient to
justify irrigation costs. In dry areas, irrigation may make all the difference between a crop and no crop at all. In many places irrigation is necessary not so much
because the rainfall is insufficient, but because it is too variable and~ jrregular.
Wind is an important factor in the distribution of many insects and
diseases. Disease-causing organisms and insects can be carried long distances across
frontiers and even across the seas by wind. Wind information is used, for example,
to follow locust movements. The speed of distribution of disease organisms and pests
may therefore depend on the state of turbulence of the air.
Reference has been made to the limited achievements of the United Nations Development Decade. Whatever the causes may be, the interest of one of its
agencies -- the World Meteorological Organization -- in agriculture is a guarantee of
a hopeful future for the developinq countries. All the technical commissions of WMO
are involved in one way or
another with the problems of agriculture and world food
production, but of particular interest are the Commissions for Hydrometeorology and
Agricultural Meteorology working side by side.
The Organization is currently working with Unesco and FAO in an interagency project on agroclimatology, studying and analysing climatic conditions in
various developing countries of the world in order to provide sound guidance on the
best type of agricultural planning for each region. The Organization also provides
a variety of facilities including numerous seminars and meetings every year, which are
of great value in stimulating research and co-ordinating the efforts of countries with
similar problems. In addition, it provides fellowships which enable research workers
to gain valuable experience outside their locality. It also operates a programme
for lending experts to countries that may wish to set up their own weather services.
The need for the developing countries to co-operate with, and encourage
the work of, the World Meteorological Organization is therefore very obvious. Many
of these countries are faced with the problems of soil deficiency, inadequate water
supplies, low yielding plant varieties and livestock, plant and animal diseases and
antiquated cultivation methods. To effect a break-through in their agricultural techniques and to be able to plan effectively for the future, all are in need of precise
information on weather and climate.
Many developing countries already have a nucleus organization for agricultural meteorology. This should be expanded and developed, utilizing the facilities
and the knowledge already available to the World Meteorological Organization. The
training of suitable personnel will be indispensable to the effective growth of any
agrometeorological unit. Developing countries predominantly agricultural or largely
dependent on agriculture should set a high priority on the establishment of an agro-
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meteorological network. The organization of weather broadcasts covering short and
intermediate terms and directed particularly to the farmers would be of great help
in farming operations. Many developing countries already have facilities, particularly through the agricultural extension services, for the enlightenment of the farming community. The same channels could be effectively utilized for weather education
and the dissemination of weather information.
While man cannot as yet control weather to any significant degree, he can
exploit and utilize its more valuable aspects to increase production and to avoid and
alleviate the effect of poor seasons and disasters. It is becoming more and more obvious that the solution to the problem of world food production is to be found in farreaching modernization of methods and techniques in agriculture coupled with farmer
education. A broad expansion in the services which meteorology offers to agriculture
is an indispensable part of such a solution.
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AGROMETEOROLOGICAL ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC

by M. H. Gidamy

Introduction
In view of the effect of weather on crops, it was decided to establish
a section for agrometeorology in 1955 to promote the development of agriculture. This
section is now a part of the Division of Micrometeorology of th~ Meteorological Institute of Research and Training of the Meteorological Department. This Institute
has been established with the assistance of the United Nations Special Fund, and the
World Meteorological Organization.
Four agrometeorological stations have so far been established in different climatic zones. One of 1these stations has been designated as a main research
and training centre ~t Bahtim, about 12 km north of Cairo).
Monthly values of the elements observed at these stations, including
summaries of the prevailing weather and discussion of the important features, are
published regularly in monthly reports which are distributed to agricultural services
in the country, and to interested meteorological services and organizations abroad.
Agrometeorological data
In addition to routine conventional measurements in a dry field (and also
in a grass field at some stations), the following measurements are taken:
(a)

Actual evapotranspiration from crops by lysimeters and the energy
budget method;

(b)

Air temperature and humidity at 50 cm above crops;

(c)

Soil temperature at different depths between 2 and 300 cm;

(d)

Wind speed at different levels above crops (within 2.5 m);

(e)

Global and net radiation over crops, as well as albedo.

Research
Tens of millions of pounds are lost every year in the U.A.R. on account
of plant diseases and pests. As an example, the two major cotton pests in the U.A.R.
the cotton leaf worm and the pink bollworm, cause major damage of about 20 per cent
of the cotton crop, costing about 30 million pounds per annum. The effects of locusts and potato blight are well known in many countries.
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Extensive studies on the meteorological factors affecting the epidemiology of plant diseases and pests are now being carried out. These may lead to ways
in which meteorological assistance could help to warn against and/or control these
diseases and pests.
In the field of research in agrometeorology, work has been carried out
in the following fields:

A study of potential evapotranspiration in the area of Cairo has
been undertaken. This includes:
(i)

Measurements by evapotranspirometers and by the energy budget method, in a small field at Giza, near Cairo;

(ii)

Comparative measurements of evapotranspiration from the
small field at Giza, and from a large field at Cairo;

(iii)

Simplified methods of estimating ~vapotranspiration including the application of Mc!lroy's combination method; study
of the relations between measured evapotranspiration and
meteorological elements and Piche and Class A pan data.

A study of "Potential evapotranspiration in a warm arid climate"
was submitted to the Unesco Symposium on Methods in Agroclimatology, Reading, England, 1966.

In the past few years measurements have been made of actual evapotranspi ration of some important crops, using Mather evapotranspirometers. The results of similar measurements taken in 1967 for
soya beans are now being analysed.
Under the guidance of Mr. Mcilroy (WMO expert) more accurate
weighted lysimetry has been introduced for the first time in the
U.A.R. An accurate weighed lysimeter with a high-capacity simple
strip-pivot balance of accuracy to the nearest 0.03 mm of evapotranspiration has been constructed. Measurements of evapotranspiration by similar lysimeters in different crops are starting.
Parallel with lysimetry, work is going on to construct a fully automatic evapotranspiration recorder using electric signals simulating the energy balance equation. This instrument will be useful
for checking measurements by lysimetry, as well as for giving the
elements of the energy balance over crops. Research is also going
on for the estimation of evapotranspiration by simpler methods,
including Mcilroy's combination method, and correlations between
measured evapotranspiration and routine climatological data and
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readings of evaporation pans. Such simple methods are useful for
estimating evapotranspiration from a large number of stations where
lysimeters and energy balance measurements are not available.

(a)

Desert Locust
The following work in this field has been completed:
(i)

A study of two synoptic meteorological situations associated
with locust incidence in spring and summer in the U.A.R.
was published in the WMO Technical Note No. 69, entitled
"Meteorology and the Desert Locust".

(ii)

A study of the micrometeorological aspects of the environment of the Desert Locust in the egg and nymphal stages has
been published in the UNDP Report No. UN/SF/DL/TC/12, "Lectures of the FAO/WMO Seminar on the Desert Locust in Relation to its Meteorological Environment, Asmara (Ethiopia),
1965".

(iii) A review of work on the relations between synoptic situations and swarm movements of the Desert Locust in the U.A.R.
has been published in the above-mentioned report.

A preliminary study is being made of the meteorological conditions
leading to the outbreak of potato blight.
Frost
A study on the forecasting of minimum temperatures at selected stations
by statistical methods is being made.

A mast for wind profile measurements at five levels up to two - and-a-half
metres, using the same anemometer moved to different levels and attached to the different registers in sequence automatically, has been constructed. It will be used
to take measurements over a dry field. A modified version suitable for measurements
over crops will be constructed soon and studies of wind profiles over different crops
will be undertaken.
A preliminary study on agroclimatology in the U.A.R. is being undertaken,
starting with the study of air and soil temperatures.
A paper on soil temperatures at Tahrir has been prepared for presentation at a seminar on desert development which will be held in Cairo early next year.
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In the field of radiation, work has been go.ing on on the fdlowing subjects:
(a)

The relation between global radiation and sunshine duration with
a view to estimating the former from the latter;

(b)

Net radiation over different crop surfaces and its relation to
global radiation.

(c)

Net radiation over a dry field and its relation to global radiation.

(d)

Measurement of total solar radiation at Giza (Geofisica Pura e
Applicata, Vol. 45, 1960/1).

(e)

Cloudiness and sunshine duration measurements in the U.A.R. (Pure
and Applied Geophysics, Vol. 59, 1964).

Programme of meteorology in the development of Lake Nasser project
The Meteorological Department is co-operating in the economic development
project on Lake Nasser, being executed in the U.A.R. with the aid of the United Nations
Special Fund. The programme of meteorology has three branches:

The programme includes the establishment and operation of a main
agrometeorological centre and two secondary agrometeorological
stations; the conducting of research on the correlation between
weather factors and growth of crops and the water requirements of
crops.
(b)

_ Evaporation from the lake

---

- - - -

---- --

The programme includes the following:
Estimation of evaporation by aerological methods;
Estimation of evaporation as related to evaporation pan data;
Correlation studies of the interrelationship between environmental
factors and the evaporation losses from the lake.

The programme includes the establishment of three marine meteorological stations, recording the meteorological observations in the
lake environment; and correlation studies between environmental
factors and growth of biomass.
Forecasting
No doubt the improvement of forecasting techniques and the extension of
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the period of forecasts, will be reflected in the domain of agriculture, as well as
in other fields of application, and will ultimately improve the national economy.
Studies pertaining to this in the field of synoptic and numerical prediction include
the following:
(a)

Synoptic and numerical study of cyclogenesis in the east Mediterranean and associated weather phenomena;

(b)

Humidity budget in the Equatorial region, intertropical convergence
zone, and three dimensional trajectories in the Equatorial area;

(c)

Different experiments, statistical studies and some theoretical
solutions undertaken for the investigation of place and conditions
of formation of desert depressions associated with Khamsin weather;

(d)

A multi-level model for vertical motion has been prepared for an
IBM 1620 computer (it is intended to include heating, friction
and detailed topography when a faster computer is available);

(e)

A new method for a Lagrangian solution of the equations of motion, ,
taking the vertical motion into consideration, has been attempted.
From this method forecast trajectories in the tropics could be
calculated numeri~ally.

I

,.

Training agronomists
Courses in agrometeorology are given by the staff of the Department at
some faculties of agriculture of the U.A.R. universities.
The Department has persuaded the Ministry of Education to introduce agrometeorology as a subject in secondary schools of agriculture. A booklet containing
the relevant subjects has been prepared for this purpose by the Department.
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WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND METEOROLOGY
by G. Dekker

When undertaking to demonstrate the contribution meteorology can, or
perhaps rather should, make to the development of water reso u ~c~s ;n Africa, it is
useful to recall some of the major action regarding water development unJertaken
during the last few years.
Large investments have been made in the construction of a number of major
dams: the Akosombo dam on the Volta River, the Kainji dam on the Niger river in
Nigeria the Sadd-el Aali, the Roseires dam and the dam near Khashm-El-Girba in the mi
middle valley of the Nile, the dam at the Owen Falls in Uganda, the Kariba dam on the
Zambezi, the Seven Forks dam in Kenya, the Ayame scheme in the Ivory Coast, and many
dams in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia.
Irrigation works have been greatly expanded in the Sudan, the U.A.R., the
Maghreb countries, and on a lesser scale in other countries such as Mali,
Niger,
Nigeria and Kenya. A great number of more modest storage schemes have been executed
with varying success in the drier parts of West Africa, the Sudan and East Africa.
More large dams will probably be constructed in the next few decades.
The following projects are already being studied or considered: Gouina, on the
Senegal river, together with a number of diversion dams along this river for irrigation; a dam near Selingue on the Sankarani river, a major tributary of the Niger in
Mali; several dams in Guinea; the dam at Koussou on the Bandama
river in the
Ivory Coast; a dam on the Niger near Niamey ("W"); another dam on the Niger in
Nigeria and others on some of its tributaries in that country; a power station on
the Mayo Kebbi in Cameroon, a tributary of the Benue river; a dam on the Niari river
in Congo (Brazzaville); the use of Lake Victoria and Lake Albert as storage reservoirs; the control of the flow of the Bahr-El Ghazal system in the south-western
Sudan; flood control in the "Sudd" area of the Bahr-el-Jebel; hydro-power and irrigation works in the Blue Nile basin in Ethiopia; irrigation development in the basin of the Awash river in Ethiopia; irrigation development along the Wabi Shebelli
in Ethiopia and Somalia; power and irrigation in the Rufiji basin in Tanzania; a
reservoir and power station on the Kafue river in Zambia; the development of the
waters of the Okavanga in Botswana, etc. It can also be expected that the construction of small storage works will be continued in certain areas, such as the mountain
areas of north-west Africa, the Sudanian belt of West Africa, and the drier areas of
East Africa. The exploitation of groundwater resources will almost certainly be intensified over most of the continent. These latter two kinds of development will increasingly serve small-scale irrigation schemes (market gardening) and cattle watering, besides domestic and industrial needs.
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The African continent has many river basins which are shared by two or
more countries. The development of the water and land resources of these.int:e111ational
river basins clearly requires co-operation between the riparian countries. The growing international co-operation regarding the study of some of thelargest of these
basins justifies the expectation of their further development in the reasonably near
future. The following agreements are recalled here: the Nile waters agreement of
1959, the agreement regarding the Senegal river (1963), those of the Niger basin
(1963 and 1964), and that in respect of the Chad basin (1964). Co-ordinated, multinational studies of parts of these basins ore under way.
The sciences of meteorology and climatology should play an important role
in various parts of the design process of river basin development schemes. A river
basin, of course, does not constitute on economic unit by itself and its development
should fit in the framework of the development of the national economy. Nevertheless
a certain unity is imposed by the physical relationships in a basin. Land-use practices in the head-water area will affect streamflow in the lower part of the basin.
The construction of a reservoir and its subsequent operation may affect the benefits
to be obtained from another reservoir in the basin. It can be said that the concept
of integrated river basin development, in which the various stages of development are
fitted in a broad framework wh1th takes into account the existing physical relationships, is by now rather firmly accepted.
Precipitation over large parts of Africa is highly seasonal, although
in certain areas near the Equator two rainy seasons occur per year. Hence the natural
flow of most African rivers shows large seasonal variations. Also, in the extensive
dry and .semi-dry zones of the continent, the growing season is generally restricted
by the amount of available water. However, while the supply of water is seasonal, the
demand of water for such purposes as the generation of hydro-electric power, irrigation and navigation is usually spread much more evenly. Economic development can be
hampered by lack of water, but too much water during the flood season can also affect
development by limiting the use of otherwise suitable land in the river valley or by
. causing increa~ing damage once investments are being undertaken. The technical objectives of river development schemes are thus to make water available when required
and to decrease possible damage from too much water.
Simplified, a river basin system may have the following outline. In the
upper parts of the tributaries conservation measures and methods of land use aim at
increasing the infiltration rate and the dry-season flow, and at reducing the flood
flow, soil erosion and the sediment load of rivers. Farther downstream dams and reservoirs are built on various tributaries, as well as on the main stem of the river.
These reservoirs may serve several purposes such as irrigation, electric energy production, navigation and flood control. For the first three of these purposes the
function of a reservoir is to store water in order to release it acccrding to the demand. In the case of hydro-electric energy the reservoir may also have the task of
providing head. Regarding flood control, the reservoir's function is to store the peak
of the flood to prevent or reduce flood damage. Demands made for some purposes on the
operation of these reservoirs may conflict. For example, reservoir space required for
flood control may decrease the head on the hydro-electric power units. The desirability of a large head may restrict the rel ease of water for irrigation in the case of
an unexpected drought. Generally, the demand of irrigation water fluctuates more
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during the year than the demand for electric energy.
In the middle and lower parts of the basin, irrigation schemes are located. These obtain the required water through canals from storage reservoirs or
diversion dams, or by pumping from the river. It is in this part of the basin that
river transport can be of economic interest.
It should be mentioned that additional benefits are often obtained by
exploiting the river system and its reservoirs for fishing, recreation, sewage disposal, etc.
The kind and quantity of meteorological and climatological data required,
as well as the extent to which meteorological forecasts would be desirable to estimate future performance of the river-basin system, depend on what elements we have in
the river system.
Land-use planning and soil and water conservation measures in the headwater areas aim at making the most appropriate use of them in view of their position
and role in the basin as a whole. These areas are often very liable to soil deterioration and erosion if misused. This may lead to increased flood flow, increased sediment load and smaller dry-season flow. It is difficult to generalize on land-use
measures and the planning of land use should be based on a series of appropriate experiments. Only in this way can the physical effects of various measures be assessed and their costs compared with benefits. While better land-use methods may result in less flood flow and increased dry-season flow, it is also possible that the
ratio of the total annual runoff and rainfall will decrease, resulting in a more
equal distribution of the flow, but a lesser quantity. Extrapolation over adjacent
similar areas can be undertaken if the soil, topographic data and meteorological data
are taken into account. Meteorological and climatic data are thus needed for rational
land use in the head-water areas of the rivers, in both experimental and implementation stages. The main data required are of rainfall (amount, intensity, frequency
and duration), potential evapotranspiration, and runoff.
Several major rivers of the continent run through extensive swamp and
marsh areas, where there are large losses of water. River basin development objectives may include the reduction of such losses or the reclamation of land for agriculture. The effect of such measures on streamflow and the microclimate can only be assessed if the meteorological and hydrological phenomena in the area are well known.
The need for reliable meteorological and climatic data in the design
and operation of reservoirs in connexion with hydro-electric plants, irrigation schemes and flood control follows from the consideration of design methods. In recent
years these methods have undergone much refinement and elaboration. This became possible because of advances in economic analysis and the availability of fast computers.
The application of these advanced methods of design has been rather limited in Africa
up to now, but there is no reason why they should not soon be used on this continent.
The objective of the exercise of designing a water resources scheme is generally optimal economic efficiency (with or without constraints in respect of the distribution
of income). The expected results of a scheme are expressed in economic terms, but as
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a result of the design process the magnitude of such elements as irrigated area, reservoir capacity, power output, flood storage, etc., is determined.
It is not necessary to go into great detail regarding the modern waterresources design procedures, but a few remarks are relevant. Two principal methods
of solving the optimization problem con be distinguished. The first makes use of a
mathematical model consisting of a number of equations and inequalities to be solved
by linear and dynamic programming. There is no need to dwell on this method, because
the second method, that of simulation, still appears to be the most useful and promising technique for the analysis of water schemes.*(7) Although the simulation method
does not lead directly to the optimum solution, sophisticated methods of sampling guarantee that the solution will be at least very close to the optimum.
Any method, including that of simulation, makes use of three kinds of estimates: construction and operation costs of the structures involved; values of the
future output of the scheme; and hydrometeorological quantities such as future rainfall and runoff, evaporation losses, and water demands per hectare. The construction
and operation costs are in principal not difficult to obtain, although it is perhaps
not altogether surprising that they dre underestimated more often than not.
To estimate the values of the future production is less simple, but better
techniques and more economic statistical data are coming forward almost daily. In any
case, this problem should be left to the economists. The estimate of the third kind
of data, the future precipitation and runoff, crop water demands and evaporation losses, should be a main concern of the meteorological services.
It is useful to distinguish between invariant functions used in the design process and the design variables. Invariant functions related to hydrometeorology are: the relation between reservoir surface and evaporation losses, the various
flood routeing parameters, the water demands of crop per hectare and the rate of return flow from irrigation. Design variables are: the physical facilities (numbers,
dimensions), the outputs of the system (power, crops, navigation, flood protection)
and the operating rules and parameters.
How are meteorological and hydrometeorological data used in the simulation method? In the first place they are used in estimating some of the construction
costs. The costs of the irrigation outlay and the required drainage system of irrigated land is of course a most important element in the estimate of irrigation development costs. For the estimation of both of these, use is made of meteorological
and climatic data. The capacity and thus the costs of irrigation canals depend, inter
alia, on frequency and intensity of irrigation. The discipline of agroclimatology is
on essential tool for the determination of water demands and irrigation frequency.
These questions will not be discussed here, as there will be a paper devoted to meteorology and agriculture.
The proper drainage of irrigated land .is almost as important as an adequate water supply. The design of drainage systems requires data pertaining to rainfall, such as intensity-duration-frequency relations. Such data should be based on

*

See references on page 97.
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observation records of sufficient length. The need for a drainage system based on
reliable records should be underlined. The experience in the large irrigation system
of the "Office du Niger" in Mali shows an example of the difficulties and economic
losses that can be involved if insufficient account is taken of the rainfall on irrigated land. ( 6)
Second, the above-mentioned invariant functions, such as those relating
the evaporation lasses to reservoir area and the water demand of the crop to the tim~
of the year, areal.so based on meteorological and climatological observations
and
theory. Evaporation losses from reservoirs in hot and dry areas in Africa can be
large compared with the annual flow, as demonstrated by estimates -of the losses to be
expected from the Sadd-el-Aali reservoir, It is therefore worth while to attempt to
make these estimates as accurate as possible. The creation of a lake, where formerly
there was wooded savannah land, leads very probably to wind speeds and water temperatures different from those obtained earlier. Turnover of the reservoir contents may
also affect the evaporation. It is hoped that current research in respect of some
of the large man-made lakes will give sufficient attention to finding satisfactory
methods of estimating evaporation before the construction of a reservoir is undertaken.
While estimating the various flood-routeing parameters belongs more to
the province of hydrology than meteorology, the study of storm paths and their effect
on possible flood-hydrographs requires good understanding of the meteorology of the
area.
In the third place, meteorological and hydrometeorological data, as well
as theory, are used in executing the actual simulation exercises. The method, in
short, is as follows. The available historical records of streamflow (annual flow,
monthly flow, flood flow, etc.), if possible extended by using earlier rainfall data,
are statistically analysed, and series of flow sequences are generated. Such series
usually have a length of 50 years, the conventional estimate of the economic lifetime of major structures. They should show the same statistical parameters of the
original data, including serial and spatial correlations.*
Output targets (kilowatt-hours, water for irrigation, etc.) are set
and dimensions of the physical facilities are chosen. Instructions-- these are the
operation rules and parameters -- are given and the series of synthetic flow sequences are run through the system. Alterations in the design variables are made according to the results of the runs. By using appropriate sampling methods, an optimum
or near-optimum solution, the maximum benefit, is found.
For the basis of generating series of flow sequences, it is often the
practice to use a record of past data as long as available. The feeling among many
hydrologists or planners is often that the longer the record is, the more reliable the
group of data will be. The question now is how far this assumption is valid for

* Synthetic streamflow sequences will, of course, not improve the estimates of mean
streamflow, as derived from the original data. However, these sequences do increase the information on range and on the variety of flow minima and frequency
of maxima during the economic lifetime of the system.
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African conditions. What would have been the situation if the economic study of the
Sadd-el-Aali (the High Dam at Aswan) and the U.A.R.-Sudan 1959 agreement on the Nile
waters had been made in 1914, based on the records of 1870-1913? The average flow of
the Nile for this period (as at Aswan) was 110 billion cubic metres per year, with a
standard deviation of 19.3. · On the other hand, the average flow for the period
1914-1957 was 86 billion cubic meters with a standard deviation of 11. Tests indicate that these two series do not even belong to the same population. Of course, it
does not seem proper to use the 88 years' record for a simulation of Nile development
schemes. But how reliable is the assumption that the next 50 years' record will have
the same parameters as 1914-1957? Butzer (2) has compured the
rainfall
during
1881-1910 over the northern half of Africa with that during 1911-1940. During the
second period, precipitation was significantly lower than during the first period.
Records used by him included the Nile flow, the Senegal basin, Freetown, Accra,
Khartoum and others, covering a large part of Africa. According to this author, the
belt between 10°N and 5°N received between 15 and 20 per cent less rainfall in the
latter thirty years than in the former. The higher water levels of Lake Chad in the
period 1880-1905, compared with those for the period 1905-1955, corroborate his findings. (1) Such a trend to greater aridity will notfail to affect the ecology and the
river flow and thus the exploitation of natural resources of large areas. Some authors also claim a significant decrease of rainfall in certain areas of southern
Africa during the period 1916-1950, compared with 1880-1915.
The important question is how long would such trends continue and how
long beforehand could we know that a change in trend will occur? Butzer(2) was in
1960 still of the opinion that recent precipitation figures seem to indicate a continuation towards drier conditions, especially in the lower latitudes. But rainfall
data of recent years indicate that perhaps a change in trend has occurred. The annual flow of the Niger at Koulikoro in Mali, as well as the flow of the Benue in
Nigeria, shows signs of an upward trend since 1950. Morth(8) shows the existence in
central Kenya of a remarkable tendency towards less-frequent occurrences of prolonged
dryness since the mid-fifties.
The figures given in the table below show how careful one must be with
the use of short records. For example, the periods 1910-1919 and 1920-1929 of the Nile
flow at Aswan show the same average annual flow, while at the same time the standard
deviation in one period is more than twice that of the other period. Such differences would, of course, be fully reflected in the series of synthetic sequences, generated for project analysis through simulation.
It is the task of the science of meteorology to provide estimates of
future rainfall and streamflow. This is not only important for the river schemes now
being studied, but also for existing schemes, the operation of which will depend on
future streamflow.
The importance of the reliability of estimates of future streamflow
emerges also from the following example. Until the present, benefits to be expected
from irrigation schemes in Africa have been calculated in practically all cases on
the basis of a fixed area for which, according to the expectations, sufficient water
would be available every year. In many parts of Africa this assumption will probably
remain valid for some years to come, in view of the smallness of the irrigated area
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compared with the potentially irrigable area . In other parts , howeve r, t he irrigated
land is, or soon will be, limited by what is considered a safe water sup ply . And in
due course the number of such schemes will grow.

TABLE
Ni l e basin: average fl ows and thei r standard deviation
for various periods (5)

River

Period

Number
of years

Average

Standard
deviation

Nile, Aswan

1870-1879
1880- 1889
1890-1899
1900-1909
1910-1919
1920-1929
1930-1939
1940-1949

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

114
101
112
86
83
83
87
82

14.9
10.5
13.7
12.5
18.7
8.7
8.4
10.5

1870- 1900
1899- 1957
1870- 1913
1914-1957
1870-1957

29
59
44
44
88

110
85
101
86
93

13 . 4
12 . 2
19.3
11.0
17.5

1870- 1889
1890- 1909
1910- 1929
1930-1949

20
20
20
20

108
99
83
85

14.6
18.8
14.6
9.8

1904- 1930
1931-1957
1904-1957

27
27
54

25
22
24

8.6
4.0
6.8

1904- 1913
1914-1923
1924-1933
1934-1943
1944- 1953

10
10
10
10
10

27
26
22
23
21

5.5
11.7
4.3
3.2
4.3

1904- 1923
1923- 1943
1934- 1953

20
20
20

27
23
22

9.2
3. 8
4. 0

Lake Albert

I
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If there is always sufficient or more than sufficient water for an irrigation scheme, and further unused irrigable land is available, obviously over many
years water which could have been used for at least a number of years will flow to
the sea. It is a matter subject to economic analysis whether it would not be more
profitable to irrigate a larger area on the average, while allowing for a reduction of
the irrigated acreage in some years. The hydrological basis for this economic problem
is the storage capacity-yield-failure frequency relation. The reliability of this relation depends entirely qn the measure in which the characteristics of the flow series
used reflect future rainfall behaviour. A similar case is found when supplementary
irrigation is being considered for an area which is from time to time subject to drotg~
and crop failure, but where a~able land is not limited. The frequency of such droughts
is a crucial element in the comparison of the economics of the two alternative schemes: dry farming on an extended area or supplementary irrigation on a limited area.
To make such irrigation schemes -- schemes having an area which varies
from year to year -- it is desirable that the quantity of water that will be available
for the irrigation is known at the time when the fields are prepared, so that waste
of labour and inputs can be avoided. For irrigation which takes place shortly after
the rainy season, the reservoir contents will be a suitable indicator. In schemes
where irrigation water is used supplementary to natural rainfall, medium- or long-range
forecasts will be needed.
Where water is stored during the wet season in order to provide for hydro-electric energy or navigability during the dry season, forecasts of the onset of
the rainy season some months in advance would be particularly advantageous. In the
case of electric energy, such forecasts would enable the reduction of energy supplies
to be undertaken at lower economic costs than would be the case were energy production brought to a halt more or less completely during the last few weeks of an unexpectedly long, dry season. They would also enable the operators of river transport to
organize accordingly the movements of the river fleet, and generally ensure a more secure river transport system. An example of such a case is the Niger river below the
Kainji dam in Nigeria. Even for rivers without storage reservoirs, on which navigation
takes place only during the rainy season, such as the Benue, Logone, and Senegal rivers,
such forecasts woul~ no doubt result in economic gains through a better co-ordination
of river transport and other means of transport.
In conclusion, it can be said that water resources development in the
next few decades will make increasing demands on the sciences of meteorology and cllmatology regarding a number of topics:

(a)

Estimates of water level-evaporation relations for planned reservoirs;

(b)

Assistance regarding a better understanding of the relationship between
land-use practices and rainfall runoff functions;

(c)

Long-range forecasts of length and intensity of dry seasons;

(d)

Forecasts of the probability distribution of rainfall and river flow.
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METEOROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES
by K. V. Krishnamurthy

Economic importance of water resources development
Land, water and people are the key ingredients in the process of stimulating and promoting the economic development of any country. Land is the basis both
of agriculture as well as of mineral wealth needed for a self-sustained industry.
Water is the key for irrigation in the interests of agricultural development, and is
the so~rce of cheap power; without which no industry can thrive. And yet, the exploitation of land and water resources cannot be said to have reached the technologically
feasible upper-limit in the world as a whole, and particularly in the majority of the
developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
Of the total land area of the world, only about ten per cent is cultivated, and less than one per cent is irrigated.
In the field of power, according to a recent estimate,*(!) the non-industrialized countries of the world as a group would need around US $15 -billion within
this decade to finance the required power development, and a substantial part of this
would be for the development of hydro-power. Considering the fact that the financial
assistance by the World Bank to some of these projects so far amounts to only about
US $1 billion,(!) it is obvious that hydro-power projects will occupy a prominent
place in the plans for future power development in several countries for a long time
to come.
Taking the water wealth of the world, although a reliable inventory of
the world's water resources and the extent of their utilization, historical and potential, is not readily available, it is, however, known, on the basis of available
information, that the extent of present utilization is very small, either in relation
to possibilities or needs, in the world as a whole and in a majority of the countriese
For instance, the potential water resources of the U.S.A. are estimated at about
1,400 million acre-feet, or about 1,700 milliard cubic metres, of which about a fifth
is being utilized.(8) India has also about the same water wealth, but uses at present about a tenth of her potential wealth. In a number of countries in the world, the
percentage utilization can be expected to be smaller.
The largest river in the world, the Amazon (drainage area 5.6 million km2 ,
average discharge 80,000 cumecs)(7) the second largest, the Congo (drainage area
4 million km2, average discharge 40,000 cumecs)(7), the Brahmaputra .in India, the
Mekong in South-East Asia, are all still practically untapped. Almost all the major
rivers in Asia, Africa and Latin America, are practically unexploited. It is little
wonder that water development figures prominently in the plans for economic development of many countries in the world today.

See references, page 111.
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Water wealth in Africa
The river systems of the African continent are broadly divisible into
three groups.
Group I:

Rivers which fall into the North and South Atlantic
Ocean to the west of the continent, such as the Congo,
the Niger, the Volta, the Senegal, the Ogone, the Cunene,
the Oranje, etc.;

Group II:

Rivers which fall into the Indian Ocean to the east of
the continent, such as the Zambesi, the Limpopo, the Save,
the Ruvuma, the Juba, the Shebelle, etc.; and

Group III:

Rivers which drain into the Mediterranean in the north,
such as the Nile.

Besides, there are a number of very important lake systems with their
own independent drainage areas such as Lakes Victoria, Nyasa, Tanganyika, Chad, etc.
There are 54 international riv9r basins on the African continent, fifteen
of which drain areas more than 100,000 km2,~3) such as the Congo, the Nile, the Niger
and others.
Tentative estimates(4) of the world's water wealth put it at about
32,000 km3, of which about 6,000 km3 -- or roughly one-fifth -- lie in the rivers and
lakes of the African continent . While the Congo is the second largest river in the
world, it is interesting to note that Lake Victoria is the second largest fresh-water
lake in t he world, and the Nile, the second longest river in the world. The potential
water wealth in Africa is impressive. Some of the development efforts for the exploitation of this water wealth are equally impressive. The reservoirs behind the Kariba
Dam on the Zambesi, and the High Aswan Dam on the Nile, are among the largest in the
world. On the other hand, according to rough estimates,(4) only about 28 per cent of
rain falling on the African continent is available as surface water in African rivers
and lakes, the rest being lost in evaporation and sub-surface seepage , a percentage
which is smaller than on many other continents. This fact underlines the prevalence
of aridity and semi - aridity over extensive areas on the African continent, which in
turn makes water development the sine gua non of economic development in Africa.
In some of the river basins, development projects are completed like the
Kariba Dam and some are under construction awaiting completion like the High Aswan Dam.
Besides, there are a number of river basins which are being studied with a view to the
eventual formulation of specific developmental projects. In all these categories of
projects and problems, meteorology and hydrology play an important part.
Applications of meteorology in water development projects
Applications of meteorology in various stages of water development pro_
jects are briefly reviewed below, namely planning, design, construction and operation.
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One of the first requisites in the planning of
water resources in a
river basin is the appraisal of the resource potential available in the
basin, the quantity of river flow that is available in a series of years
including dry, wet and normal years, its variation from time to time and
in various parts of the basin. Gauged river-flow data are not available
in many instances, particularly in a number of the developing countries,
whereas rainfall data are available for a relatively longer period. In
the circumstances, rainfall and runoff are correlated for the period for
which they are concurrently available, and the relationship extrapolated
backwards to estimate runoff for the period for which only rainfall but
no gauged runof f data are available. This process generally necessit~es the ~rengthening of raingauge networks currently existing in river
basins, so as to obtain fairly satisfactory rainfall-runoff correlations.
Thus, one of the first steps in organizing and conducting general appraisals of available water resources is the establishment of adequate raingauge networks in the river basins and analysing the rainfall data to
derive rainfall-runoff correlations on the basis of data available either
in the river basin concerned or in the adjoining basins.
Estimates of evaporation

--

- - - - - -

As in the case of rainfall, estimates of evaporation have an important
role in the planning stage. Evaporation and evapotranspiration from
land areas in catchments are significant losses the determination of which
is important to the estimates of river runoff conceived as residual of
rainfall after the deduction of such losses.
Evaporation from free water surfaces, as in the case of natural or manmade reservoirs, has to be estimated to determine the quantities of \-.0-ter
that can be released from the reservoirs which in their turn determine
the extent of possible irrigation or power generation. The effectiveness
of the reservoir for irrigation, power generation and flood control is
studied, even in the planning stage, on the basis of data available for
as many years in the past as possible. Working tables are prepared
for short intervals of time, such as a wee~a fortnight or a month,
showing how the reservoir level and capacity change with certain assumed
rates of release, which in turn cause changes in irrigation and power
generation. In the preparation of such reservoir operation tables, estimates of evaporation loss in short periods are taken into account.
The importance of evaporation estimates in the case of natural and artificial reservoirs can be seen from the following two examples~
In the case of Lake Victoria, rainfall and evaporation are considered
roughly equal to each other, each being about 100 milliard m3 and about
five times as much as the inflow into or outflow from the lake.
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In the case of Lake Nasser, behind the High Aswan Dam, the total annual
evaporation from the lake is estimated at 10 milliard m3, out of a total
run of the river Nile of an estimated annual average of about 80
milliard m3.

In the planning of extensive systems of irrigation canals, the capacities
for which such canals should be designed depend on the amounts of water
that have to be supplied to individual blocks of land within the area
proposed for irrigation. The amounts of water to be supplied by the
canal should be based on two important factors -- namely, the extent of
natural rain which is available for a particular crop at a particular
time and the deficiency or surplus in relation to its requirements. Different crops have different water requirements at different stages of
their growth. Thus, for instance, rice and sugar cane require much greater quantities of water for much longer periods of time than cotton and
coffee. The determination of evapotranspiration from cultivated areas
and consumptive use of water for different crops becomes important in
this context. Natural rainfall which is likely to occur over a certain
area and the variations of such rainfall incidence, both in time and
space, should be studied and, depending on the cropping patterns and crop
requirements, the balance of the needs should be supplied by a system of
artificial irrigation channels. Planning drainage channels to remove
surplus water from irrigated tracts has to be done simultaneously with
planning irrigation canal systems. Such integrated planning of a network
of irrigation and drainage canals has been a problem of considerable interest to irrigation engineers, agronomists, hydrologists and meteorologists.

There is a great demand, particularly in developing countries, for an
overall assessment or appraisal of available power potential so that longterm plans can be formulated for the development of hydro-power according to a phased programme with fixed priorities to be implemented from
time to time in accordance with available finance and anticipated rates
of growth of load. Such potential studies essentially consist of partly
physical and partly economic studies. The physical part of the studies
comprises study of the water regime of the rivers and topographic conditions; for hydro-power is a function of the quantity of water and the
hydraulic head available in a given situation. A detailed meteorological analysis of a river basin or groups of river basins within a country
becomes the starting point for an assessment of runoff and its variations
in such an appraisal of power potential.
Flood control
Floods are caused by storms. Control of floods cannot, therefore, be
attempted without athorough knowledge of the storms that cause them.
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Flood control is ensured by different methods such as embankments, detention
reservoirs, storage reservoirs, channel improvements, canalization, etc. But whatever the type of an engineering plan for flood control may b~ the hydrologist is often called upon to determine two important characteristics -- namely, the maximum possible flood and the design
flood. The determination of both of these entails considerable meteorological analysis of storm rainfall data, depths and durations over areas
of different sizes and the frequencies of such occurrences.
The maximum possible flood is a flood which, although it might not have
occurred in recorded history, is nevertheless capable of occurring, consistent with the meteorological and other related characteristics of the
region.
The maximum possible flood is derived from the maximum possible
storm which, in itself, is synthesized on the basis of the behaviour of
recorded storms and estimated future possibilitiese Naturally, this will
be a very infrequent event. Nevertheless, when it does occur, it can
cause considerable disaster.
The design flood, on the other hand, is a flood against which an engineering plan has to provide protection. This is sometimes derived from a
design storm. The design storm is one which may be less than the maximum
possible storm but is one against which it is considered reasonable and
economic to provide protection. In the case of an embankment, this would
be the embankment design flood; and in the case of the reservoir, the
reservoir design flood.
It is not necessary that the design flood should always be the same as
the maximum possible flood. Where no risk of failure can be taken, the
design flood will naturally have to be the maximum possible flood. Where
a certain amount of calculated risk can be afforded, the design floodmay
be considerably less than the maximum possible flood0
Sometimes a flood control plan may consist partly of reservoirs, partly
of embankments and partly of canal systems. A concept has recently been
developed of what is called a "standard project flood", which is a standard flood for the project as a whole and is considered as a flood age.inst
which it will be economically reasonable and justifiable to provide protection by the composite scheme as a whole.
The one factor which is common to the application of all the above-mentioned concepts and the derivation of appropriate hydrographs of the
different kinds of floods is a systematic analysis of all the previous
storms, either for transposing them, or for considering the meteorological physical upper limits of moisture in order to provide the necessary
design criteria.

Water resources development does not always imply the construction of a
single dam or reservoir, be it for a single purpose, such as irrigation
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or hydro-power, or for multiple purposes. Often, river basin development involves the construction of a series of reservoirs. This series
can sometimes be one below the other on a single river or can be a group
of reservoirs, some on the tributaries and others on the main stem. The
former may be called development in series, and the latter, development
in parallelo In planning a system of reservoirs in a river basin, questions often arise as to how the interests of irrigation, power, flood
control and all other related uses should be synthesized to make a given
system yield the best possible results. The Tennessee Valley authority
is a well-known instance of such system planning in the U.S.A. Here in
Africa, the Nile Valley should be considered as a good example of system
planning, including a number of lakes and reservoirs on the two main
tributaries (the White Nile and the Blue Nile) and a group of dams and
barrages on the lower Nile in the U.AQR. In such system planning, a detailed knowledge of the meteorological conditions in the tributaries and
on the main stem, in the upper, middle and lower reaches of a river basin
is an essential tooh in ensuring best resultse

Major engineering structures to facilitate the development of water resources are broadly divisible into two categories, namely, diversion
weirs, with or without control by gates (the former called barrages), and
dams of varying heights, some as low as three met~es and others as high
as 300 m. The functional difference between the two categories is that
diversion weirs obstruct natural river flow to help divert water into
channels from either side to serve areas to be irrigated, whereas storcge reservoirs behind dams not only obstruct river flow but also conserve
and store water supplies in times of excess, for utilization at times of
need.
There are two important problems involved in the design of weirs and
barrages in which meteorological information serves as the basis for
design. A diversion weir or a barrage, whether intended for irrigation
or for hydro-power, normally caters to the exploitation of the minimum
runoff of the river which determines either the area which can be irrigated or the extent of firm power that can be continuously generated.
The data of observed river flows may not give a fairly accurate idea of
the minimum runoff, particularly when it covers a short period. If a
ten-year record is available, it is likely that that ten-year period may
not include a long-term minimum. Compared with river flows, rain ~11 record generally covers a much longer period, and an analysis of the longer
record of rainfall will indicate the order of minimum runof f that should
be taken into consideration in the formulation oia weir or barrage project.
Second, it is necessary to determine the m.aximum flood intensity that is
likely to pass over the weir or the barrage, so that the structure could
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be designed to withstand the passage of this flood. The length of the
overflow section and the nature and extent of protection works, both
upstream and downstream, are also influenced by the maximum possible
flood intensity. As in the case of runoff volumes, an analysis of values of rainfall intensities in a river basin provides the basis for deriving the design flood intensity.
Design of dams and reservoirs

-

---------

When a reservoir is to be designed, one of the first questions that an
engineer has to answer is how big the reservoir should be. This depends
on long-term variations of annual and seasonal runoff volumes which have
to be derived from corresponding rainfall values, in the absence of direct observational data on river flows. The capacity of a reservoir
which in turn determines the height and cost of a dam has to be so fixed
that the excess flow in years of surplus can be utilized in years of
deficit. An analysis of mean precipitation over a river basin, monthly
and annual, over a long period, thus constitutes an important phase
in the design of reservoir storage capacity.
In all storage reservoirs, it is necessary that adequate arrangements
be made for discharging or surplusing flood waters in excess of what can
be absorbed within the reservoir at the time that such a flood impinges
on it. If the reservoir is full when a big flood occurs, the flood will
have to be passed down without any moderating influence on it by the
reservoir. If, on the other hand, a reservoir is empty when a big flood
impinges on it, part of it will be absorbed and only the remainder will
be passed down the spillway. The derivation of the flood for which a
spillway should be designed is dependent on the features of the storm
that would cause such a flood, the latter being called the design storm.
A number of techniques have been evolved in the recent past for the derivation of the design storm and the resulting design flood which is one
of the most important aspects in reservoir design with a vital bearing
not only on stability and safety, but also on the economics of a major
water development project.
There is yet another problem of importance associated with the design
of dams, namely, the determination of free-board. The extent of the
free-board is to be based on wave heights that can be generated on the
reservoir, which are computed on the basis of wind speeds expected to
be operative over the lake. Observations of wind speeds and directions
on and around the lake, either natural or artificial, thus influence the
design of dams and reservoirs.

Apart from the role of meteorology in the planning and design of water
development projects, meteorological information and forecasts are indispensable in the period of construction of dams and reservoirs. The
construction period varies, depending on the magnitude of the project
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but invariably covers long periods from four to sometimes even ten years.
In this period, the natural flaw of the river has to be diverted and
coffer dams have to be built both upstream and downstream so as to protect the work site from inundation. Meteorological forecasts of rain
above the dam site, and the corresponding river flows and water stages
anticipated as a result, are of inestimable value in planning the various
phases of construction and ensuring protection to costly equipment.
Besides information on rainfall, observations on tem.perature and humidity
provide valuable information of relevance to operations involving concreting in mass and in the experimentation with a variety of mixes of
concrete, usually undertaken in the design and selection of concrete
mix for use on various components of a construction project.

In the case of projects which are already completed or about to be completed, it is essential that specific rules for the control of the reservoirs should be laid down to ensure the fulfilment of the objectives for '
which the projects were earlier de$igned and constructed. These reservoir regulation procedures take into account the rainfall patterns occurring in the drainage area above the dams, the conversion of the rainfalls into river flows which in turn affect the reservoir water levels,
and the flows that should be released over the spillways and through the
sluices i>r irrigation and through the turbines for power generation.
Meteorologists, hydrologists and engineers have to work in close co-operation in organizing reservoir regulation procedures. The operation of
the raingauge network above the control point, the collection and transmission of rainfall data in the catchment above and the issuance of forecasts of rainfall based thereon are the responsibility o the meteorologist;
the conversion of this information into volumes and intensities
of river flow is attended to by the hydrologist; whereas utilizing this
information, controlling the river flow, regulating the releases and
operating the dam become the responsibility of the dam engineer.
Augmentation of the meteorological network, conversion of rain into flows
and instituting arrangements for forecasting also become necessary in
the regulation of natural lakes, as with man-made reservoirs. The case of
Lake Victoria behind the Owen Falls Dam provides an interesting example.
When the Owen Falls Dam was conceived as a run-of-the-river project, designed and completed in 1954, the hydrology of the project was based on
the data of stream flows of the Victoria Nile in the river reach. But
when the problem of regulating the Lake had to be considered, it became
necessary to make a start with the meteorology over the lake -- the
extent of rainfall over the lake, the amount of lake evaporation, etc. -so as to develop a broad and reliable picture of the entire water balance of the lake to serve as the basis of sound regulation procedures.
It will be pertinent to mention in this connexion an example of an important project which has recently been taken up for organizing research
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and planning in the interest of the development of the resources of
Lake Nasser behind the High Aswan Damo In the meteorological sector of
this project are included: organization of agrometeorological observations and recording of observations, installation of micrometeorological
observatories with a view to the development of fisheries, and studies
on the interrelation between environmental factors and evaporation losses from the lake ..
River and flood forecasting
Extensive disasters caused by unprecedented floods have often spurred
nation-wide interest in meteorological studies and investigations as an integral part
of arrangements for river and flood forecasting in several countries.
Heavy flood damage in a succession of years in various river basins of
the U.S.A. culminated in ever-increasing involvement of the U.S~ Weather Bureau in
studies intimately connected with water resources development activities and in the
assignment to it of natio9al responsibility in the fields of river and flood forecasting o It is estimated~6J that the saving attributable to the U.S. Weather Bureau
Flood Warning Service exceeds US $30 million a year and the annual losses from floods
would be at least ten per cent greater if the Weather Bureau did not issue flood warnings. In Canada, the loss of life and the tremendous flood damage caused by hurricane "Hazel" in 1954 led to the first concerted and continuing efforts in hydrometeorology to be undertaken in that country. The extensive damage caused by the unprecedented floods of 1954 in India similarly led to the establishment of a wide organizational network in India of agencies with specific responsibilities for river and
flood forecasting. The national Meteorological Services in Australia and the U.S.SeRe
have facilities for river and flood forecasting, for which they ore responsiblee
Drainage
Drainage should be divided into two categories, namely, eurural" and
"urban". Rural, or agricultural, drainage refers to the drainage of surplus rainfall
from either cultivated or irrigated areas, or areas which are otherwise of potential
agricultural value. This involves the design and construction of a network of drainage canals, big and small, laterals and sub-laterals, which drain excess water and
ultimately lead it into a natural drainage systemo A study of high rainfall intensities over short durations, and the frequencies of such occurrences, forms the basis of
design of an efficient drainage system. Such studies are essential in reclamation of
swamps or waterlogged areas.
Urban drainage involves the design and construction of innumerable small
structures of a variety of categories~ Storm sewer systems for leading storm runoff
from urban or municipal areas are designed on assumed rates of heavy precipitation in
short intervals of time. To serve as the basis for rational design of municipal water
supply and urban drainage, high-density precipitation recording-gauge networks often
become necessary, such as those recently installed in the cities of Kampala and Nairobi
in East Africa. There is the problem of ensuring drainage of small areas like airports, in relation to which measurement of storm rainfall intensities becomes necessary.
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The hydrology of small catchments has been receiving attention in recent
times, particularly in relation to the design of a number of small culverts on road
and rail embankments. The design of such small culverts and bridges has so far been
based on empirical equations, but obviously such an approach is being considered less
and less adequate.
A more rational approach to the problem brings us to the determination
of the values of rainfall intensities over small areas during short intervals of time,
making a frequency analysis on a generalized basis for meteorologically homogeneous
areas. The economic importance of this problem can be gauged by the fact that: "it
is estimated(2) that about 10 billion dollars is spent each year in the United States
on structures, designed on the basis of rainfall data. The expenditure figure for
Canada is probably 500 to 700 million dollars." To the extent that the road and rail
networks are expanded on the African continent in the time to come, the importance of
the study of rainfall intensities over small areas will correspondingly increase.
Water balance of lakes
Determination of the water balance of natural lakes has many advantages.
The variations in the water levels of lakes reflect the cumulative effect of the interaction of the lake and its influencing environment, just as river runoff represents
the total effect of various catchment characteristics on incident rainfall. Large
lakes, such as abound on the African continent, exercise a complicated influence on,
and in turn are influenced by, the atmospheric environment which surrounds them. Measurement of rainfall over large lakes poses some peculiar problems which are not met
with in organizing raingauge networks on land areas. Measurement of evaporation from
large lakes presents distinctly difficult problems. The determination of the water
balance of natural lakes should be considered as the first step in the efforts directed
towards the eventual exploitation of the water wealth they represent. Concepts of
systematic trends in the rise and fall of lake levels, possible correlations of such
cyclic trends with sunspot cycles and other similar questions have often engaged the
attention not only of research workers in the concerned scientific disciplines, but
of administrators and the general public. A rational and scientific approach to the
consideration of such questions inevitably leads one to the realm of meteorological
information which is the basic cause of such changes.
Design of lake structures
Wind effects on lake levels and the regime of variations in water levels
in different parts of a lake are of interest in the design of a variety of lake structures, such as intakes for water supply schemes, sewage effluents and a number of
harbour and shore protection works. When unprecedented lake levels were registered
in 1964 at various points on Lake Victoria, a number of shore installations belonging
to the East African Railways and Harbours were damaged.
The water level in Lake Victoria in May 1964 was about one-and-a-half
metres higher than the previous highest on record (January 1917) and the discharge
in the Victoria Nile in 1964 was almost twice as much as in 19170 This underlines the
importance of long-term recordsof water levels and river flows. The meteorological
factors that were responsible for the unprecedentedly high -levels registered in 1964,
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the possibility of even these levels being exceeded, and questions related to the possibility of evolving long-range forecasts of Lake Victoria levels (5) all come up as
a result of the unusual rains experienced in the period from 1961 to 1964. An examination of the water levels around various installations on Lake Victoria, undertaken
in 1948 prior to the construction of the Owen Falls Dam, showed that the levels at
the eastern end as registered on the Kenya shore at Kisumu were always higher than
on the western shore. In fact, even the daily range of variation of the levels at
Kisumu appears to be as much as 30 cm, which should be considered high, in view of
the fact that this would represent as large a volume of water as over 20 milliard m3.
On Lake Erie, the water supply at the eastern end is known to rise as much as 8 ft
from its normal level, if strong winds blow from the west-south-west along the length
of the lake (2). The influence of pressure, rain, wind and other meteorological elements on lake levels is thus of considerable interest in the design of lake structures.
Example

the hydrometeorological survey of Lakes Victoria, Kioga and Albert

The Project for the Hydrometeorological Survey of Lakes Victoria, Kioga
and Albert is a good example of intensive, basic, systematic and comprehensive investigations into the meteorological and hydrological characteristics of an extensive
area in the three countries of Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania. Lake Victoria has a surface area of about 67,000 km2 and is second only to Lake Superior. In fact, the coastline of Lake Victoria is slightly longer than that of Lake Superior, underlining the
fact that it is more indented. Nevertheless, it is relatively shallow with a maximum
point depth of about 80 m and an average ranging from 40 to 50 m. Lakes Kioga and
Albert downstream have areas of 3,600 km2 and 5,300 km2 respectively. The area of
the catchment as a whole is approximately 378,000 km 2 , of which approximately 325,000km2
are in the aforementioned three countries. The remaining portion of the catchment
area lies in Rwanda, Burundi and the Congo. The White Nile, fed and regulated by these
lakes, flows out of Uganda into the Sudan and thence, after being joined by the Blue
Nile, i~to the United Arab Republic.
Although lake-level observations are available around select locations
from about the beginning of this century, as well as streamf low data on the tributaries that feed the lake and the Victoria Nile that flows out of it, it has not been
possible to evolve a fairly satisfactory water balance of the lake in a quantitative
manner. Considering the expanse of the lake, the determination of the precipitation
and evaporation over it is very important; a variation of one centimetre depth of
water over the lake is equal to as much as 700 million m3 of water. With regard to
the streamflow measurements, it is estimated that streams draining 35 per cent of the
land area of the Victoria catchment were earlier gauged (or 58 per cent of the estimated total surface inflow). While it is not possible to measure the inflow from each
and every small tributary, it is contemplated that proposed additions to the stream
discharge network will increase the gauged area to about 90 per cent of the total.
The project, which has been undertaken by the Governments of Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania, Sudan and the U.A.R., is assisted by the United Nations Development
Programme and the World Meteorological Organization which is the Executing Agency.
The major objective of the project is the collection and analysis of
hydrometeorological data of the catchments of the lake in order to study the water
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balance of the Upper Nile. The data collected and the study are expected to assist
the countries in the planning of the water conservation and development, and to provide the groundwork for intergovernmental co-operation in the storage, regulation and
use of the Nile.
The project is designed to last five years. Arrangements are being initiated for the systematic publication of data and it is anticipated that the participating governments will continue the data collection programme for at least another
five years after the completion of the UNDP/WMO-assisted project.
It is of interest to note in this connexion that the development of the
meteorological network in the countries of Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania originated with
the necessity for serving the interest of the development of aviation. Subsequently,
meteorological observations and studies were conducted by interested agencies to serve
the needs of agriculture, to aid in the production of such important agricultural commodities as cotton, coffee and tea. The increased emphasis on the need for the development of wat~r resources in these countries has necessitated an examination of the
available meteorological network with a view to assessing its adequacy to serve the
needs of water development. In consequence, it has become necessary to study the
distribution of the existing raingauge network, not in relation to the countries or
administrative divisions within each country, but in relation to the individual river
basins comprising the project area. Estimates of !ainfall over the lake and over the
individual catchments and an appraisal of the variations of evaporation and evapotranspiration have assumed added importance for a study of the water balance of the
lake and other potentialities for its regulation. Thus the project has become a
good example of the interrelation between meteorology, engineering hydrology and
water resources development technology.
The following specific tasks are assigned to the project:

(a)

Setting up of additional data-collecting stations (24 hydrometeorological,
156 rainfall, 67 hydrological and 14 lake-level recording), and upgrading of some of the existing stations, in order to complete an adequate
network from which basic hydrometeorological data can be collected and
analysed;

(b)

Establishment of seven small index catchments for intensive studies of
rainfall-runoff relationships for application to other parts of the
catchment areas;

(c)

Aerial photography and ground survey of those sections of the lake shore
areas which are flat and which will be most subject to change with variations in the levels of the lake; a hydrographic survey of Lake Kioga;

(d)

Analysis and interpretation of data collected;

(e)

Training of staff of the participating governements in hydrometeorological work.
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Practical benefits of hydrometeorological surveys
The practical benefits of hydrometeorological surveys of catchment areas
of rivers and lakes such as the one described above may be summarized in a general way
as described below:

(a)

The surveys result in an overall appraisal of the extent of water resources available in a river basin or in a lake to facilitate the consideration of measures needed for their exploitation i n t he i nterests of
economic development;

(b)

They provide the basis for the formulation of specific schemes to promote
the development of irrigation, hydro-power, flood control and other
water uses, either singly or as components of integrated multiple-purpose water development;

(c)

They facilitate the formulation of specific procedures for the operation
of completed projects and regulation of either artificial or natural
lakes;

(d)

They provide the basic information necessary for the design of cross
drainage works in long lines of road, rail and canal embankments;

(e)

Where flood damage has to be prevented or lessened, they aid in facilitating the evolution of suitable river- and flood-forecasting procedures.

Conclusion
Meteorology has grown up in times gone by under the impact of the needs
of aviation. The vast strides that have taken place in the field of aviation during
the two wars led to considerable attention to meteorological data collection and processing in the interests of aviation forecasting, both civil and military. The development of agricultural meteorology, that is, meteorology in the service of general
agriculture, is relatively recent. The recognition of the role of meteorology in the
development of water resources leading to the emergence of the subject of hydrometeorology is still more recent. There are very few national Meteorological Services in
the world which provide for this work on the same scale and scope as they cater for
other applications of meteorology. The sp e cial emphasis on water resource development
in the plans for the economic development of the developing countries is stimulating
great interest in the scope and potentialities of the subject of hydrometeorology.
Several hydrological parameters and mathematical relations expressing
their interrelation have long been, and are still, empirical in approach. The criteria for the design of hydraulic structures have remained, and even now to some
extent remain, arbitrary. In the absence of adequate comprehension of the nature
of important hydrological and hydraulic phenomena, design criteria have naturally tended to err too much on the side of safety to escape the risk of failure. The application of meteorology to the understanding and solution of problems of hydrology and
hydraulics has helped the growth from empiricism into rationalism. There are even
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now important gaps in our understanding of several hydrological phenomena and there
is great need, in Africa as elsewhere in the world, to extend the frontiers of the
knowledge of meteorology to help in a more rational and complete understanding of
hydrological problems related to the development of water resources of rivers and lakes.
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APPLICATION OF METEOROLOGY TO TRANSPORT
I

.

METEOROLOGY AND TRANSPORT
by D. J. Borgman

A modern state supports a Meteorological Service which maintai ns climatological station networks, synoptic station networks, climatological services and
forecasting services. The cost of these and the cost of developing the Service should
be justified by a favourable cost/benefit ratio. This paper attempts to illustrate
' the benefit to land and water transportation of the climatological side in the planning and design phases and the forecasting side in the day-to-day operat i al phase.

A few selected examples are chosen for detailed study although a summarized tabulation is included {table) showing the relationship of the various climatic and weather elements with the planning and operational phases of different land
and water transport methods.
Bridge design
The first example comes from the planning stage of land transportation
and concerns the design of a rail (or road) bridge. A bridge is designed to cope
with a certain volume of water. When this volume is exceeded, the bridge becomes
inundated and usually collapses. It is self-evident that, in a particular catchment,
the l arge r t ~e volume of flood to be coped with, the larger and more expensive must
be the bridge .
The floods can of cou r~a be measured as a hydrological observation but
this is much too expensive to do for every stream and small catchment. By using the
runoff characteristics of the terrain and the area of the catchment it is possible to
calculate the flood values from rainfall data. This is a most common method when
rainfall data are available. If the rainfall data extend bock in time for a sufficient number of years, certainly not less than ten years, the statistical techniques
of extreme values can be used to obtain the return periods of different values of
maximum rainfall. The return period is the average time in whic h a particular val ue
will be equalled or exceeded once.
Therefore, from adequate rainfall data it is possible to determine the
return periods of different values of rainfall and hence of floods. The cost of the
various designs to withstand the floods at the different return periods con thus be
ascertained. It is then possible to make decisions on the most economic course.
For example, if a bridge designed to withstand the 5-year flood costs X
money units and to withstand the 10-year flood costs 3 X units, then it would appear
the best economic course to build a 5-year bridge and, on the average, replace it
twice in a 10-year period as against once for the 10-yeor design. On the other hand,
should the 10-year bridge cost l 1/2 X then it is better long-term policy to build

INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS
ON TRANSPORT PLANNING AND OPERATIONS
l.
METEOROLOGICAL/
CLIMATOLOGICAL
ELEMENT
RAINFALL

tI

LAND TRANSPORTATION

PLANNING

OPERATION

.)

PLANNING

(a) In consideration with
(a) Medium- or long-range
material type, the anforecasts, even of a
nual and seasonal rainstatistical nature,
fall can be used to aspermit road authorities
sess the length of time
to position men and
a road may be impassable.
material for repair
The cost of making and
purposes.
maintaining an allweather surf ace can be
compared with the cost
of the same for an unmade-up road plus the
cost to the community
of the loss of communication.

(a) Seasonal rainfall totals
con be used together with
stream-flow data to determine the requirement for
bridges and culverts on
low portion of the track.

(b) Seasonal rainfall totals (b) Short-term forecasts of
can be used together
flood conditions may
with stream-flow data to
permit of emer9ency
determine the length of
measures to safeguard
time a road is impassable
bridges.
at seasonal fords. The
cost of bridging can be
compared with the cost of
the ford plus cost to the
community from loss of
communication.

(b) As ROAD .£•

(c) Seasonal rainfall data
can be used in determining the time of year
at which construction
is most effective.

(c) As ROAD ~·

(c) Short-term forecasts
con assist hauliers to
get the most efficient
use from their transport by avoiding the
time and place of
heavy rain
(i)

and thus reducing
the accident risk;

(ii)

thus avoiding
boggy roods with
risk of heavy delay and undue fuel
consumption in
low gear;

(iii) attendant risk of
load spoilage.

OPERATION

(c) As ROAD c
(iii). -

.,

APPLICATION OF METEOROLOGY TO TRANSPORT
TABLE
l.
METEOROLOGICAL/
CLIMATOLOGICAL
ELEMENT

RAINFALL
(contd:)

LAND TRANSPORT AT ION
RAIL
OPERATION

(d) Short-term forecasts
con assist the generol public in planning travel at nonrainy periods.

(e)
(e) Rainfall/time relations
together with river flood
data and return period
values can be used for
bridge and culvert design.
Again any apparent saving
from cheap short return
period/low flood construetions renewed frequently
as against very expensive
long return period/high
flood designs should be
studied in relation to
the loss of communication
and/or temporary repairs.

(f) Rainfall statistics
permit road construetars to plan their
cctivitie.s mcr~
e.Hicie1,l:ly.

TEMPERATURE
-(RADIATION)

(contd.)

ROAD
PLANNING

(d) Rainfall intensity/time
relations con be used
for determining the copocity of rood drainage
systems, particularly
in urban areas. Return
period values of different rainfall/time
relations con be used
to permit of the comporison of costs of
drainage system for the
different capacities.
Any apparent saving
from accepting short
return period/low
capacity systems should
be compared to community costs from flooding.

(a) Permit the planner to
assess the rood surface
temperature and to use
the appropriate sealing
material.
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PLANNING

(d) As ROAD

~·

OPERATION

(d) As ROAD ~
but for
railway
track
engineers.

Short-term forecasts
permit road controctors to plan the use
of men and material
most efficiently.

(e)

(e)

(f) Short-term forecasts
and warning service can
alert large town bus
operators of impending
rain which is accompanied by a sharp increase
in demand particularly
at rush hours. Extra
services can be organized.

( f)

( f)

(a) Short-term forecasts in
places of variation permit hauliers to use an
appropriate vehicle.

(a) Permit the planner to
assess the diurnal expension and contraction stress in track
and metal bridges.

(a) Short-term
forecasts in
places of
big temperature variotion permit
comptrollers
to use oppropriote
rolling
stock for
perishables.
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TABLE
1.
METEOROLOGICAL/
CLIMATOLOGICAL
~
TEMPERATURE
(RADIATION)
(contd.)

(contd.)

LAND TRANSPORTATION
RAIL

ROAD
PLANNING

OPERATION

PLANNING

OPERATION

(b) Temperature/rad i ation
(b)
statistics permit hauliers
to plan movement of per i shobles at best season
or time of day. They also
indicate any requirement
for air-conditioning.

(b) Permit the planner to
order appropriate rolling
stock fo r carriage of
various types of he6tsensi tive goods .

(b)

(c) As RAIL o but onl y for
bridges,

( c)

(c)

(c)

(o) Mean wind strengths and
gust values ore required
in connexion with the
design of bridges. Return period values of
high speeds con be used
in studies of construction costs at the different levels. Anv apparent saving from using
cheap short return/low
wind speed con s tructions
renewed frequently as
against very expensive
long re t urn period/high
wind speed constructions
should be studied in
relation to the cost to
the community in le..;~ cf
communication and/or
temporary repair.

(o) Short-term forecasts
and warning service
enable the road
authorities to be
prepa r ed for clearance
operatio ns from fallen
trees.

(a) As ROAD a but for all roilway buildings as well as
bridges.

(o) Short-term
forecasts
and warning
services
enable co mptrollers to
clear exposed stretches
of line of
rolling
stock that
might otherwise be
damaged .

(b)

(b)

(b)

(b) Short-term
forecasts
enable repair gangs
to be
alerted at
appropriate
places.

(a) As ROAD~·

(a) Short-term
forecasts
and warning
service permi t compt rollers taking
remedial
action to
reduce the
effect of
unavoidable
slow runnin9.

(a) In initial route pl anning, (a) Short-term forecasts of
areas susceptible to
widespread or persistent
frequent fog should be
fog permit the rood
circumvented if possible,
users to avoid the time
otherwise the rood beond place, increasing
comes more occidentsafety and economy.
prone and a slower artery
of communication,

'.

TABLE
2.
COASTAL LAKE
PLANNING

ELEMENT

WIND/WAVE

(a) Seasonal studies of
wind/wove values
together with water
and air temperatures
may help long-term
planning of extended
fishing voyages.

WATER
TEMPERATURE
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APPLICATION OF METEOROLOGY TO TRANSPORT
(contd.)

WATER TRANSPORTATION

FISHING
PLANNING

OPERATION

OPERAl ION

(a) Medium and short-term
forecast and warning
service of severe
storms is a necessity
in preserving the
safety of men and equipment.

(a) As COASTAL

(a) Short- and medium-term
forecasts of wind and
waves con be useful in
picking routes to give
the easiest passage.
Saving in time and fuel
is obtained, there is
a reduction in risk of
cargo damage and on increase in passenger/
crew comfort. For fishing vessels the value
includes the ability to
choose the best area
and to go direct, saving
time and fuel and increasing the chance of
a good catch.

(a) Medium/longrange forecosts of wind
and waves under
storm force
permits of
ocean route;,,9
techniqves
being used

(a) Reports of water temperature and forecasts of
changes help in the
choice of fishing areas ,
ensuring direct passage
wit h time and fuel saving, plus the increased
chance of larger catch.

a.

wil:h 'orise't"'ent

saving in time
and fuel plus
the reducticn
of risk: to
cargo and l:hli
increase in
comfort ta
possen9e-r.,
c.nd crew.
(a) Climatological statistics
of water and air temperatures permit of rational
planning for different
types of cargo stowage.

(a) As COASTAL
b.

(b) Knowledge of the forecast
water temperature in conjunction with forecast air
temperature and humidity
allows the forecasting of
sweating in the cargo stowage and permits decision
to be mode on ventilation
action. Careful application of this knowledge con
prevent or reduce damage
to cargo.
AIR TEMPERATURE
AND HUMIDITY

(a) See WATER TEMPERATURE b.

(a) See WATER
TEMPERATURE
a.

(b) Forecasts of air temperature together with water
temperature odds another
piece of information for
the f ishermon in determining a fishing ground
to visit.
River transportation conditions ore seldom so severe as for the above
group. Most important is the forecasting of rainfall in relation to
flooding as a hazard to safe navigation.
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TABLE
3.

(contd.)

AIRFIELDS/AIRPORTS
PLANNING

(a) At least five years of record with otleast 8
evenly spaced observations/day is recommended
in ICAO Annex 14 as being needed for the purpose
of determining runway alignment and total number
of runways required. Construction of unnecessary
runways is wasteful; equally, inadequate runways
in number and direction may cause the airfield
not to be utilized fully, with loss of revenue
plus the cost to airline operators of diversions
and the public from loss of communication.
(b) Statistics of high wind speeds ore necessary for
the design of large hangers.

TEMPERATURE

(a) Temperature records are required for the purpose
of determining the reference temperature and the
corrected length of the runway. Guesses would
either result in overestimating and wasting money
on unnecessary runway length or in underestimating
and having too short a runway with economic and
safety penalties being imposed on operators.

VISIBILITY

(a) Visibility records ore required for study before
a decision is made to build an airport. A
selection made without this study may result in
an aerodrome with a high incidence of poor
visibility compared with other possible sites.
This will lead either to requirements for capitol
expendit~re
on extra navigational aids and/or
financial losses from diversions or closure.

LOW CLOUD

{a) A study is required for similar reasons
under VISIBILITY.

RAINFALL

{a) For small airfields annual and seasonal rainfall
in conjunction with the surface material type can
indicate the length of time on airfield would be
unusable. The cost of making all-weather surfacing con be compared with the cost of on unmodeup oirf ield plus the cost of seasonal repair and
the cost to the public from loss of communication.

01

given

(b) As ROAD .£•
(c) As ROAD d but for airfield drainage. The costs
caused by flooding include the costs of diversion
or closure.

*
*

*
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TABLE
4.
ELEMENT

(contd.)

HARBOURS

PLANNING

WIND/WAVE

,9PE:RATION

(a) Wind/wave statistics are most
important in designing a harbour,
particularly if it is an artificial harbour.

(a) Short-term forecasts of wind/waves
assist the harbour management in
planning ship and lighter movements.

A bad design will be costly
because of alterations.
(b) Statistics of wind speed and
return periods are required in
the design of large sheds.

(a) As COASTAL

~·
'\

.,

..

WATER AND AIR
TEMPERATURE

RAINFALL

(a) As COASTAL ~·

(a) Annual and seasonal totals
are required to assess risks
of outside storage at various
times of the year.

(a) Short-term forecasts of rain
occurrence can be most valuable
in allowing cargo hatches to be
covered and dock sides cleared
of items susceptible to rain
spoilage. Together with clearance
forecasts can assist cargo-handling
management to plan staff for indoor
or outdoor work.

'.

.'

*

.,.

'I

*

*
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the 10-year design. Consideration of costs at this level may be fairly sound economics for the engineer with limited capital and maintenance funds, but it is not the
full picture as viewed from the standpoint of the national economy.
A bridge is part of a communications chain and a break in this will
cause a loss of revenue to the rail (or road) operators for the duration of the dislocation. Various authorities, including the government, may be put to considerable
expense to provide alleviative action, such as a temporary ferry. Members of the
public affected may also suffer from financial loss as a result of the disruption;
for example, markets for produce may be missed. Thus in considering the economy of
bridge design, all these points should be given due weight and may change the simple
picture quite considerably.
In the graph,maximum 24-hour rainfall over a typical tropical catchment
is shown against the return period. Return periods of 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20 years are
chosen for study and the maximum catchment discharges computed. These are then plotted against the cost of the bridge that just fails at those floods (Curve A).
Period of design
2-year
5-year
10-year
15-year
20-year

return
return
return
return
return

period
period
period
period
period

Cost

Averaae cost
over 20 ~ears

10,000
32,000
80,000
135,000
200,000

100,000
128,000
160,000
185,000
200,000

It is assumed that the period of disruption, i.e. of repair or replacement, increases with the cost of the structure and is 4, 6, 12 and 16 weeks respectively. The value of profit lost and cost to the authorities is assumed as 3,000
money units a week. The planning data now become:
Period of design
2-year
5-year
10-year
15-year
20-year

return
return
return
return
return

period
period
period
period
period

Cost
22,000
50,000
104,000
171,000
248,000

Avera~e

over 20

cost
~ears

220,000
200,000
208,000
228,000
248,000

Thus it is seen that under these circumstances the 5-year design is the
most economic.
It is further assumed that the loss to the community in terms of the
national economy is 2,000 a week. This permits a total cost curve (Curve B) to be
plotted against the flood return periods.
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Period of design
2-year
5-year
10-year
15-year
20-year

return
return
return
return
return

period
period
period
period
period

Cost

Averaae cost
over 20 ~ears

30,000
62,000
120,000
195,000
280,000

300,000
248,000
240,000
260,000
280,000

Under these conditions the 10-year bridge becomes the most economic.
The point behind all this arithmetic is simple. This planning exercise
with its obvious importance to the national economy could not be carried out without
there being adequate rainfall data covering back over a decade or more. It is too
late to put in climatic networks at the same time as other developments are begun.
These networks must be invested in at the earliest possible date.
Forecasts for shipping
The second example concerns the use of the forecast service by maritime
interests. A storm warning service with the safety of lives and ships at stake is a
very obvious benefit and will not be enlarged upon. What is less obvious is the economic benefit that can be derived from the provision of good short- or medium-term
forecasts of wind and waves.
A ship steaming between two places will have an optimum route that permits the passage in the least time and with the least fuel used. This route will
avoid or skirt the edges of areas with adverse winds and high waves that slow the
ship down and cause the engine to be operated at non-optimum fuel consumption. On
the North Atlantic some shipping companies consider that by using ship routeing techniques based on meteorological forecasts they can save $3,000 a voyage on fuel costs.
Also, by avoiding rough conditions, the risk of cargo damage is reduced.
The technique is still in its -early days and so far shows the best results for long intercontinental voyages. For coastal vessels the benefit is still
there in only small amounts for each voyage but, accumulated over several vessels and
a long period, can become substantial. Perhaps the greatest value to short-voyage
shipping comes from the avoidance of rough areas where the risk of damage to cargo
would be greater.
Deep sea fishing can also benefit from the forecasts by the ability to
select the fishing areas with best weather and then to get there by the quickest
routes. This saving in time from the old "go and look" method can be devoted to
fishing, resulting in enhanced catches.
Airfield design
The third example comes from the land and is related to the design of
airfields. An airfield needs runways and these have to be aligned so that 95 per
cent of the time there is a runway that can be used with less than a given amount of
cross-wind component. Without adequate wind records it is not possible to produce an
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airfield with correctly aligned runways; over- or under-design is likely.
sign will waste money by building unnecessary runways, under-design will
money because of limitations on operations.
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Runway lengths depend on temperature; again there will be either overor under-design unless adequate records exist. Over-design will mean wasting money
on extra unnecessary length, under-design will place restrictions on the operation of
aircraft with consequent economic loss. Rainfall data are required for drainage design; a flooded airfield results in closure and diversions with economic loss from
loss of landing fee revenue, increased operating costs for the airlines and losses
sustained by the public from loss of amenity. In the case of small airfields there
is often a problem of sealing an unmade-up runway or not; the study of rainfall data
together with the soil specifications, etc., will permit statistical forecasts of how
long an unmade-up runway would remain unserviceable in the rainy season. The cost of
repair, loss of revenue from landing fees, loss of revenue from ticket sales to the
national airline and loss of amenity can be compared to the cost of bitumen sealing.
Rainfall statistics are also useful in planning construction and repair schedules at
non-rainy times.
At airport sites for fairly busy usage there should be visibility and
low-cloud data for appraisal. It would be folly to build in a fog hollow or where
persistent low stratus exists because of the cost of providing special aids to alleviate the problem as well as the financial losses from aircraft diversion.
Road haulage
Finally, just a short look at how forecasting services can help a roadhaulage operation. This may be forward-looking, but the day of long-distance roadhaulage fleets has arrived in many countries. The use of accurate forecasts and
warning services can increase the efficiency of operation. Forecasts of the rainy
areas and times permit the route and time of journey to be selected. This may reduce
the loss of time caused by muddy roads as well as reducing the fuel consumption from
the associated low-gear work. It will also reduce the accident risk by avoidance of
wet areas with poor visibility and slippery roads. The operator can also arrange
that if wet conditions are unavoidable the necessary protection is provided for loads
that might suffer from rain.
Equally, temperature forecasts may help the operator to select appropriate vehicles for different temperature-sensitive loads.
Winds of storm strength bring down trees and block roads. Storm warning
services permit the operator to keep clear of these areas. In areas subject to persistent fogs a similar fog warning service allows the operator to plan the journey so
that fog areas and times are avoided. In both of these cases avoidance also reduces
accident risks as well as permitting more economic operation.
Conclusion
It is felt that these examples show that for a developing country it is
vital to hove an adequate background of climatic data for planning purposes and that
the network should precede the demands by several years. As developments become realities it is equally necessary to have an accurate forecasting service in order to get
those extra percentages out of the operation as profits and not as losses.

METEOROLOGY AND CIVIL AVIATION
by B. L Bede!

In the early days of aviation, flying was an extremely weather-sensitive
activity. One may wonder, however, whether technical advances in aircraft design and
construction and the introduction of increasingly accurate navigational aids - especially landing aids-- are not going to render meteorological assistance to aviation
progressively less essential. Alternatively, or in addition, we may have to consider
whether the application of new working methods to aeronautical meteorology in Africa
could not lessen the efforts imposed on Meteorological Services to meet aeronautical
requirements.
Aeronautical meteorology has several characteristics which are different
from the other applications of meteorology. First of all, aeronautical requirements
, are rapidly changing and Meteorological Services have to adapt themselves, sometimes
at relatively short notice, to these changes. One may recall their rapid transition
from the DC-3 age to the current generation of jet aircraft. Now the first supersonic commercial aircraft are being flight-tested but DC-3 and similar piston-engined
aircraft are still in operation. In parallel with the introduction of new aircraft,
we are witnessing the introduction of improved landing aids which, while permitting a
safe landing in poor or even very bad weather conditions, require that the pilot-incommand be provided more rapidly with more , accurate information on the weather conditions his aircraft will encounter during the final phases of its flight.
In several other 'fields of application of meteorology, the customer is
frequently not fully aware of the specialized services that the Meteorological Services are able and anxious to provide. In aeronautical meteorology, on the contrary,
minimum requirements which have to be met all over the world and uniform procedures
and practices to meet them are jointly established by ICAO and WMO. - At its Regional
Air Navigation Meetings, ICAO establishes within this framework Regional Supplementary Procedures and what is called a Regional Plan. This plan lays down requirements
for aeronautical meteorological off ices, concerning the ground-to-ground exchanges of
operational meteorological information for pre-flight as well as in-flight meteorological assistance, and the ground-to-air dissemination of such information by means of
broadcasts called VOLMET broadcasts. On the other hand, WMO establishes technical
methods and practices for the provision of the basic meteorological data without
which aeronautical meteorological off ices could not operate. WMO also carries out
research on new scientific methods for the advancement of aeronautical meteorology.
Let us now briefly review the current implementation of the ICAO Regional
Plan in Africa.
All but one of the 28 meteorological watch offices required at
present have been implemented, but four of them operate in day-time only. Similarly,
all but one of the 44 main meteorological offices required, all the 27 dependent meteorological off ices and all the 36 supplementary meteorological off ices required are

l~
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implemented. However, several of the main and dependent meteorological offices implemented are without qualified forecasters during the night hours. Coverage of synoptic charts over the areas of operational concern is frequently inadequate due to
shortcomings in the implementation of the WMO basic synoptic networks and/or to inadequate telecommunication arrangements. It is expected that these shortcomings w.illbe
progressively eliminated through the implementation of the World Weather Watch.

With regard to exchanges of operational meteorological information, implementation is of the order of 80 per cent in respect of aerodrome forecasts, 65 per
cent in respect of SIGMET information, 60 per cent in respect of routine reports which are generally hourly reports .-and selected special reports, and only 50 per
cent in respect of aircraft observations. It is to be noted, however, that the ex.. change requirements were laid down some four years ago on the basis of foreseen aircraft operations, some of which have not materialized. Current requirements are
therefore met to higher percentages than the above figures. I should mention, however, that these exchanges, which are made via the Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network {AFTN) - also a part of the ICAO Regional Plan-- frequently suffer delays incompatible with the speed of modern aircraft-- and we are faced with the introduction of considerably faster aircraft within a few years. What should the solution be?
In some other parts of the world a special telecommunication network has
been established for operational meteorological traffic. In Europe, it is called
MOTNE: · Meteorological Operational Telecommunications Network in Europe. Maybe this
network will extend into Africa, or merge with a similar network which African States
may decide, within ICAO, to establish. This, however, is· only a remote possibility
which may have to be investigated if, after improvement in AFTN circuits and centres,
aeronautical meteorological requirements are not met.
We may now briefly review current developments in the field of aviation
and in the field of meteorology. At the end of last year, a joint ICAO/WMO meeting
was convened in Montreal to review operational requirements and procedures relating
to the approach, landing, take-off and taxiing phases of aircraft operations. The
general conclusion which may be drawn from the report of this meeting is that weather
observations at aerodromes have to be more and more -0ce~iate, frequently requiring
elaborate equipment - I am thinking of ceilometers, transmissometers, etc. - exposed
in accordance with well-defined specifications. Even new types of observations, such
as observations of the vertical wind shear in the lower layers of the atmosphere, of
the slant visual range, are required for the current generation of aircraft, but
satisfactory observing methods still have to be found. All these observations have
to be communicated more rapidly to the pilot in view of the rapid fluctuations of
certain elements, particularly in marginal meteorological conditions. Aviation is
therefore calling on further efforts from meteorological services in order to meet
its increasingly exacting requirements for aircraft operations at and near aerodromes.

~

We are now preparing another joint ICAO/WMO meeting which will be held
in Montreal in April/May 1969. We cannot foresee in detail the recommendations which
will be made but we can, I believe, forecast with a good probability of accuracy the
broad lines along which aeronautical meteorology in Africa will have to change. .
For the introduction of supersonic transport aircraft, new observations
studies have been conducted over the past few years. Without going into the
1'
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detail of the new meteorological requirements of these aircraft, we may briefly mention that new meteorological observations and forecasts will be required, particularly
in relation to the transonic phase, for the en-route phase and probably for the
final phase of the flight. This last aspect will probably coll for more accurate
short-range forecasting of weather conditions at aerodromes.
New working methods in aeronautical meteorology include the use of satellite information and of electronic computers, and centralization of services at the
national as well as at the regional level. The latter is known as the Area Forecast
System. Unlike several other parts of the world, Africa has not yet an Area Forecast
System. The advisability of establishing one was considered at the lost ICAO Regional
Air Navigation M~eting, Africa~Indiar/Ocean (Rome1 November-December 1964) and it was
agreed that this was then premature. In the light of experience gained since then in
Area Forecast Systems in other parts of the world, it is my opinion that States in
Africa will soon be prepared to consider favourably the introduction of an Area Forecast System in Africa. In this connexion, it is to be noted that they will be able
to take due account of the World Weather Watch developed by WMO so that the necessary
co-ordination is achieved and duplication of effort avoided.
Some of the advantages of centralization of forecasting services are
obvious: better use of available facilities and services, including manpower, etc.
One may therefore wonder how much savings can be achieved? Unfortunately, the answer
is: probably none. Savings in salaries are largely offset by expenses in equipment,
including telecommunication equipment. The main advantage is an improvement in the
service provided. It also contributes to alleviate shortage of trained personnel and
in that respect will be useful in Africa.
To conclude, it would appear that aviation needs more and more assistance
from meteorology. With the introduction of new working methods in meteorology, the
shortage of qualified aeronautical meteorologists in Africa will probably be less
acute, but more and more telecommunications and observation equipment is needed and,
as a consequence, the skilled personnel to maintain it.
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DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA AND
THE ORGANIZATION OF METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES

by E. A. Bernard

Energy, meteorology and development
Our technical civilization is founded on energy. The per capita consunption of energy per annum is a more significant. pointer to the stage of development of
any country than the per capita income. All production calls for an outlay of work
or energy since these two notions are equivalent physically speaking. At the starting
point of progress towards technical development, human work provided by energy from
food was alone available. The natural tendency of man was to replace his share of
the toil by animal traction which likewise depends on food. Finally, once theconquest
of energy entered into its decisive stage, the production of goods made rapid strides
by the use of machinery which converts various natural energies into useful work. All
these forms of industrial energy -- firewood, coal, hydro-electric energy -- are of
solar origin with the exception of nuclear energy, which developed countries are now
seeking to harness. It is important to observe that energy from food is likewise solar energy converted into the biochemical energy of albumins, fats and carbqhydrates
by the all-important phenomenon of green-plant photosynthesis.
The above remarks lead to the conclusion that the take-off rate of technical development relies essentially on the rate of progress in the conquest of solar
energy and on its various natural forms of fixation, which may be either biochemical
through farming and stock-raising or hydro-electric through the construction of darns.
The foregoing achieve a twofold purpose by making useful sources of energy available
for mankind. They provide electric energy for industry and human requirements and
increase considerably the amount of solar energy, fixed in vegetable and animal products, by intensive farming made possible by irrigation.
Another significant aspect of the part played by energy in development is
a more qualitative one -- the degree of its concentration for supplying productive
work. The human motor alone is by nature weak. A human community, in which everyone
spends food energy on producing this same food in the teeth of hostile nature, adds
nothing to development. The population survives in a prehistoric state. When there
is convergence, in other words the concentration of additional productive work towards
achievements of communal or national interest, human labour opens the way to development. The use of concentrated natural sources of energy (thermal or hydro-electric
power stations) greatly increases the rate of development by the chain reaction industry-farming-human welfare.
The main stages in the process of development, consequent on human success in the conquest of energy, may be set out as follows:
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The problems to be solved are: how to intensify output per acre by making the results of agronomic progress known to the rural populations;
how to concentrate requisite technical resources connected with natural
production factors (climate, soil, water), on agricultural areas, i.e.
on specific sectors with the highest earning capacity; how to diversify
production by introducing species, varieties and breeds with a high potential yield in places where the ecological requirements are consistent
with those of areas known to be suitable. The three keys to success in
the conquest of photosynthetic energy are to be found in the intensifying,
concentrating and diversifying of production on the basis of genetic and
ecophysiological knowledge.
Improving the efficiency of human work, physical and intellectual, on
the-basis-of-optimum-food-and-nutritive conditions made possible by the
modernization of agriculture, and thanks to education and training.
Increasing the income of the rural community and of the State by curtaiIIng-food-Imports-and-Increasing-exports-as-a-resuit-of-progress achieved in (a) and (b). Initial expansion of industry based on farm produce
and of trade, thanks to the higher purchasing power of the rural community for consumer goods.

(d)

Conquest of hydro-electric energy by dam-building and the development of
water-resources-based-on-scientitic knowledge of these resources. Industrial development and renewed agricultural expansion by means of irrigation. Start of the cycle of self-propagating and accelerating processes of development.

How does meteorology fit into these complex development processes based
on the notion of energy? The diagram below (Figure 1), which analyses the processes
of the two fundamental energy cycles at work in development, provides a self-explanatory answer. These two cycles, hydrological and biological, produce materials and
energy which man can use. It should be emphasized that these primary and derived
sources of energy for industry are of natural origin, i.e. free. From the viewpoint
of energy, these two cycles originate from the total solar radiation falling on the
surface of the Earth. Hydro-electric energy results from the conversion of the latent heat of evaporation into potential energy of water stored in dams and then into
kinetic energy of water falling into turbines. The biochemical energy of vegetable
and animal matter comes from light photons which break the rigid molecular links of
the atoms composing water (H 2 0) and carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) to form the endothermal molecular complexes of living matter by means of photosynthesis. Viewed from the material angle, the two cycles bring into play water from the oceans distilled by evaporation into fresh water over the continents -- the primary raw material of photosynthesis; carbon dioxide in the air, another primary raw material of the same phenomenon; mineral ions in soil and water.
The actual working of the two cycles, and thus the efficiency of their
output, are governed by a set combination of natural conditions and of human actions
which are costly in effort and material outlay. These actions aim at controlling the
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interplay of natural factors in order to intensify the useful production from the
cycles. This control requires scientific knowledge of the component phenomena and
therefore their quantitative measurement and the establishment of the laws governing
their interactions.
Now the natural conditions of useful output in both cycles are essentially meteorological. This is the decisive argument as to the role of meteorology in
the development of agricultural and water resources.
The aim of the branch of the science of meteorology which we call resources meteorology is to increase the output of energy and of useful matter f r-;;;-t'he
hydrological and biological cycles and to increase the efficiency of this output in
terms of the expenditure of human labour, by scientific knowledge of the processes
involving meteorological factors. Together with the applications of meteorology to
the safety of transport or transport meteorology, resources meteorology covers the
principal activities implied by the concept of meteorology of development.
It will be seen that these definitions cover weather forecasting aspects
(the meteorological aspects) as well as the statistical or climatological aspects of
the phenomena in question. Our scientific knowledge of atmospheric processes is in
fact based on an analysis of past phenomena, the inferring of laws of development and
the consequent possibility of forecasting probable trends over a reasonable period.
The forecasting aspects are also related to the notion of greater efficiency of operations by forecasting floods, thus saving life and property, or by forecasting renewed virulence on the part of some crop-destroying fungus, thus enabling spraying to
be done in time. Meteorologists can help to reduce the losses attributable to the
hydrometeorological or agrometeorological budgets and thus increase by the same amount
the profit of the Meteorological Service to the State.
This remark brings to light the twofold nature of the economic role of
meteorology. Natural weather forces enter into the dichotomy of good and evil. The
role of the Meteorological Service is continually to improve the economic balancesheet of the interplay of these conflicting forces, by enabling mankind to derive the
greatest possible benefit from the beneficial forces and to diminish the destructive
effects of meteorological calamities by forecasts followed by warnings and protective
measures.
In the developed countries, under the impact of the tremendous pressure
of development over several centuries, the conquest of beneficial weather processes
is more or less complete. Agriculture is well ordered and crops are adapted to the
climates of various regions. Rivers have been harnessed. Dams and hydro-electric
power stations have been built. The resul~ of this state of advancement is that
meteorological activities are directed essentially to forecasting the weather and
ensuring protection against natural calamities. It is in terms of losses avoided
that Meteorological Services justify their role in the national economy. In developing countries, on the contrary, the conquest of beneficial weather processes remains
to be undertaken -- in some cases, those responsible are completely ignorant of the
fact that these processes are among the best sources of progress afforded to them by
Nature. This is particularly true of the conquest of energy. In African countries,
which recently achieved political independence, the whole problem of agriculture calls
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for a new approach, not only as regards intensification of production but also in its
diversification. Development planners ought to ask themselves questions such as the
following: How are we to set about re-planning our agricultural production, in terms
of the potential contribution of our climatic, soil and water resources, by the introduction of high-yield species and varieties and by intensification techniques derived from agronomic research with a view to increasing the national income and
acquiring greater economic autonomy? What are our water resources? How are they
developing? And how should we develop them for agriculture, navigation and industrial
development based on hydro-electric energy? In the developing world, meteorology, the
science concerned with the development of natural resources bound up with the sun and
the atmosphere, should be a science which has to be assessed and explored; it should
deal with the harnessing of climatic resources no less than with weather forecasts.
It should be possible to assess its economic role in terms of positive benefits in the
production of goods and energy for the improvement of communal well-being.
Developed countries have virtually completed their conquest of photosynthetic energy by rationalizing agriculture. The conquest of hydro-electric energy is
nearing completion and that of nuclear energy is beginning. In developing countries,
the conquest of photosynthetic energy is in its infancy. In other words, the human
resources, whether physical or intellectual, are far from yielding their full potential with the result that a most urgent task remains to be done in the field of agriculture.
This outline of a development policy based on energy calls for comment
on the orders of magnitude of the forms of energy at work. In tropical countries, the
total solar radiation reaching the ground is about 500 calories per cm 2 for an average day of 12 hours. As 1,000 calories (1 Cal) per hour represent a power of about
1.16 watts, if follows that 500 cal/cm2 per day corresponds to about 0.05 watts/cm2.
The power of solar radiation is thus about 0.5 kW per m2 and 5,000 kW per hectare. As
the net fixation of solar energy by green plants amounts to about one per cent of the
total radiation, it follows that 100 hectares of cultivated land, pastureland
or
forestlandfixes an amount of biochemical energy equivalent to the power produced in
twelve hours by a 5,000 kW power station.
The endothermal energy stored in one gramme of dry vegetable matter corresponds to some 4,350 calories. Every gramme of cereal matter consumed as food
brings 3,400 calories to the system. It is thus easy to assess the amount of photosynthesis useful for feeding purposes and capable of producing human or animal work. An
annual output of 2,000 kg of rice per hectare covers no more than 3.5 per cent of the
photosynthetic energy fixed by the rice field. This food production thus corresponds
to the ludicrously small proportion of only 0.035 per cent of the total solar radiation.
Assuming that an 9dult at rest spends 2,400 calories a day on his normal
bodily functions, and that the amount of cereal matter required to satisfy physiological needs and to provide 1,000 additional calories for use in physical effort is
one kilogramme per man per day, it will be found that 0.2 hectares of cereal crops exposed to the sun will fix the food energy required. What is the human work potential
provided by the 1,000 extra calories? The principle of the equivalence of heat and
energy means that 1,000 calories corresponds to work of 426 kg/m (426 kg raised to a
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height of one metre against gravity). When this effort is made in 8 hours, the power
of the worker is 0.15 kW. We therefore find th~ following orders of magnitude:

(a)

The work of one million men is equivalent to the output in the same time
of a 150,000 kW power station;

(b)

In order to feed these million workers mentioned above and cater for
their energy output, an area of 200,000 hectares of food crops with the
solar energy stored by them is required.

The latter result is liable to vary considerably according to the extent
of variation in yield from the assumed value of 2,000 kg per hectare and if allowance
is made for the requisite diversification of vegetable and animal foods. If a country
has forests and tree plantations, it should be noted that the areas required to supply
t his power may be 10 to 20 times smaller. Finally, it is interesting to compare the
energy output of water for crop irrigation with that of water feeding hydro-electric
turbines. In order to make full use of beneflcial meteorological forces for agriculture, a great abundance of water is needed to maintain the hydration of vegetable
tissues under the impact of powerful evapotranspiration in tropical climates. In
semi-arid Sahelian regions, the potential evapotranspiration is about 2,400 mm per
annum. In other words, 2.4 m3 is required each year for every m2 cultivated under
irrigation -- an enormous quantity. We have calculated, for instance, that every
100,000 hectares under irrigated culture in the Senegal Valley consumes 1/10 of the
total yearly dis6harge of the river by evapotranspiration. The main limiting factor
in the conquest of photosynthetic energy in under-developed tropical regions is water.
Hence a dam is always profit earning in the long run because it enables three steps
forward to be made simultaneously and with inter-reaction on the road to development:
in intensive agriculture, in conventional energy and in transport. Assuming that
2,400 mm of irrigation water produces 5,000 kg/hectare of food matter, it will be
found that the annual gain in calories corresponds to about 2 kW/hectare, while the
power supplied by the same 24,000 m3/hectare pouring into the turbines of a power
station, after a fall of 25 m, represents only 0.2 kW/ha. If the product of the irrigated surfaces is timber, the useful energy ratio between irrigation water and water
power rises from 10 to 100.
The role of meteorology consists in helping to improve these figures on
behalf of mankind by multiplying by 1 to 10, for instance, the photosyntheti ,c output
per hectare.
Meteorology and the future of Africa
For the past two decades, Africa has been in the throes of unprecedented
political, technical and social-economic transformations. Its specific development
problems are many but two general problems prevail, namely:

(a)

lhe training at every level and in every field of men qualified to make
intensive use of natural resources; and

(b)

lhe establishment of institutions, appropriate to these new requirements,
to provide the State with the necessary structures to enable the ideals
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of development policy to be realized with competence and continuity.
Skilled workers, seasoned experts, scientific minds devising and directing development strategy are more necessary in Africa than money. The prevalent lack
of balance between human resources on the one hand and the institutional structures
needed on the other, coupled with huge and arduous problems due to scientific and
technical progress, explain why Africa is the biggest consumer of bilateral and multilateral aid per capita and why the efficacy of this aid is so low.
This observation is the more disturbing since the growth of population
in Africa is one of the highest in the world. According to United Nations statistics
and with due allowance for the forseeable average increase:(!) the population of
Africa will rise during the next 35 years from 311 million inhabitants in 1965 to
964 million in 2000 A.D. This represents an annual increase of 2.9 per cent.
The
population of developing countries will double during the next 35 years while that of
developed countries will be only 1.5 times larger. If the objective in view is to
increase fivefold the per capita income of Africans between 1965 and the turn of the
century, the national income of Africa will have to be increased tenfold in 35 years,
which imP.lies an economic development rate of 6.8 per cent as compared with the 4.6
per cent(2) generally expected. Even this latter figure seems optimistic when one
considers that the rate of development in advanced countries is between three and four
per cent. Far from discouraging the planners of African economy, this tragic result
should alert them once and for all and convince . them that the only road to salvation
is to make massive investments in men and resources in scientific and technical institutions in order to head straight for the goal and to achieve a creditable success
for development. This creditable success consists in raising the per capita income
in order to ensure the satisfaction of ever-growing needs. To catch up with the
rising curve of development in the more advanced countries is out of the question, for
centuries of creative genius, organized work and the will to forge ahead all tend to
displace the origin of the curve towards the left on the time axis and the present
stage of advancement (or legacy from the past) is irreversible. Even without catching
up with the advanced countries, this advancement will at least help the poor countries
to speed up their absolute rate of development by a greater transfer of knowledge,
technology and means of co-operationo
What supports faith in the future of Africa is the immensity of her undeveloped natural resources of climate, soil and water. The rate of development of
these resources by man is exceedingly low and could be increased tenfold. Thus in
regions where husbandry obtains a mere 500 kg of millet a year as the result of painful endeavour, a crop ten times as big could be secured by irrigation. Enormous
amounts of fresh water elude human control by evaporation in the deserts or by flowing
into the ocean without serving any useful purpose.
To summarize the foregoing outline and to draw the logical conclusions
appropriate to African Meteorological Services:

(a)

*

Development means production of wealth, i e. an outlay of human, animal or
mechanical labour for the purpose of opening up and converting natural
resources into useful commodities;
See references on page 145
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The primary sources of energy convertible into labour are meteorological.
The efficiency of the yield of useful products derived from the cycle of
living matter and the water cycle depends on the way in which mankind
takes advantage of the beneficial meteorological forces and on his suecess in taking preventive action against meteorological disasters. Atmospheric phenomena condition all human activities and control every process in the biosphere;
·y
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It is therefore impossible to promote development by the rational opening
up of natural resources without a wide appeal to meteorological knowledge
both general and applied, i.e. without the help of Meteorological Services
organized to meet the needs of development;
In Africa, where meteorological forces give rise to a high potential of
wealth but are apt to be rather severe and to vary to a great extent according to the season, national investment in Meteorological Services is
especially viable provided that the role of these Services is properly
understood, that due respect is paid to them and that their structure is
revised consistent with their main task, namely to contribute to the
development of the potentially inexhaustible natural resources which can
be harnessed thanks to meteorology.
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In view of the above arguments, African States could not do better than
to invest in their Meteorological Services provided the latter keep to their real
vocation, that they are raised to their proper rank and are re-organized so as to play
. their full role •
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Desirable organization for African Meteorological Services
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With one or two brilliant exceptions, African Meteorological Services
are in great need of expansion and re-organization, due allowance being made for requirements covered already and those that remain to be covered consistent with the
notion of meteorology of development outlined above.
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In order to grasp the present position of meteorology in Africa as reJ, vealed by national Meteorological Services as a whole, it would be necessary to re-
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trace the historical background of each Service from country to country in turn. It
would indeed be a useful and rewarding task to tell the story of meteorology in Africa.
In the absence of such a document, it is possible in schematic terms to recognize the
. ·~ ;
convergent evolution of these Services during the colonial era which began rather less
than a century ago with the first explorations of the continent. Three periods may
•,
·.
be distinguished in that lapse of time, the dividing lines being the two World Wars
which marked two turning-points in meteorological development. It is safe to say, by
' · . and large, that- African meteorology was mainly one of exploring the climatic resources
-- for obvious reasons -- during the first port of the colonial era from its origins
. '·
:· '·· up to the beginning of World War II. During and after that conflict, attention was
. • ''<
t.
deliberately directed to synoptic meteorology on behalf of civil aviation. Thus, at
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the time when African countries achieved independence and had to face the absolute
need of making full use of their natural resources, the colonial legacy left them
more often than not with a Meteorological Service incapable of doing anything useful
for national development.
A fair number of African Meteorological Services were developed on
colonial lines under the direction of the metropolitan Meteorological Service, which
decided upon priorities for action and imposed its own views of training and organization.
Two noteworthy scientific facts serve to show the divergence in the general trend of African meteorology:

(a)

The best of the work published in Africa on the meteorology of resources
was done by scientists -- climatologists, hydrologists, geographers,
agronomists, ecologists -- outside the Meteorological Services;

(b)

The inability of the Meteorological Services to satisfy the requirements
of their scientific and technical customers has led to a proliferation
of meteorological activities established for specific purposes and very
difficult to re-integrate now in the responsible national Meteorological
Service.

Problems connected with the re-organization of African Meteorological
Services may be grouped in the following categories which we propose to examine successively: the national status of the service or institutional problems; internal
organization and activities; and problems of co-ordination at national and international levels.
It should be duly emphasized that the suggestions and models which we
are about to put forward aim solely at providing a basis for critical reflection
with a view to the best specific solutions for every country concerned. We shall
endeavour to suggest organization structures rather than overall dimensions; the
latter may vary to a great extent with the size and resources of the countries in
question even when the structures remain similar. Between the powerful car of the
wealthy landowner and the modest one of a junior civil servant, there is no essential
difference between the working principle and the services rendered by the two vehicles.

An initial conclusion which should become a general rule is that every
African country ought to have a national Meteorological Service, whatever its actual
name may be, with the status of a public service. Two highly important questions now
arise: To what ministry should it be attached and at what level would it be best to
establish the institutional link between the Meteorological Service and the State?
In order to answer the first query, it must be emphasized that the
Service should be placed under the ministry which is a good customer of the meteorology of development and stands to gain most by the expansion of the Meteorological
Service. This ministry should also be the best equipped by its influence and stability
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in the State and by its technical competence and financial means to take the Meteorological Service under its wing. Meteorology must have a powerful and self-interested patron. The problem is complex, for meteorology, theoretically at least, concerns
Public Works, Communications, Transport, Agriculture, Home Affairs, Planning and
Defence. The diversity of these departments is such that it is reasonable to wonder
if it would not be better, in the last resort, to place meteorology under the services
directly dependent on the Prime Minister's Office, the more so since the scientific
character of African meteorology, by the expansion of the meteorology of resources,
should become more influential, whereas its dominant character at present is that of
technical operations. Now the notion of a scientific development policy is spreading
rapidly in Africa and it may well be under the aegis of such a policy, which often
depends on the Head of the Government, that meteorology in Africa will reach full
maturity later on.
As regards the second question, which concerns the national status of
the Meteorological Service, the answer is that its rank in the hierarchy should correspond to the role the Service plays or is called upon to play in national development. We feel that the Meteorological Service should be equivalent at least to a
senior ministerial directorate. It is inadmissible, in any case, for the Service to
have a lower status than that of the civil aviation service, or what is worse, to be
a mere branch thereof. When this is the case, the so-called Meteorological Service
is no more than an operational centre for air-transport protection at and around an
airport, together with a synoptic network and an administrative office often remote
from the operational centre. Under these circumstances, the country concerned may
be said to have an aeronautical meteorology division of a Meteorological Service but
the rest of the Service remains to be built up by the establishment of new divisions
in accordance with the organizational scheme which will be developed below.
African countries must make bold to break with all administrative traditions established by colonial authority when they prove to be harmful by inhibiting
national development in the new surroundings of political autonomy. Indeed, they
are up against a vicious circle out of which they must escape at any price by an act
of faith by the State in the meteorology of development. The vicious circle consists
in saying: "You were born slaves and weaklings; I shall give you enough for your
limited activities; remain weaklings and slaves." To break out of the circle is
tantamount to saying: "I set you free and give you new strength for I believe in your
abilities and need them urgently; make full use of them on my behalf."

The organizational scheme proposed below (Figure 2) calls for the following remarks. The Meteorological Service must have a national centre, an administrative headquarters, and a number of local centres on the basis of one for each
main administrative unit in the country (province).
The national centre must be sited on topographically acceptable ground
extensive enough to provide occommodation for the long-term expansion of the Service.
This site should be very close to the capital on some vantage point. where the horizon
is free. This ground must be used for building the central premises of the Service
and its dependencies, and accommodation for the staff. The central premises should
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be surrounded by perfectly homogeneous lawns reserved for observations and experiments
carried out by the various divisions of the centre.
The geographical grouping in a single complex, comprising all the bodies
that make up the centre, including the management, close to all leading national administrative offices and institutions, is the second requisite condition for the existence of a national meteorological agency capable of expanding in the service of
social and economic development.
Turning first to the directorate and administration (on the left-hand
side of the organizational s cheme), it should be stressed that the organ iz t ion should
be such that the director is not subme r ged by a spate of rou t ine obligations wri ch
may safely be left to able subordinates. The director should have time en ocgh to
deal with overall planning and policy. This includes the pl anni ng of de ve l opment,
annual reports, new technical projects, supervision of activiti e s in th e v~ riousdivisions and regions, participation in international meetings an d ke eping
t ouch with
progress in the meteorological sciences.
The existence of common technical services for every division , s uch as
the library, the laboratory and the workshop, under the director's control, is ind ispensable to any Meteorological Service. Staff requirements wi th respec t t o Class III
and Class IV observers and the need to provide refresher cours es at regular interval s
for personnel on duty in the network make it necessary to open a training school in
which meteorologists of Classe s I and II share occasional or regular teaching tasks.
Observation plots fulfilling the condi tions for standard stations of various types
should be set up on the lawns near to the training school.
Th e organizational scheme proposes six divisions g ro uped together in
two gen e r a] ~~t eo rolo g y de partments concerned with applicati ons to development, each
divisio n C'>mp xisin g se c t io ns which can not be examined in detail here. These propos~s
shoul d bt appli ed wi th the flex i bili
im po s ed by s pe cifi c na tional cases.
In certain countri es wh ere the r e is a dea ~yh of su rfa ce wat er , a hyd rome teorol ogical division will not be necessary. In others, where resources are inadequate, the organizational sc heme will have to be made more compact by grouping the technical organs
and divisions together on the basis of the most suitable criteria for ensuring that
meteorology renders effi cient service to the State. More generally , it may be said
that the national meteor ological institution should comprise as many divisions as
there are groups of pr oblems of a similar nature in the complex of activities covered
by the meteorology of development, to enable the latter to sati sfy both national requirements and international commitments~
1

I.

'

There are numerous criteria for selecting these groups of problems: the
importance and order of priority of the problems, the reduction to a minimum of overlapping between various fields in order to avoid duplication, and the balanced splitting up into several divisions of the extensive field of meteorology of development.
These divisions, without being too numerous , should respond to the definition of a
team formed round a common theme of activity, provided with a leader having well-defined aims, with a long-term programme and with adequate practical mean s .
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The question of giving each division its proper name in keeping with the
essential nature of its activity is not one to be overlooked, connected as it is with
the classification of the various branches of meteorology on which opinions may differ.
For instance, while it may be important to include ·~ouristid' meteorology in the organizational scheme, it may be worth while generalizing agrometeorology into biometeorology and considering touristic meteorology (weather, climate and physiological
standards of comfort) as part of the biometeorology division. This procedure is not
to be recommended if the agrometeorological sector is predominant. Classifying rules
should thus be applied in a sensible and discerning manner in the choice of titles
with due allowance for the sound of words in dealing with the clients of Meteorological Services.
The best means of pooling groups into divisions and sections varies considerably with the realities encountered and with the opinions of those responsible.
It is important to insist here that the mere transposition of solutions adopted in
any given developed country, acquired habits and available manpower cannot alone determine the choices to be made when it comes to basic re-organization on which the
future relies.
In any long-term planning system, the available human resources, when
properly considered, should not be allowed deliberately to govern the choices to be
made. The choices must be made consistent with principles and not in terms of manpower even though this means planning on a broader scale by means of a training and
recruiting policy to obtain the personnel required to implement the principles of
the development plan. In other words, we must pass from the general to the particular thanks +J a synthetic and realistic approach to the plan and by refraining from
subjecting the rules of doctrine to solutions reached by doing things the easy way
in accordance with the lesser concerns of the moment.
There should be permanent and daily co-operation between the various
divisions. Thus the synoptic-meteorology section, concerned with general weather
forecasting, should work in co-operation with divisions engaged in applied meteoro1.aJy wro re-analyse the facts of the general forecast from the angle of specific applications. It is thus essential for the activities of synoptic meteorology to be
concentrated in the precincts of the national centre in order to ensure permanent
contact between aerologists, synoptic experts and users of forecasts for agrometeorology, hydrometeorology and transport. Costs involved in additional transmission
installations at airports cannot take precedence over the great advantages that accrue
from centralizing all meteorological activities.
The division of the country into meteorological areas and sub-areas
should be based on its administrative counterpart. If meteorology is to be integrated in development, it must be represented by its regional chief on technical councils
whose task is to aid provincial authorities in the designing and carrying out of development action. Another argument in favour of regional decentralization is provided
by the impossibility of controlling a network that comprises hundreds of station~ often
spread over vast expanses of territory, from the national centre alone. Prior to
reaching this centre for final centralization and checking, observations have to pass
through regional centres which share in the onerous task of inspecting and running t
the various stations with unfailing reliability. This decentralization enables divi-
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sions at the national centre to devote more time to the scientific use of observations by proper investigations. The status of a regional chief in the hierarehy
should be equivalent to that of a divisional head at the national centre. Even so,
regional chiefs depend directly on the national director who passes down to them the
technical instructions originating in the divisions.
The role of the regional meteorological chief is to represent the director of the national Meteorological Service with the governor of the province and
advise him concerning all problems with meteorological implications, such as farming
development, water resources, flood protection, afforestation, etc. He should also
be responsible for the co-ordination of meteorological activities at the provincial
level with the users, in other words, with the provincial representatives of the
State services and of bodies concerned with research and development. It is also up
to him to promote the role of meteorology in development by stimulating awareness of
the problems involved, by proposing improvements in the network in accordance with
the new requirements and by proposing to the various technical divisions possible
subjects of co-operation.
Internal co-ordination of activities
The internal co-ordination of the national meteorological centre should
be ensured essentially by an annual meeting of divisional and regional chiefs with
the director in the chair. In the course of this meeting, which ought to take place
before budget proposals are submitted for the coming financial year, executives on
the directorial staff submit their annual report on the activities of the office, define new requirements to be met under joint concerted programmes and conclude with
requests for the necessary ways and means.
In the meteorology of development, since there has to be co-operation
with other government bodies in the achievement of common objectives, it is essential
to report on what has been achieved and to define the programme of activities and
means of their implementation by annual stages. It is thanks to planning meetings
prior to the drawing up of national development plans that this programme should be
defined; this means that it is essential for the director of the Meteorological Service to be invited to and to attend these meetings. In countries where meteorology
is considered as an accessory technique imposed from without, in those where it is
simply a matter of routine activities and in those where those responsible work in
complacent isolation, it is obvious that meteorology stands little chance of being
represented in development planning meetings. It is also desirable to hold periodical meetings between the various divisions at headquarters with a view to exchang_
ing information on progress achieved and for free discussion of the problems to be
solved.
Human resources
So long as meteorology is confined to the running of a synoptic network
for weather forecasts and transport protection, it really remains a mere technique,
a set of rules and instructions which soon fall into the rut of daily routine. It
is obvious that meteorology so considered can be content with a staff of average ability and one or two meteorologists, more often engineers than men
of scienc~ to
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main responsibilities.
Now, as we have seen, the meteorology of development asserts its scientific nature since it is called upon to harness, on behalf of society, a large number
of natural phenomena governed by strictly determined laws in which meteorological
causes ploy a leading part.
If the meteorology of development is to be promoted effectively with an
eye to the purpose ahead, it is certainly necessary to have qualified personnel of
average ability (Class II and Class III) to operate the synoptic network; however,
two other classes of men will also be needed to work at both ends of the professional
training scale, namely, conscientious observers with sufficient training to read the
instruments and note and do the necessary calculations with the figures observed, and
experts to analyse and process data with a view to discovering the laws that govern
dynamic, climatological, hydrometeorological or agrometeorological processes.
While the number of observers needed to run the numerous stations on the
climatological network must be considerable, the number of brains required for interpretation may be few: one at least for each division and sub-division, and preferably one per meteorological region.
This meteorological elite must clearly be highly trained and prepared by
vocation, study and special training for technical leadership in the various divisions
and sections.
The director of the national Me t e orological Service, whose job is to coordinate divisional programmes, must of course bel ong to the above elite. His training must indeed be acquired at a still higher level, his experience must be more extensive and he must have faith in the national role of the Service entrusted to him.
Undoubtedly, in the early days of de velop i ng an improved Me te orological
Service, the responsibilities devolving on divisional and regional chiefs will have
to be entrusted to Class II personnel for want of anyone of Class I. The essential
criterion for choosing men to be vested with such authority is the interest they take
in the technical side of problems, their ability to respond to the expert beside them,
and their will constantly to extend their technical knowledge. The personality of
those in charge, their authority and faith in the future of the country are factors
to be considered no less than their academic achievements.
This crucial matter of recruiting, training and employing young meteorologists with higher education should be included in the national policy on scientific and technical research applied to development. Human resources are scarcer than
financial means and the essential condition for the future of meteorology in Africa,
that is its re-development as an applied science for national development, is that
a few young men from the universities should be attracted, appointed and prepared intensively for the senior duties they are to assume.
It is necessary to stress once more the need for highly-trained meteorologists in Africa (i.e. for Class I men as defined by Professor Van Mieghem). In
the context of the present rate of progress in the world, the structure of a national
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Meteorological Service is indeed inconceivable without this basic pyramid of senior
staff (director, division chiefs, section chiefs and assistants), not only devoted
to their scientific and technical duties but also, in developing countries, responsible for training their subordinates down to the lowest level.

These dimensions depend first of all on those of the State itself. The
best means of ascertaining the all-round significance of a Meteorological Service is
to define the reasonable percentage its budget should represent as compared with the
national income. This would mean obtaining data pertaining to all WMO Member countries
and afterwards assigning the percentage required for each developing country in accordance with this list and with the present level of the Meteorological Service in that
country.
Our feeling is that this percentage should be definitely higher than for
developed countries where meteorology admittedly furthers economic
expansion but
without playing a pioneering part in development. This remark, moreover, applies to
all scientific and technical institutions that promote development. Relatively more
power is required to start up development than to ensure its upkeep.
The numerical strength of personnel in various categories from I to IV,
required by the Meteorological Service, is another aspect of the dimensional problems.
It is difficult to assign a reasonable percentage, as compared with other national Services and institutions, without conducting a preliminary inquiry.
It is worth while
repeating that, in the author's view, in Africa the present number of staff and the
proportion in the different categories are usually well below the optimum level required.
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The quantitative notion of the size of the Service in terms of the number of staff, the budget and the area of the premises occupied must be completed by
the qualitative notion of efficiency in terms of the means at its disposal. A modest
institution whose efficiency is well known is to be preferred to a meteorological
institution with unduly large resources and poor output. It is the product of quantity
x quality which defines the level of a Meteorological Service. Installations and
activities for the sake of prestige will do more harm than good where essentials are
unsatisfactory. Indeed, they are a source of discredit. It is also important to
,~
strike a balance between the resources devoted to the national centre and those gran- ~
ted to regional centres and networks. There are all too many instances of Services ~
seeking to extend their synoptic or climatological networks with lavish expenditure '·
on equipment, without properly strengthening their centralizing and supervisory capabilities at regional and national level. The task of setting up a network comprising
hundreds of stations and of keeping it in operation is one that requires patient and
persistent efforts, for a succession of obstacles has to be overcome. The choice of
sites and observers, the choice of instruments and their calibration, the drawing
up of installation standards and observation criteria, the drafting of instructions
to observers, the composition of documents, various means of converting readings and
extracting information from recording instruments, transmission, centmlization, classification,
regular use of data for periodical or occasional bulletins for special investigations,
supervision of observers and refresher courses -- all the above are worthy of mention. ~
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All this vast complex of co-ordinated activities would be inconceivable
without the framework of a well-organized Meteorological Service with adequate central
administrative capabilities.
External co-ordination
The co-ordination of the activities of a Meteorological Service with
outside organizations should be considered first of all at national level, then on
the international scale.
In the field of national co-ordination, it would seem desirable for the
Meteorological Service to be placed under the patronage of a high-level Meteorological Committee. This body, comprising main users of meteorology, such as government
departments and research institutes, would have the following terms of reference:
annual approval of the report on the previous year, the programme for the coming year
and the corresponding budget. The annual meeting of the Committee would provide the
director with an indispensable opportunity to uphold the policy and presence of the
Meteorological Service in the State and to proceed to the periodical renewal of cooperative ties with the national institutions and services concerned. The problem
of such co-ordination goes to the very structural roots of under-development. Let us
take the example of agriculture, the rate of development of which results from the
association of many variables or parameters conditioning the rate of growth in accordance with mathematical functions defined in econometrics. For the sake of simplification and in order to bring out the idea involved, we may consider that progress
achieved in agriculture through agrometeorological channels depends upon the three
following organizations: the agrometeorological division of the Meteorological Service,
the institute of agronomic research and the department of agriculture. Now let us
assume that each of these organizations has an assessment value of 0 to 10 likewise
applicable to the strength of the co-ordinating link between them in a concerted effort on behalf of agricultural development. If one of these organizations is weak or
the co-ordinating links are non-existent,
ultimate progress will
be
poor:
0.1 x 0.1 x 10 = 0.1 whereas as 10 x 10 x 10 = 1 1 000. There exists in agronomy a law,
known as the law of the limiting factor according to which the increase in output due
to the use of a composite fertilizer is determined by the chemical component of lowest
content. A similar law obtains in economics. Indeed it is safe to say that development is conditioned by the lowest inhibiting factor which may be a human, educational,
structural, political or other factor. This law of the limiting factor goes to explain why it is so difficult for African countries to shake off the slough of subdevelopment. Everything should move forward at the same rate if the effects of progress are to be multiplied. In one State, however, there is no organized Meteorological Service; in another, this Service is mediocre and the same is true of agronomical research; in a third, there is no real agricultural service with a pyramid formation of agronomical engineers and advisors without which there can be no transferring
to the rural masses of the methods perfected by agronomical research.
In certain African countries, the budget of the Ministry of Agriculture
accounts for a ludicrously low percentage of the total budget of the State. Development demands a fair balance in the allocation of resources received to achieve the
recognized priority aims. From what has been said it can be concluded, that in many
cases the weakness of the Meteorological Service is a limiting factor in development.
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CHAPTER VII

Among the most significant external co-ordinations from the viewpoint of
the Meteorological Service are those relating to scientific research and higher
education; to agronomical research and the department of agriculture; to the hydrological service; and to planning and development.
Co-ordination with the hydrological service raises an essential problem:
In view of the indivisible character of the hydrological cycle, especially as regards
its atmospheric sector and the pedological sector affected by the atmosphere, and with
a view to the rational forecasting of floods and low-water levels, which necessitates
a single administration of networks for measuring rainfall, evaporation, runoff and
all the other factors involved, would it not be better for the State to have a single
organization known as the "National Meteorological and Hydrological Service"? Our
personal view is as follows. When the hydrological service has not grown to such
proportions and achieved such autonomy or importance as to make a merger with meteorology inopportune but when, on the contrary, the hydrological service is still in an
embryonic state, then African countries clearly stand to gain by grouping the two
departments in a single service, especially if the country concerned has a large river
system.
Another far-reaching cause of the lack of interest displayed by many
Meteorological Services when it comes to whole-hearted participation in national development and which explains why they seem to work in isolation like any purely operational service such as the post office, is the rift between the outlook and training
of meteorologists on the one hand and of users of their work
hydrologists, engineers
agronomists, geographers and economists -- on the other.
The remedy for this state of affairs lies in the training of development
meteorologists who should be recruited among young men in the above categories who
have a meteomlogicol vocation and have foThwed special courses. In applied meteorology, the centre of groviiy
of the knowledge needed to solve any problan that arises shouJd be defined mare ~the purpose arecrl than by the
meihxl of appI'CXlch. 5-:> lmg as aiy Meteorological ~ice in aiy developingcc._rrb:y has to rely solely on
pure meteorolo9ists trained on conventional lines, it will be unable to enter the
stream of development in any real sense of the term, whatever the means at its disposal. Indeed, true integration of method and purpose actually takes place in the mind
of the expert and not merely through an exchange of ideas between specialists from
different fields. What is required, in the last resort, is a co-ordinator whose mind
is capable of synthesis and whose hybrid training makes for a sense of method and for
a lucid grasp of practical problems. To revert to the organizational scheme above,
the rational opening up of meteorological resources for the greatest economic gain
calls, in the first place, for scientific knowledge of meteorological causes themselves and of their interaction. Such is the proper object of general meteorological
science -- the physics of the atmosphere. Hence the first meteorological department
suggested, which is the field of pure meteorologists, dynamic meteorologists, climatologists, or instrument experts. In the second place, the opening up of resources
entails scientific knowledge of the connexion between causes and practical effects
resulting in economic advantage. Hence the second department of meteorology applied
to development, which should be staffed by development meteorologists who will be
either men with meteorological training who address their efforts to practical applications, or experts in the field of application who have studied meteorology. The
achievement of optimum integration requires both types. When one considers the novelty
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and all-round aspect of problems in development meteorology from their economic angle,
there can be no doubtthatit is worth while for developing countries to have the benefit
of advice from an economist with meteorological leanings. These aspects as a whole
serve to define the concept of a new branch of meteorology which may be termed economic meteorology.
In the field of international co-ordination, as regards Africa in particular, organizational problems are now resolved by the existence of Regional Association I (Africa) of the World Meteorological Organization, which meets every four
years. The implementation of the World Weather Watch and the setting up of African
regional centres will strengthen still further the co-ordination ties between Meteorological Services. In view of the difficult problems facing development meteorology,
which have to be solved in an African context, State by State, without duplication or
dispersion of effort, it may be wondered even so whether the above activities will be
adequate.
In an ideal view of international development co-operation, untrammelled
by political difficulties, it is reasonable to assume that the creation of one or two
regional institutes, complete with experts and suitable resources, might be the best
means of relieving national Services of the tasks which are beyond them at present
in such basic branches of African meteorology as dynamic meteorology, climatology and
instruments.
As regards international co-operation in its proper sense, we would express the wish that the authorities concerned should not leave vacant the seats reserved for representatives of African Meteorological Services at sessions of the WMO
Congress and Commissions and at symposia or seminars throughout the world, where all
too often the law of strength and numbers prevails.
Be it hoped, by way of conclusion, that those responsible for African
Meteorological Services will compare the present position in their own respective
Services with the ideals outlined above. Let us also hope that public authorities
will grow aware of the powerful part that meteorology can play in economic development, and that all meteorology represents by way of observatio~ efforts and research
will be brought home to them. No other natural science, technique or public service
is expected to measure every hour without fail a system of atmospheric physical elements in the four-dimensional continuum of space and time in which men move and have
their being.
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